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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Statement of the Problem 
The problems of this study were: (1) to discover the perceptiona, 
regarding characteriatic• of people living in the United States, of foreign 
atudenta attending Wayne State Univeraity in Detroit, Michi.gan; (2.) to 
identify poaaible reaaona for theae perceptiona; (3) to increaae the 
awareneaa a.nd underata.nding of the meana by which these perceptions 
were formed; (4) to increaae the knowledge of profeeaional foreign student 
counaelora with regard to foreign atudenta' perception• of the United 
Sta.tea; and (5) to develop an inatrurnent that would be useful in advising 
and counseling foreign etudents. 
Background and significance of the study 
During 1965-1966 there were 82, 709 foreign atudenta attending 
college• and univeraitiea in the United Statee. One hundred fifty-eight 
countries and tea territoriea were repreaented by these 1tudenta, and 
twenty-three of theae countriee each sent over 1,  000 atudenta. 1 These 
1Inatitute of International Education, Open . .Poora, 1956: Report 
on International Exchange (New York: Inatitute of International Education, 
1966), p. 4. 
1 
2 
figure• represented a •light increaae over the 1963-1964 totals, but 
more significantly, however, they represented a substantial increase 
over the pre-World War I figures when 3, 673 foreign students were 
enrolled. 1 The enrollment figure• since l '1a4 by selected years are 
ahown in Tables 1 and Z. With the exception of 1930-1 '131, the1e figures 
showed that there wae little increase in foreign students until 1946 at 
which time the number significantly ncreased and ha& continued to in-
crease to the present time. 
TABLE I 
FOREIGN STUDENT POPULATION 
FOR SELECTED YEARSa 
Year 
1923-192• • • • • • •  
1930-1931 • • • • • •  
1934-1·135 • • • • • •  
1939-1940 • • • • • •  
l 944'-1945 • • • • • •  
1946-1947 • • • • • •  
194 7 -l '148 • • • • • • 
1948-1949 • • • • • •  
l 95 0 - l <) 5 1 • • • • • • 
1951-1952 • • • • • •  
• • • • • • 
• • • • • • 
. . . . . . 
• • • • • • 
• • • • • • 
• • • • • • 
• • • • • • 
• • • • • • 
• • • • • • 
• • • • • •• 
Number of 
Foreign Students 
6,739 
9,643 
5,7ul 
6, 154 
6,954 
14,94Z 
17,Zl4 
26,759 
29,813 
31, l 00 
I absac L. Kandel, United States Activities 
In International Cultural Relations, American 
Council on Educational Studiea, Series 1, quoted 
in Edward C. Cieslak, Foreign Students in 
American Colleges, (Detroit: Wayne State 
Univeraity Pr•••• 1955), p. 8. 
1w. Reginald Wheeler, Henry H. King, and Alexander B. Davidson, 
3 
There are a diveraity of reaaons given for students from abroad 
coming to the United States to study. .Most of these reasons, however, 
can be categorized under four major headings: (1) reasons expressed 
by foreign students; (Z) reasons expressed by the government of the 
United States; (3) rea son• expressed by the educational world; and 
(4) reasons expreased by the American public. 
TABLE Z 
FOREIGN STUDENT POPULATION FOR THE YEARS 
1954-1955 and 1965-1966 
Year 
}<)54-1955 • •  
1965-1966 • •  
. . 
• • 
• • • 
. . . 
• • • • • 
• • • • • 
• • • • 
• • • • 
Number of 
Foreign Students 
alnatitute of International Education, Open Doo�s: 
A Report on Three Surveys, 1954-1955 (New York: 
lnetitute of international Education, 1955 ), . p. 43. 
blnatitute of lnterna·tio.na1 Education, Open Doors, 
1965: Report on International Exchange (New York: 
lnatitute of lllteJ'national Education, b bb ), p. 4. 
Ciealak found that the reaaona expressed by his eample of 344 
foreign s tude.nte for corning to the United States to &tudy could be placed 
under the following categories: 
The Foreign Student in America (New York: Association Press), P• li, 
quoted in Edward C. Cieslak, Foreign Students in A:nertcan Colleges 
(Detroit: Wayne State University Preas, 1955 ), p. 8. 
4 
1. To travel. or to see the U. S. A. 
Z. The U.S. offers modern education in the field of study. 
3. For technical education. 
-
4. Secause the U . S. A. i• the moat advanced and i• the 
world leader. 
S.  To learn English. 
6. Received a scholarship. 
7. Education desired not offered back home. 
8. Relatives or friends are in the u. S. A. 
9. Parente• or relative• deciaion. 
lG. Homeland conditions not conducive to study. 
l l. Can work while studying. 
12. To atte nd a Christian college. 
13. Be on my own. 
14. Shorter coll ege program in the U. S� 
15. Come with father, who i s  a government official . 
16. For health reaeone. 
17. Better chance to get into college. 
18. The climate i s  better. 
l Si. Only choice at the time. 
ZO. Study comparativ� education. 
Z 1. English is my only foreign language. l 
Two other studies pointed out reasons which were similar to those 
found by Cieslak. The United States Advisory Commission on lnternationaJ. 
Education and Cultural Affairs in their survey of 1, 486 foreign student s 
attendin g universities in the United States discovered that the foreign 
students whom they interviewed expressed the following reasons: 
The belief that euperior educatio n was available here 
was described by over half (55 per cent) a• their reason 
for coming. General intereet in the United States was the 
principle motivation of 28 per cent and 17 per cent •tated 
t 1 Theee a.re arranaed according to frequency of. mention and 
frequency of firat mention. Edward C. Cieslak, Foreign Student• in 
American Colleges ( Detroiti Wayne State University Presa, 1955 ), 
p .  zz. 
5 
that they were attracted chiefly by the availability of scholarship 
f�mds. 1 
Similarly three specific reasons for foreign students comin.g to the United 
States for further study were delineated in a study by lvlelby: 
More specifically the foreign student comes here for three 
reasons: In the first place, he believes he can get the type of 
training that will enhance his profeag\onal status at home. 
Secondly. all except the completely self-centered individuals 
believe thia training will be of direct benefit to their countries. 
Thirdly, although thi1 motive may be present only in the sub­
conscious of many, they come to learn abo·ut, and hopefully, to 
understand the United States. 2 
Although the personal reasons of foreign students for corning to 
the United States to atudy are important to examine and evaluate. the 
increasing '1motivating force putting large numbers of foreign students 
in American Universitiea ia the force of national governments ..... 3 
The United States government's belief in educational exchange as a. tool 
for assisting other nations was reflected, for example, in President 
Lyndon B. Johnson'& commitment to international education by his pro-
posal for an International Education Act and the legislation which was 
1u. S. • Department of State, Advisory Commission on International 
Educational and Cultural Affairs, Operatione and Policy Research, lnc. • 
Foreign Student• in the United States ,  Vol. 1, 1965, p. 5. 
2 John F. Melby, ''The Foreign Student in America, 11 Or bis, Vol. Ill. 
Spring 1964 quoted in U.S., Congress, House, Committee on Education, 
International Education Past, Present, Problems and Prospects, 89th 
Congreas, Znd Sesaion. H. Report s27. 1966, PP• 319-326. 
3 August G. Benaon, Foreign Students in U.S. Higher Education, 
Foreign Student Office, Michigan State University (East Lan9ing: by 
the author• 1966), p. Z4. 
6 
introduced. In his message to the Congress of the United States on 
February Z, 1966. President Johnson stressed the following reasons 
for a national inter est in foreign students and in international education: 
( 1 )  to strengthen our capacity for international education 
cooperation. 
(2) to stimulate exchange with students and teachers of 
other lands. 
(3) to a ssist the progress of education in developing 
nations. 
(4) to build new bridges of international understanding. 1 
Two basic reasons for Western Nations such as the United 
State• to emphasize study in their country and to provide services to 
foreign students were pointed out by Benson in a report concerned with 
foreign students in United States higher education: 
(1) to create a favorable image of the Western country. 
(Z) a humanitarian desire to help the foreign student. 2 
The educational world too often has a variety of goals and pur-
poses for desirin& that foreign students con1e to the United States to study. 
Tbege reasons may be qui.te different from the reaons expressed by either 
the foreign students themselves or the government of the United States. 
The objectives of the college ad.tn inistrator may be: ( 1) to broaden the 
scope of the American students; (2.) to improve the image of the TJnited 
States abroad; or (3) to expand his i::istituti on' s enrollment. 3 
p. 55. 
111The President's Message. 11 Saturday Review, Augu•t zo. 1966, 
2 
Benson, p. 18 
3cora Dubois, Foreign Students and Higher Education In the U.S. A. 
(Washington, D. C. : American Council on Education. 1956), pp. 12 ·-13. 
7 
Benson Hated four objectives of colleges and univeraitiea for 
accenting cross-cultural education and foreign atudent populations: 
"(1) the aequi•ition and diffusion of knowledge. (Z) the complementing 
of the proceaa of higher education, (3) the development of mutual 
understanding and good will on the international leve1s, (4) the 
implementation of certain aspects of foreign policy.;' 1 
The Committee of Educational Interchange Pohcy of the Institute 
of International Education found five rea•on• to be prevalent in the 
American-supported exchange prograrns: 
(1) 
(Z) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
to promote international \inderatanding and good will 
among the peoples of the world as a contribution to 
peace. 
to develop friends and supporter• for the Untted 
States by giving persona from other countrie-e a 
better under standing of the life and culture of the 
United Sta tee. 
to contribute to the economic, social, or poll.ti.cal 
development of other countriea. 
to aid in the educational or professional development 
of outatandi.ng il\dividuala. 
to advance knowledge throughout the world for the 
general welfare of mankind. 2 
In a study by the Educational and World Affairs Committee, 
which appeared in the United States Houae of Repreaent&tivea• Education 
lBenson, p. 6. 
2.committee on Educational Interchange Policy. The Goals of 
Student Exchange: An Analy•i• of Goall of Program• for Foreign 
Students (New York: Inatitute of International Education, l 9S5) 
quoted in William H. S.well and Oluf M • . Davideen, Scandinavian Students 
on American Campus ( Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Presa, 
1961), p. 4. 
8 
and Labor committee's report on international education, the comm ittee 
found that educational leaders supported the continued admission of 
for•tgn students. Their ar gumenta fell into one or more of the following 
four groups: 
(1) cold war cultural diplomacy. --- This approach invoive8 
the belief that training foreign students is a way of 
making friends for the United State• in tho cold war . • •  
{Z) education of the most promis ing individuals in the world 
community. --- According to thia approach, reaourcea 
for higher education should be devoted to providing 
opportunities for education and profeasional development 
to the most promising individuals regardless of their 
country or origin • • • 
(3) U.S. responsibility to assist the underdeveloped areas. - - -
Thia approach is baaed upon hum.anitarian and political 
considerations • . . 
(4') cultural interaction. - -- Thi• appro ach stresaee the 
value for American students of cultural interaction with 
foreign students . • • l 
The views held by United States public for encouraging foreign 
students to come to the United States are closely related to the views 
held by the other three groupe : (1) foreign etudenta, (2) the United 
States government. and (3) the educational world. Cora Dubois believed 
that the United State• public is primariiy interested that the students who 
co:rr.e to the United State• will leave with a more appreciative feeling of 
the nation. She felt that the public regard• educational exchange as a 
1Education and World Affairs, The Foreign Student: Whom Shall 
We Vlelcome? (New York: Education and World _illairs, 1964) quoted 
U. 5. , Congre• s • House, Committee on Education, International Education 
Paat, Preeeat. Problem• and Prospects, 89th C ongreaa, 1nd Session, 
H. Report 527, 1966, pp. 335-347. 
9 
p ropaganda technique designed for the national intereat. "To many 
American citi.zene," she said., ''the goals of foreign student exchange 
may be no more clearly defined than 'international understanding' 
with the associated hope for peace • • . .,l 
The public of the United States, therefore, has acknowledged 
that a connection exists between international education and the welfare 
of their nation, a• well as the future of mankind. The ultimate concern 
of United State•' citizens for etudenta studying in the Un ited States i• a 
hope for tiee of lasting friendahip. 2 
Putman swnmarized the goala for foreign •tudent exchange of 
the United State• government, of the United State a citizenry.. and of the 
/ 
community in which the foreign atudent lives. According to Put?nan., 
these objectives are: 
1. To fo1ter understanding of a friendship for the United 
States, and thereby contribute to world peace. 
2. To educate the foreign etudent 80 that he can return 
to his own country to make a contribution towards 
it• development. 
3. To develop outstanding leaders in their professions 
and their countries. 
4. To enjoy a touch of the exoti.c- -native costumes, 
aongs, dance. and the like. 
S. To meet need• for trained pereonnel in thia country. 
even on a temporary ba•i•. 
loubol•, pp. 12·14. 
2 John Regan, Culture Shock: An ,Exl>l�ration in Observation, 
A report of an exploratory study in international understanding. 
Sponsored oy Phi Delta Kappa (Alberta, Canada: University of Alberta. 
1966, p. l. 
10 
6 .  To contribute to the advancement of knowledge 
throughout the world for the general benefit of 
mankind. 
7. To make converts and develop mi.ssionariee abroad 
for our political, economic, and/or religious 
philosophy. 
8. To provide helpful contacts for U.S. business abr?ad. 1 
As evidenced by the reasons stated for the continuance of foreign 
students in United States' colleges and universities by the fo eign students , 
by the United States government, by the educational woiild. and by the 
United States public, it is almost certain that, unless the United States 
I 
becomes involved in another major war, the number of foreign students 
will steadily i.ncreaae in the next eeveral years. It would seem reason-
able, therefore, that reaearch ehould be conducted to inve•tigate whether 
the objective• stated for educational exchange are being accomplished. 
The main objectives, which were expre�eed by every group but the 
foreign student• themselves, were: (1) to create a favorab le image of the 
United States; (Z) to develop friends and allies for the United States; and 
(3) to make lasting ties of mutual understanding. This, then, is the 
'significance of this study. 
1Putman is paraphrasing here from a report by the Committee 
on Educational Interchange Policy entitled The Goals of Student Exchange 
(New York: Institute oI International Education, 1955, pp. 4-5. Putman's 
article, The Foreign Student Adviser and His Institution in International 
Student Exc:binge (New Yor·k: National A••ociation for Foreign Student 
Affair•, 1965) ia cited in U.S. , Congre••• Hou•e, Committee on Education, 
International Education Paat, Preaent. Problem• and Preapects, 89th 
Congress, Znd Session, H. Report 527, 1966, pp. 331-334. 
11 
Need for the study 
Since there ia a general agreement among the three main segments 
oj the United States society --the governznent, the education world, and the 
general public- -that there should be foreign students pursuing advanced 
studies in the United States and since the main reason for this agreement 
is becauae these three groups believe that foreign students' perceptions 
and opinions of the United State• will influence the attitudes of their 
reap•ctlve countries. it ia important that these opinions be studied. 
Scattered through the colleges and universities of the United 
States are some 82. 000 students from virtually every corner of 
the non-Communist world • • •  They come from what we now 
call the emerging nations of Africa, Asia. the Middle East, and 
Latin America. 
That 1 eader s of gover nments, industry, technology, education, 
and acience will be drawn from the rank• of these atudents can 
hardly be doubted. That their potential audience and credibility 
i• greater than that of the Voice of America i& highly probable. 
That among them are individuals whose feelings and opinions 
about the United Sta.te• may •ome day affect thi• nation's 
destiny is easily possible. Congress has formally recOFized 
that the national interest is affected by what happens to these 
thousands of foreign students. l 
Wedge pointed out that without an underatanding of how the 
foreign student views the United Statea, it i• difficult to interpret the 
society of the United States to the foreign student. 
Perhaps the moet important requirement for a meaningful 
exchange of ideaa with � foreigner i• to appreciate the picture 
of the world that be b�ing• with him. If we are abie to see hi• 
experiences in this country through hia eyes, we can do a better 
1 Advisory Commia•ion on International Education and Cultural 
Affai.rs. p. l. 
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job of helping h�rn ti.> i nterpret them, 21.nd we are a· so more . ' , e!.y 
to avoi.d the jagged rocks of misunderstanding. l 
Because the American peopie wish foreign students to under-
stand and appreciate the United States and its peopie, it is important 
that the foreign students '  perceptions of the United States be analyzed. 
"The visitor's know�edge and preconceptions must be assessed if we are 
to discover the best means of making contact with him. 12 1'It behooves 
us, · · said Ithiell de Sola Pool, "to examine what this new generation of 
international student& is actually learning and what it is carrying back 
home. "3 This was the first need of this study. 
The second need for this study wa s, by studying his reactions 
to the United States, to beip the foreign atudent in hi.& adjustment to 
the culture of America. 11The foreign student. 11 said Ward ''needs our 
support and as&i�tance in helping him adjust to a new and etrange country. 
Further study and research is vitally needed to compreh end and handle 
the many complex problems facing the foreign student in the United States 
today. ,,4 
lBrya.nt Wedge. Visitors to the U . S. and How They See Us 
(Princeton. New Jersey: D. Van Nostrand Company, Inc'. , 1965). p. 4. 
2wedge, p. 124 
3tthiell de Sola Pool's comments appear in the introduction to 
George V. Coelho. Changi.na Ima e•  of Am.erica: A Study of lnclian 
Students' Perception• Glencoe, Illinois: Glencoe. Il ino\s Free Pree•, 
1958), p. xv .  
4Lyle .i;. Ward, 11Some Observation• of the Underlying Dynamics 
of Ccnfli.ct in Foreign Students, 11 Student Medicine, Vol. 1, No. 6 (April 
1962), p. 438. 
11 
Sasnett pointed out in her article on foreign students on 
American campuses that ''it seems reasonable to assume along with 
the growing number of foreign students, it will be of importance for 
counselor• and mental hygienists to expand their knowledge and under-
atanding of the emotional problem• experienced by the foreign atudent 
and the impact made upon him by the United States. 111 
The third need for thi1 •tudy wae to increaae the knowledge of 
prof eaaional workers, auch ae foreign atudent advieera, international 
activities counselors, and community service peraonnel, concerning 
foreign atudent•' view• of the United State a: 
The invo1vem.ente of thi• Nation in the affairs of the world 
put new demands on education. An e ducational system must 
today produce citizen• who are equipped with the knowledae, 
sensitivities, and competencies for functioning intelligently 
in the vital and extenaive areae where diverse culture• meet 
and must accommodate without the biaaes a.nd mieinformation 
which generate fruitleae tensions and devastating conflict•. 2 
"American hoete to foreign visitors to the United States. " said 
Wedge, "are �quarely in the front line• of international relations. As 
truly as the professional diplomat, they carry real responsibilities for 
cross-cultural communication. 113 For thie reason. they ehould be aware 
l M. T. Sasnett, "Foreign Student Problems on American Campuses, ,. 
College and Univeraity. XXVI {1950), pp. 93-101. 
Zu. S., Congreea, House, Committee on Education. International 
Education Past, Preaent, Problems and Prospects, 89th Congrees, 2nd 
Seasion, H. Report 5Z7, p. xi. 
3w d · ·  e ge. p. vu. 
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of forei.gn visitors' reactions to the United States. 
Purposes of the study 
The central purposes of this •tudy were: (1) to present 
opinion& of foreign atudenta who were attending \Vayne State Univer11ity 
in Detroit, Michigan, with regard to the American character; (Z) to 
preaent opinions of American atudent leader• who were attending Wayne 
State University with regard to the American character; (3) to compare 
the opinions of foreign students attending Wayne State Univeraity with 
regard to the American character and the opinions of American student 
leaders attending Wayne State University with regard to the American 
character� and { 4) to show the relation between country of origin of 
foreign students attending Wayne State University and their opinions w:th 
regard to the American character, as revealed through a questionnaire 
study. 
Scope of the study and limitations of the study 
At the time of this atudy, May, 1967, Wayne State University had 
a, 246 student• from other countries attending classes. Of these students, 
613 were in the United States on permanent visas and 633 were on temporary 
visas. They represented 98 countries. Seventy-two countries were 
represented by the temporary visas students, and eighty-one countries 
were represented by the permanent v.i•a.• atudents. The figure of 1, 246 
15 
represented Z. 9 per cent of the entire Wayne State University student 
body. Thit- study was concerned only with the 633 students who were in 
the United States on temporary visas (See Appendix D for complete 
description of student•). 
The large'6t concentration of temporary visa students were from 
the countries of Canada, 198; India, 1Z3; China, 56; Greece, 34; Iran, 
34; Philippines, 31; Israel, ZS; Korea, 24; Japan, Z3; and Lebanon, 17. 
The remainder of the countries had ten or leea students. 
There were 331 {52. 4 percent) undergraduate& and 3 2 (47. 6 per 
cent} graduates among the temporary v isa students, and these students 
were enrolled in the colleges of Liberal Arts, Education, Engine<:.-ring, 
Pharmacy, Monteith, Nursing, Business Administration, Social Work, 
and Medicine. The largest number of students were enrolled in the 
coileges of Liberal Arts, 328, and Engineering. 146. There were also 
52 students enrolled in Business Administration. 45 in Education, Z.5 in 
Nu:rs�ng, 18 in Medicine. 15 in Pharmacy, 7 in Social v\tork, and 2 in 
Montieth. 
Of the temporary visa student•, 529 were in the United States on 
student visas, 74 on exchange visitor visas, 18 on viaitor visas, and 4 on 
diplomatic v isa&. Five students failed to indicate a viaa classification. 1 
1 Each viea classification carries with it certain limitations and 
reaponsibilitiea. The student visa or "F-111 visa student is the most 
common. Students on this visa a.re allowed to remain in the United States 
as long as they are pursuing degree• at American universitie& or engag in& 
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The foreign student population used for purposes of this report 
was. therefore, the 633 students who were attending Wayne State Univer sity 
at the time ol this report and who were classified by the United States 
government as temporary visa students. 
The American student leaders who were asked to participate in 
this study and who were used as the control group were the current 
presidents of the recognized student organizations at Wayne State University. 
This group of leaders did not represent a random sample of American 
student s .  Their name s were taken from the list of student organizations 
provided by the Office of the Director of Student Activities (See Appendix 
C). The president of a campus organi:z.ation was contacted if his name 
appeared on the list or if his name did not appear on the list but it was 
possible to obtain his name through the faculty adviser or the organization. \ 
Presidents whose organizations were no longer active or who were non-
citiz,ene were not considered.. One hundred twenty student presidents were 
contacted and asked to participate. 
in practical training. The practical training period is limited to eighteen 
months,  They may apply for permission to work, transfer universities, or, 
at the end of their period of studying, make application for permanent 
resident visa11. The exchange visitor or "J- 1 ' '  visa students are limited 
to a specific time for completing their cour•e wo:rk. They must receive per -
mission from their sponsors before changing prograrr1 s, and they cannot 
apply for a permanent resident visa until they return to their homelands 
for a period of two years. The ' 'J - 1" visa students cannot be employed with­
out permission from their aponaora. The' 'H- l 1 1 ,  "H-l ", or "H-3 ". or 
diplomatic visa students are given all the privileges of spec1al guests. 
They cannot, however, engage in work and their time in the United States 
i a  determined by their own country. The vhitor or 1 1 B - 2 "  visa students are 
limited in length of time in the United States and in crossing national 
boundaries. They cannot be em.ployed. 
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The university setting at Wayne State was the first important 
l imitation to consider in this study. Generaliz.ations of findings in this 
report may be biased by the pecularities of the university. the inhabitant• 
and area surrounding the university, the make-up of the American student 
body, the counseling services offered to foreign students for making 
contacts with the American community. For this reason references were 
avoided that would indicate that the responses given by Wayne State 
University students would be roughly the same on any campus. 
The second liznitation of this experiment concerned people. 
The Arneri.can subjects who were asked to participate were all leaders 
and presidents of their respective clubs or organizations. Because of 
the positions they held, they could not be regarded as typical students. 
It was not the intent of this study, however, to sample the entire 
.... u...i1'H�r ican student body. It was the opinion of the writer that the student 
leaders were closer to the character and personalities of the foreign 
students than the average student at Wayne State. Melby pointed out that. 
11almost all foreign students returning home after studying in America 
became members of their countries growing elite group. 11 1 "1 eader s of 
governments, industry, technology. education, and science wili be drawn 
from the ranks of these student&. 112 
1 Melby, pp. 323- 324 
2 Advisory Commis sion on International Educational and 
Cultural Affairs, p. l .  
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The tor•i&n atudent atudyln& l n  the United Stat••· tbere£ore , ta 
Aot the typical atudent ia hl• own coontry. For thil reaaon Amer lean 
•tudeDt l•adera were cho••n aa the control aroup wlth which for•lan 
•t"dent• ' oplnlo•• ot the American character wel'e compared. Tbrou1ho'1t 
the •tudy carefGJ, attention waa &lven to the fact that th• AtnericaD •todent 
lead.er • ' oplnlooa dld not r•fiect th• oplnloa• of all the .A merican atudenta 
on W a yne Stai. Unlv• � •lty ' • c:am.pu.a. 
rhe third Umltatlon ln thl• •tudy .... the CODllderation of 
a•ographlc area• rather than lDdlvlch1al cotinlt i••· The writer choae to 
do thi.• becauae o1 the wide dlepe re lon of co\Ultri•• repreaeated by the 
fot"el1n atudenU at W ayDe State aDd the arnall number of foreign students 
from tnaay of the•• coUAtrle • .  The exceptloD to thl• were the U nited 
Stat•• and Canadlan atwlenta wbo were aeked to lndlcate their countl'y 
rather than aeoaraphlc area. The a•oaraphlc area• con&idered. were! 
Canada, Latin America , Europe , UDited Stat•• • Mldclle Eaat, Far East. 
Africa, and AuetraUa. The Institute of InternaUoaal Edu.cation' •  Index 
to countrl•• which wa• contained ln theu publtcatloa, Open Door• 1966, 
• 
was tJaed a• a culcse . ' For purpo1ee of thla atudy chall&•• rnade ln the 
lnatitute of lateraatioaal Education' •  index to c:ountr ie • were� Pa.kiatan 
waa cone ldered wlthln the Far Eaatern aeoarapble area rather than the 
Middle Eastern, and the countr l•• of .Alaerla , Llbya, Morocco, Sudan, 
'tunl•la, and the Ualted A rab Repultllc we re coneldered wlthlD th• Mlddle 
1Inatltute of International Education, Opea Door•, 1966, pp. 16-20. 
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Eastern geographic area rather than Africa. Pakistan was considered 
within the Far Eastern geographic area because of the uniqueness of 
the country. It is split into two parts with East and West Pakistan 
separated by India. The Ara.b countries of Africa were considered with-
in the Middle Eastern area because of their cloee religious and ethnic 
association with the rest of the Middle East. 
The prob : em s peculiar to foreign students was the fourth Hmita-
tion of this study. Theodore C .  Blegen said. "Our experience indicates 
that students from abroad encounter problems s imilal" to those of 
American students and. in addition. special problems peculiar to 
strangers in an unfa1niliar culture. 11 1 
Housing is an initial problem faced by the newly entering 
foreign student. "Housing is such a basic human need that the type and 
quality of housing can have a si.gnif\cant effect upon living and l earning. 
Where foreign students live are of primary importanc e in determining 
and influencing their attitudes and opinions of campus and community life. 112 
.A lthough problems of housing are not definitely peculiar to the foreign 
student. it probably affects him more directly. Because of financial 
l Theodore C. Blegen. Counseling For eign Student& ,  (Washington: 
American Council on Education, 1950, Pamphlet Series VI. No. 15), 
pp. 3-4. 
2vtrgi1 R. Lougheed, Problems of the Foreign Student on Campus. 
A paper given at the annual meeting of the Michigan College Health 
Association held on the campus of Wayne State University, Detroit, 
Michigan. p. 1 .  (Mimeographed) 
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problems and lack of housing on campue, mo•t foreign students at 
Wayne State are forced to live 'in the area aurrounding the campua. 
Thi• area i• decaying, and the rooming hou••• are o.ften not idea.l. 
" The private rooming hou•e •eldom meet• the requir•m•nt• of ideal 
lodging for etudent•. Moat hou•eholder• and apartxnent owner• rent 
room• or apartment• aa a buain•••• and this means that only in e. few 
inetancea doe• the student enJ.oy natural friendly relations with the 
f arn il y • II 1 
There is a close r elationahip between the Foreign Student 
Office and the Houaing Office ao that report• of troubleaom area• or 
diacrimination are quickly in-.eatigated. The foreign atudent, then, i s  
afforded protection by the univeraity from discriminatory landlorda; 
but even though foreign student• are provided aome protection from 
diacrimination in houaing, they may find it existing in other areas of the 
community. Thia ia especially true for the dark-skinned foreign atudenta .  
A lack 'Of knowledge of the Engllah language can alao be a reai 
problem to the new foreign atudent. Thia i•,  of couree, more true for 
thos e  •tudenta who•e primary or a eeondary national language ia not 
Engliah. If the new foreign student exper ience• difficulty in communicating 
with h i •  inatTuctora, fellow atudt::nta, or other people with whom he might 
l virgi1 R .  Lougheed, Pro•) tema of the P'Oreign Student on Campus, 
A Paper g · ven at the annua t meeting of the Mi. chihan College Hea..!.th 
A s eociation held on the campus of Wayne State Univer sity, Detroit, 
Michigan. p .  l .  (Mimeographed). 
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come in contact. a number of other mi•conception• can develop. •:A low 
ability in oral. aural, reacting. or writing English is a serious handicap. 
It may aerve to isolate the atudent from supportive American contacts or 
both the person and academic levels. 1 1 1 Also, if the foreign student 
encounters academic difficulti•• because of poor Engli•h, a deep feeling 
of failure might evolve which could hinder him in adjuati.ng successfully 
to other situation•. 
The lack of adequate finance·• is also a problem experienced by all 
foreign student•. There are several reasons for thi• problem au·ch as :  
(1 )  a dollar ahortage at  home; ( 2 )  national emergencle•, wara, or 
cataetrophies that affect the whole of the student's home country; (3) an 
inflation of the dollar ; and (4) unexpected changes within the student's 
family'• financial situation. Lougheed, Foreign Student Adviser at Wayne 
State University, reported: 
College and Univer eity officiab are becoming increasingly 
aware of the financial difficulties of m�y foreign students . • .  
Data are not available on the eeurces of financial support 
for all foreign students in the United States., but some facts are 
known. For example. nearly one-half of them receive no funds 
other than those obtained from their per 1onal eourcea. At Wayne 
about 75 percent are aelf-aponaored. About one out of five re­
ceives aid from private agencies, and one out of twelve from 
governmental agencies. 
The dilemma of whether to return to his home country or remain 
in the United State• after hia studiea are completed ia another probiem 
1 Benson, pp. 1 7 - 18. 
ZLougheed, Problems of Foreign Students on Campus, p. 3 .  
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peculiar to the foreign student. This has more recently been identified 
aa the "brain drain. ' '  "This dilemma, 1 1 said Caglar Keyder, 11 • • • is 
even more acute for the foreign student in graduate or profe s sional 
school. And there has been well-publicized fear recently that more 
are choosing to stay than to ret;.urn r e sulting in a 'brain drain' that 
siphons off a developing country's most valuable r e sour c e .  the educated 
man. 11 1 
Firm facts on the ''brain drain" are difficult to obtain. The 
United States Department of Justice. Immigration and Naturalization 
Service keeps a yearly total of the number of foreign student's adjusting 
their status to permanent reeident, but the service does not break this 
total down by nationality. There has also been very little private 
research done on this problem. According to John F .  Melby, the 
Immigration and Naturalization Service does acknowledge that "atudent 
immigrants are numerous, especially from Asia. 112 Many other institu-
tiona concerned with exchange, tt he said, "are distressed about the 
problem but have not given it voice and action. "3 Individual countries 
are beginning to feel the drain of talent to the United States. Melby gave 
1 caglar Keyder, 11The Foreign Student at Yale. " Yale Alumni 
Magazine. (March, 1967), p. 54. 
2Melby. pp. 348-349. 
3tbid. 
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the following statistics to point out the concern of countries regarding 
thia difficulty: 
Korea- -for years one of the top a even providers of students - -
ha• sent, according to a recent American-Korean FoWldation 
r eport, 'almost 8, 0 0 0 '  students to the United States since 1946, 
of whom an eatimated 800 have returned to Korea. Some 2., 4 1 1  
Koreans ar� listed b y  the Institute of International Education as 
still in student status in 1964. Some 4, 800 Korean atudenta 
would thua appear to be non-returnees.  Upward of 800 have 
been 'adjusted' in the last two years. Informal indications 
ahow that this low retul'n rate ia currently falling etill further. 
Indeed the wholesale importation of the students' families 
from Korea is now increasing. 
Iran, long one of the five or •ix largest student contributors, 
with 2, 82.4 atudenta lieted by I. I. E • • has also auffered severe 
difficulties . The Embassy of Iran, whose concern had led to 
the maintenance of a special atudent office, informally admits  
that the actual number of its students here i s  much larger than 
Z, 824- -probably twice a.s many or more. One experimental 
cultural attache at a New Eastern embassy in Washington said 
before a recent conference on development: 'of Iran ' •  6, 000 
students in the country, only 5!' per cent ar e r eturning. ' A 
similar percentage of Lebanon' s 800 student• atay here permanent­
ly. The problem has for decade s concerned India, second 
largeat foreign student contributor, aa well ae the Philippines 
(particularly in regard to medical intern• and r esidents, of 
which it ie the world's large1t contributor to U. S. hospitals : 
1 ,  687), Fakistan, Egypt, Colombia, Argentina , Ecuador, 
Ol'eece, Jordan, and to a leeaer but atill painful degree many 
others. 1 
The foreign student, ther efore , may be torn by the pressures 
from his own c ountry to return home and by his own individual desire to 
r emain permanently in the United States. 
The fourth limitation of this study, problems peculiar to foreign 
students, waa an important limitation to c onsider . These problems, of 
course, will affect 5tudents differently, but they will have an influence on 
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both the students' &djustment while he is in the United States and the 
students' attitudes toward the United States and it• people. Because 
of the different levels of maturity and tolerance and the different 
patterns of l'erceptions of each student, it wa.8 impossible for the 
writer to analyze the affect that each of theae special problems bas 
on the individual foreign student. These probiems and their solutions, 
or lack of solution.. could, however, prejudic e the finding a in this study • 
. 
The fifth limitation of this study was the different lengths of 
time that individual foreign s tudents have ::een m the United States. 
Co-ra Dubois expounded on the importance that the l ength of time in the 
United States can have on the foreign students'  adjustment .a.nd conception• 
of the United States :  
It is helpful to postulate tentati.vely certain pha•es in both 
the adjustment processes here and in the readjustment upon 
r eturn to the homeland. That they are roughly analogou s to 
the stages in psyc:'l.iatric treatment ha• been suggested. Or. 
as one perceptive person once remarked, 'If you li.ve in a 
country three inonths you love it; if you live in it a year, you 
hate it; i! you live in it two year a, you are used to it. ' l 
The proce sses of a.djuatment, said Dubois, "can be broken down into 
four phases:  the spectator. the adaptive, the 'coming to term s '  and the 
departure. "Z 
According to Ward. the first phase, the students'  initial departure 
from homeland and his arrival in the new and strange country, ia the most 
1 Dubois, p. 66. 
2 ft> i.d. • p. 6 7 • 
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in1presitionable .  He said: 
It would seem that regardleae of his conscious reasons 
the etudent uncon•cioualy experiences leaving home ae a 
rejection or loss of love, as if he has been told by his parents 
or others: ·• w e  will lov• you provided you .leave home and 
contriOute to our prestige. ' ·  In thia aense it is immaterial 
whether the atudent leave• the homeland of hia own accord 
or whether he feels pressured into leaving. Unconsciously 
he experiences the leaving a• a rcjectionlt a lo•• of the 
motherland. Frequently such feelings may result in a 
regreaaion to an oral infantile lcvellt and the student demands 
to be gratified and cared for by the new motherland. l 
Recogni..� ing that different lengths of time spent in the United 
States can have an affect on foreign students '  opinions of the United 
Stateslt the following time span• were used aa variables throughout 
the report of this experiment: 
1 - 3D days 
31., d&y s - 6  months 
6 months - 1 year 
l yeu-2 year& 
2 year• -above 
Commute dai.Ly (for Ca.na.d1an student& ) 
Life (for U. S. student leaders ) 
The aocial life of foreign students and the contacts made with 
the American peer group were also important limitations in thia study. 
Thia was the s ixth limitation. 
The fear hae been expreaaed that the foreign student cornea into 
contact only with the American atudent who 1a on the fringe of hie own 
society. Richard D. Lambert commented on this problem in his book on 
Indian Student• on an American Cainpua. Lambert said: 
l 1 ward.lt p. 433. 
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Amer ican college students they (Ind�an students) quickly 
identified aa oeing a highly unrepresentative group � i ving in 
a cloistered, artificial atmosphere. They perceived the 
dilemma of the International House: although it can attract 
m.ost of the foreign students ,  it cannot reach a corr esponding 
croa 1t -section of Ame.rica�s but muat b e  c�ntent with an 
.American clientele conai e ting of those who volunteer to 
attend. The !orei�n students are aware that many of th:e 
individuaa attriicted to the International House belong to 
fringe groups in American society, and often come from a 
lower 1ocia l level than the foreign students were accustomed 
to at h:ome, Thia i�avorable c omparison • . �ey feel holds 
particularly for the girls who seem to be seeking the exotic 
or d1nply the satisfaction of beina in demand when they i.ack 
the asaeta to compete in the open market. 1 
In recent year• Wayne State Univereity has taken considerab1e 
steps to provide opportunitie• for
. 
foreign atudenta to eoci.al ize with 
American atudenta . An International Center wa• aet up in the Student 
Union Building to provide a physical structure; a serie1 of weekly 
co!fee hours were established to provide the environment for diai.ogue; 
a number of diacuaaion groups concerned with international probiems 
were initiated, and quarterly ' ' get - acquainted parties " were started for 
the new arrival•. According to Dr. Virgil R. Lougheed. Wayne State 
. . 
University's Foreign Student Advi•er1 theee atepe have not been enough. 
He felt that more opportunities should be provided for the American and 
foreign 1tudent to &aaociate. He further felt that in the majority of caaes 
the foreign etudent at Wayne ia still me eting thoae American student• 
who are members of fringe groups. Z 
lRich.&rd D. Lambert, Indian Studenta on an American Campus 
(Minneapolis :  University of Minneaota Preas. 19S6), pp. Sl-53. 
2tntervlew with Virgil R. Lougheed, Foreign Student Adviaer 
at Wayne State University. September. 1966. 
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The contacts foreign students have with American atudent• can, 
therefore, bias their opinions of Americans in general. 
Th� seventh Hmitation of tbia report was the influt:nct: that 
rel�tionahip between governments can have on the opinions of for-.ign 
student• w· th r egard to the Arrierican character. 'The formal re<ation­
shipa between national governments, ' '  remarked Duboi s ,  "may have 
dramatic •ymbollc influence on individual expectation and adjuatments. 
That nahona1 stereotype shift over time i a  well known; popular images 
of nations are aa liab e aa poaitlon• in diplomatic debate. • l In general, 
this r esearch project was handicapped because the writer did not have 
adequate data for a••e••ing the effec't• that change• in the international 
pol\ttcai ecene has had on the foreign student during hi• stay in the Un\ted 
States. Much ha• ha.ppefted internatlonally • ince many foreign students 
first came to the United States, an.d tn acldttton, m�ch has happened since 
thi • re•earch wae begun. The war in the Midc11e Eaet, for example,  came 
shortly after· Ote qu•eti.01maire naed tn thi• atudy "Wal i·•en. 
It wa• the 4eelgtt of t!li• atudy, thet"efore, that the queetionnair e 
administered to survey foreign student•• opinion• of the American 
character ahould be re-adminlatered during the foreign •tudenta' aojourn 
in the United State •. Po•aibly more frequent queetioning, aa well a• 
eupp1ementin& the queationnaire W\th peraonal interview•, might he1p 
to overcome tide Hm\tation. 
Z S  
The eighth l imitation of this investigation was whether an 
"American character ' '  actual1y exists and, if it exists, whether it can 
be tested or surveyed. Clear iy, there were two opposing positions to 
the national character approach. There were those who belie�ed that 
a national character exists and can thus b e  described and those who 
believed that a national character does not exist and cannot thus be 
deecribed. · 
Commager, for example, was of the opinion that an American 
character exists. He said in his book on the American mind: 
Over a period of two and a half centuries, marked by such 
adventures as few other people had known, Americans had 
created an }.l.Ir.erican character and formulated an American 
philosophy. l 
A position similar to Commager ' s  was taken by Allport. Allport remarked: 
Although nation.a and ethnic groups do not often correspond. 
still i t  is possible to siice mankind by nations, a s  well as by 
ethnic groups, and ask what differences exist among them. The 
concept of 'national character' implies that memLers of a 
nation, despite the ethnic, racial, religious, or individual 
differences among them, do reaemb.i.e one another in certain 
fundamental patterns of be.:.ief and conduct, more than they 
resemble members of other nation s .  2 
The opposing poi.nt of view concerning the existence of an American 
character was represented by Max Lerner. Lerner felt strongly that there 
is no definable American character. Lerner stated: 
l aenry Steele Commager,. The American Mind (New Haven: 
Yale Paperback, 195 0 ), p. 3. 
2Gordon W. Aliport, The Nature of Prejudice (Garden City, 
New Yor ..  : Doubleday Anchor Books (paperbac �.). 1958), p. l l5. 
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Despite the aimpiified version• of the 'American character' 
that fill the commentories in American life, it is in reality 
diver•e and multiple. Thia ia a product of the geographic 
variety, the crisscrossing ethnic strains and cultural traditions, 
and the intermeahing force• and counterforce& in a changing 
American society. The crucial fact is that there ia no aingle 
pattern that can be called the 'American character, '  nor i• there 
a neat set of categories into which the American peraonality fits. l 
Recogniz.i.ng that there were strong argwnenta against the exist-
ence of a national American character, the writer was of the opinion that 
an American character doe• in fact exist; that it ia historically unique; 
that it transcends ethnic, religious, and individual differences;  and that 
this i•  what makes people in America see themselves a• Americans and 
act aa members of a distinct aociety. 
The purpose of this section then has been to delineate the 
limitations in this study and to recognize that these limitation• might 
have an affect on the generalization• of findings in this research project. 
It is impoasible to isolate all the limitation•, {or to do ao would r equire 
iengthy individual psychological counseling which the writer ie not trained 
to do. Scott expreaaed this point auccinctly. He aaid: 
To isolate the American experience and to explain accurately 
it• effect on personality would probably be an impossible taak 
even for all the reaourcea of a paychological clinic. 2 
l Max Lerner, America Aa a Civili.z.ation: Life and Thought in 
the U. S. Today (New York: Simon andSchuater, 1957), p. 651. 
ZFranklin D. Scott, The American Experiences o{ Swedish Students : 
Retrospect and Aftermath (Minneapolis : Lund Preas, 1 956).  1. <;6. 
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Def..nition of Terms 
Foreign Students. - - Throughout the report of thi• inveatigation, the 
term • :foreign student · •  waa interpreted aa meaning thoae atudenta from 
countriea or territories other than the United States or ita territoriea 
who at the time of this atudy were attending Wayne State Univeraity in 
Detroit, Michigan, either full time or part time; who were living i.n 
the United State• or commuting from Canada; who were in the United States 
on temporary visas; and who, upon comp:etion of their courses of studies, 
planned to return to their home anda. 
American Student Leaders. - For purpoaea of thia study, ' 'American 
student 1 eadera �' were defined aa thoae atudents who were cithens of 
the United State• and who were a.t the time of thia study holding the 
office of president in one of the active atudent organi ,ationa at Wayne 
State University. The names of these individual• were taken from the 
winter quarters, 1 9 6 6 - 1 96 7 ,  liat of atudent organL .. ations which waa 
mimeographed by the Office of the Di.rector of Student Activitiea (See 
Appendix C). 
American Character. - - The term "American character" waa interpreted 
throughout this report aa meaning those patterns of be1ief and conduct, habits, 
practices, morals, attitudes, ways of life, and kind of sets in approaching 
the world and peop1e that were formed by experience and environment 
which the members of the United States of America regardl ess of racia.i, 
religious, ethnic or individual differences have in common. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RELATED RESEARCH 
Although there haa been a large amount written about images 
of America, on1y a brief aummary of the written wor .. don� on this 
problem which is c1osely re.:.ated to thia study wiH be given here. 
A valuable atudy concerned with Indian students '  perceptions 
of Americana was conducted by Richard D. Lambert in 1 956.  1 The 
eubjecta in Lambert'• research were 19  atudenta - - 1 6  Indiana, 2. Pakistani, 
and l Singhese- -who were enrolled at the University of Pennaylvania from 
July, 1952. through Augu•t, 1953. The families of these atudent• were 
all educated middle claae, and all of the aubject• were from British 
school• and were from. a background which waa atrongly nationaliatic. 
The data for Lambert'• study waa collected by means of a aerie• of 
individual and group interview•, a written questionnaire, and direct 
obaervation. Lambert's thesis for the study was that Indian student•' 
perceptions were determined by their back.grounds in India and that they 
se1ected and interpreted their experiences in the United States from thia 
context. 
1Lambert. pp. 4 - 8 9 .  
3 1  
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Lambert found that the Indian students thought that professors 
in the United States had very little knowledge of culture• other tha.n the 
occidental ones, that American student• were diareapectful to their 
teacher•, and that there was a fear within the American cla•sroom to 
diecuas Communism. The Indian students expressed the opinion that 
there seemed to be very little desire among Americans to mix with 
them and th.at the few who did mix belonged to chur ch-oriented organiza -
tion•. Lambert aleo discovered that when they firat arrived, the India 
atudents had a much diatorted and idealistic view of the United States. 
Lambert pointed thi• out vividly in his book. He said: 
The nature of this picture formed at distance i s  illustrated 
by the preconceptions entertained !:>y Indian Students upon arrival 
in the United States- -a &tereotyped, indistinct, and l imited 
image coznpo&ed of uncorrelated frag1nE:n t s .  They had antic ipated 
the United States would be a land endowed with abundant natural 
resources and wealth, who s e  inhabitants wor� cd feverishly and 
conata.ntly to command a whole ho1t of mechanized wonders, 
whose cities were dominated by skyecrapers, who&(: etho s was 
acientif ic and rationaliatic to the neglect of the spiritual, whose 
relations were marked by casualness, rudeness.  and violence • 
whose social system waaequalitarian except for discriminatory 
practic es • • •  who se lal>or force conta · ned a disproportionate 
number of cowboy a. 1 
• • 
Lambert' s  research stressed the Indian student s '  tnterpretationa 
of four areas i.n American life. These areas were: "fami.ly practices, 
political behavior, race relations, and religion. , ,z 
1 Ib id, p. 55 .  
ZThid, p. 56 
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The Ind�an students perceived thE: American fam ily life as 
restricted, less :mportant to its members than personal gratification, 
lacking real meaning to its members, having no ritual at mealtimes, and 
characterized by divorce, lack o! discipline, and informality. They al•o 
thought that women were allowed too much freedom and were distinguishable 
by sloppines s i.n dr es s. They felt that there was an emphasis Wtthi.n the 
family structure on �ndividuality and lack of moral consciousnes s . "The 
Indian students d�scerned an element of lightheaded fr ivolity and 
capricio'lOSness in courtship and family oehavior . This view was sometimes 
expres sed :n the sternest rr�oralistic terms, like 'embracing and kissing' 
and these things I take to be jist the road for going into debauchery or 
lack of morals. · ·1 In foreign affair s the Indian students felt that Amer'lcan• 
were ignorant of world happenmgs and especi ally of the happenings in 
India. The students foand r eligion to be important in the liv�s of 
Ame r i cans, but they also feit that the religious practices were primarily 
confined to church. Other dominant .American values which these students 
perceived were: des i re for material comfort, effici.en�y and practicability, 
informality, lo.ck of ceremony, orderliness, friendlinesa;, honesty, and 
equality, except for the treatment of the American Negro. 
Images of Swedish students with regard to the United Statee were 
found in a study in 1956 by Franklin D. Scott. 2 Scott's study was con-
1 Ibid. ' pp. 60- 6 1 .  
2scott, pp. 23- 122. 
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cerned with fifty Swedish student• who had etudied in the United States 
and had since returned to Sweden. The criteria he used for the •election of 
hie sample were: time of atudy, atudents who studied in the United States 
prior to and after World War 11; duration of atay, nine month• and above.; 
sex, equal nwnbere of female and male students ; occupation, peraona in 
both academic and business profeseions; age; level of study; institutions; 
marital etatul;  social statu s ;  academic 1tatus ; source of financ ial eupport; 
home country influenc e; and opinions of the United Statea. Nineteen of 
the etudenta who were chosen had studied in the United States between 
the yeare of 1920 and 1940, and thirty-one of the student• who were choaen 
etudied in the Uni ted States after World War 11. l Further characteristic• 
of the sample were: 
Sojourn factors 
Length of stay 
6 - 1 1  months 
J. Z - l 7 m on tbs 
18-23  month• 
24 monthe -above 
Field of interest 
Age on going abt'oad 
Community of origin 
Mari.tc-.1 stat\ts 
Social status 
Distrihutl.on 
Living conditions 
Sense of achievement 
A ca demi c adjnetm ent 
Earned American degree 
Academic sta.tne 
Reasons for aoing home 
Financing 
Career 
Fa.mily 
Reaidence 
Post - study trlp to United States 
Considered immigraHon 
A ttitude toward United States 
Affect evident tnZ 
Moat of the data for Scott'• study was collected through open-
ended interviews; tbeae allowed the eubjecta aa much freedom ae possible 
m elaborating on their imaaea. Ea.ch interview laated approximately five 
1Ibid. , pp. Z4- 3 l  
2Ibid. 
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hours .  In addition, Scott supplemented the �nterviews by talking with 
relatives, employers, fel�ow students, and colleagues of the subjects. 
A questionnaire was also distributed to a number of former scholars 
and fellows of the Sweden-American Foundation in Stockhohn. This gave 
the wr:ter additional informat ion on thirty-three students whom he could 
not reach personally ; the r esui ts of the qu�stions confirmed the data 
Scott gathered i.n the interviews. The r esults ':}f the interviews were 
further checked by question ini orally 92 other people, 52 returned 
students, 22 Swedes who had never been to Ameri.ca, and 1 8  l>mer icans, 
and Scott's findings w�re pr esented through a s e r "i c s  of b�ographical 
analyses . 
The s tudents ' i.raprt!SS\Ons dur \ng thei.r :first per:od of stay i.n 
the United States, a pt!riod of about a month, Scott described in the 
words of one of the Swedish students : 
I got a ter rific shock when I firs t came to Amer ica. The 
freer habits and outlook on life, the release from the formaEsm 
of Sweden, were startling, t hough very pleasing. 1 
The Swedish students described the Americc.ns they met as 
frank, open, and very hosp itable. This they appeared to enjoy. The 
students •ho seemed to enjoy the eas iness they experienced in establish-
ing relationahips with Americans, but the Amer ican fri.andliness they 
felt was only superficial. 
Scott• a study ahowed that all of the Swediah student• expressed 
1 Ibid, t pp. 5 05 1 .  
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a dillike for American eex more• and cu•tom1 governing relationahipa 
between aexee. The student. felt strongly that in matters of morah 
American• were puritanical and hypocritical. One Swedish girl, 
remarking about American fear of ee:x, said: 
In America it 1eem1 that if one i •  to live a normal aex life 
he baa to be married. 1 
And another Swedish student commented: 
America is fine if one could only have taken along some 
Swedleh girl• who were not afraid of aex. l 
In matter• of religion, Scott found the Swediah student• to be 
quite critical of American religlou• practice•. For example, one 
atudent remarked: 
America.na are 10 reltgioua aimply becauae they have not 
thought things through; they do not want to think things 
through, or think about 1erlou1 thing• &I we do--by 1eriou1 
thinge 1 mean muaic, literature. 3 
Thia reaearch pointed out that the overall reaction of the 
Swedhh students to the American people waa one of friendliness. Such 
comment• aa "not only friendly. unbelievably friendly, 1 141 1cannot recall 
one peraon being unfriendly to me • . , 5  "Alnericana even aucceeded in 
11bid. , p. 74 
2Ibid. 
3Ibid. , p. 84 
41bid. ' pp. 109- 1 1 0  
5Ibid. 
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giving you the feeling that they were glaci to help you, " 1 and "one ie 
overwhelm�d, "2. were common. 
The study alao showed th.at, after returning home, the Swedish 
student retained an image of the United Statee as a country with 
abounding reaourcea and vaet areaa, and where, if one had a deaire 
to accompliah something, he was hindered only by the lack of hi• will 
to do ao. 
The atreee on conformity in American society aeemed to puzzle 
the students. They found the Am.ericans desiring to speak, dress, and 
think alike. One Swedish boy commented: 
What I disliked moat waa the uniformity of thought • • •  I 
have always thought that Swedes were narrow minded, uninter­
national, but in many ways the Americana are worae. 3 
Beale' and Humphrey's work with Mexican etudenta from 1952 -
1954' added further to the knowledge on foreign atudenta' image• of the 
United States. Their study emphaai..�ed the cross-cultural rather than 
the individual problem. 4 All of Beal•' and Humphrey's sample entered 
the United Statea with similar preconception•. These were:  the belief 
that America waa wealthy, and mechanized. that the American li. ving 
Zibid. 
3tbid. 
4Ralph Leon Beale and Norman D. Humphrey, No Frontier to 
Learning: The Mexican Student in the U. S. (St. Paul, Minnesota: 
North Central Publishing Company, 1957). pp. 7 - 1 39.  
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standard was high, and that Americans were highly materialistic with 
little regard for the arts, music or literature. They thought that every 
peraon was concerned with gaining money, that the family life was 
un•tructured and lacking in love and ditcipline, that American men 
allowed their wives too much freedom and thua did not love them, that 
American women were sexually immoral, and that the United States was 
not a religious country. 
The aample in the Beals and Humphrey study consilted of a 
core group of ten full time etudenta enrolled a.t the University of California 
at Loe Angele• and 74 students who had already returned to Mexico. 
Becauae of the •mall number of students in the United State• core group, 
Beale and Humphrey aleo collected information from ZZ  other students 
attending various colleges in the United Sta.tee. The Mexican students 
both in the United States and Mexico were interviewed from four to 
twenty hour e each. 
The writer• aho used •everal other techniques for obtaining 
information. A written test consisting of 94 question• on American 
ideology and beliefs was administered to 38 Mexican students. The 
atudenta were asked to indicate a reaction to each atatement within the 
queationnaire by marking an ux11 if they "(a) personally agreed or dis­
agreed with th• atatement; (b) thought the majority of Mexican• would 
agree or disagree with the statement; and (c) thought the majority of 
39 
American• would agree or disagree with the statement. " l Each student 
in the total sample was also asked to complete a lengthy background 
data sheet which asked for information concerning the atudenta 11per sonal 
history, family relationships, educational background of aubject and 
other family members, occupation, and aimilar data. u2 To obtain 
additional opinions, forty-two Mexican atudenta were given a aentence 
completion test. 
In scoring the "American Ideology and Popular Belief Teat", 3 
the author •  employed the following techniques :  
Scoring each column of the test• provided measures of the 
following: per sonal ideologies of Mexican students, Mexican 
estimate• of American ideology, Mexican eatimates of Mexican 
ideology, personal ideologies of American students, American 
estimate• of American ideologies, and American estimates of 
Mexican ideology. Two methods of scoring were used. One 
gave a relationahip score which waa possible to rank each 
student as to degree to which his personal ideology agreed or 
disagreed with hie estimates of Mexican and American ideology 
and the degree to which his estimates of Mexican and American 
ideology were eimilar or differ ent. The second wae a simple 
computation or percentages of agreement for ea.ch statement 
which permitted group compariaona of peraonal ideologies and 
estimates of American and American ideologies. 4 
In individually interviewing the Mexican students, Beals and 
Humphrey asked six que•tione : 
1 lbid. ' p .  132.  
Zibid. , P• 1 30. 
3fbid • •  P• 1 32. 
4tbid. , pp. 1 32 - 1 34. 
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(1) What wa.• the Mexican student like before he came to 
the United States ? 
(2) What happened to the Mexican atudent during hi• 
period of stay in the United States ?  
(3) In what ways do the Mexican etudent's experience in 
the United States affect hi• life on his return to Mexico ? 
(4) What are the formative socio-cultural influences on 
the Mexican student before he comes to the United States ? 
(5) What aspect• of American culture influenced the 
Mexican •tudent in the United States ? 
( 6) To what extent is United State• culture taken back to 
Mexico, and to what extent does it continue to affect 
individual behavior or contribute to culture change ? 1 
In addition to these questions the researchers asked "what factor s in 
Mexican cultur e lead to rejection or acceptance of United States culture 
or to individual conflict situation • ? 1 12 
Beale and Humphrey also tested the group of American students 
on the aame question• that were asked the Mexican etudents. They found 
that both the Mexican and American •tudents felt that they differed 
significantly from the ideologies and beliefs of their countrymen, and 
both groups rejected moat of the same aapecte in the Atnerican culture 
and ideology. The Mexican students accepted many aspects of business 
and government in the United States. 
The authors found the Mexican 1tudents becoming less authori-
tarian after being in the United States ;  the student• aleo began to reject 
many traditional value• and beliefs of Mexico such a1 the statue of women 
and the raiaing of children, but the Mexican student, Beale and Humphrey 
discovered, had no disagreement with American education or professors. 
1 Ibid. t pp. 6 - 7 .  
zlbid. 
In the interviewing Beale and Humphrey discerned a feeling of 
admiration toward the United State• political structure. The students 
like such things ascitizen participation in government, campai gns and 
elections, the transfer of power, and the conduct of the government, but 
the student• expressed a dielike of the United Sta.tee foreign policy 
toward Latin America. Moat atudents thought that the United States 
interfered too much in Latin America and that United State• buainess 
concern• were imperialistic. 
Beals and Humphrey discovered some additional insights by 
use of the ' 'America.n Ideology and Popular B eliefs Test" which they 
administered to 38 Mexican students . The writers again found a close 
eimilarity between the ideologies of Mexican and American students. 
The Mexican students thought that the American people believed that 
the white race was superior, that children should be given much freedom, 
and that individuality was important. The American students disa greed 
aomewhat with these v ews. 
A fourth book which preaented further insight into foreign 
students' opinions of American life was Coelho'• book, Changing Images 
of America: A Study of Indian Students ' Perceptions. Coelho'• book was 
publiahed in l 958.  1 He &tressed the changing images of Indian Studenta. 
His work refuted the idea that image• remain static and that foreign 
l coelho, pp. x- 1 0 3 .  
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students become loyal to the United States because of their sojourn 
to Ameri.ca. Favorableness toward America and the American people, 
Coelho found, followed a U or J curve: 
An initial favorable attitude toward their Amer can audiences 
were followed by rapid disillusionment when • • •  the Americans 
proved intractable to the visitors' expectation•. After six month• 
or a. year thes e  Indian students, who had been brought over here 
with the pious hope of producing good feeling and cultural under ­
standing, were generally brimming oveT with critical cliche1 
about Amer :can culture. That, however• is but a stage in the 
process of enlightenment. Gradually, but slowly, greater 
detachn1ent, greater differentiation, and greater insight set 
in • • • l 
Coelho's sample consisted of 6l; Indian students attendi.ng 
American universities in the Boston area. and who represented four 
different lengths of stay in the United States. The sample was asked 
to wri te a composition on India-American relationships.  They were 
also individually interviewed to elic ,t their attitudes toward the United 
States. Of the 6C students,  fifteen students represented each of the 
following time apans : 
leas than one week's sojourn in the new culture 
3 to 9 month• sojourn 
1 8  to 36 month& sojourn 
48 to 8'4 months sojournZ. 
The experimenter found that the Indian stud�nts tended to 
stereotype the American. The following national traits were attributed 
1Ibid. • p. xvii. 
2Ibid • •  p. 2 1 .  
Favorable 
curious 
trustful 
affectionate 
generous 
friendly 
infor1nal 
hospitable 
cooperativ� 
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helpful 
power -loving 
frank 
quick 
independent 
s.elf-confident 
industrious 
Unfavorab �e 
materialistic 
arrogant 
pragmatic 
smug 
condescending 
intolerant 
s elf-righteous 
frivolous l 
In phase ont!, one week in th�: United States ,  Coelho discovered 
that the Indian students perceived Americans as ignorant of India and 
only superficially interested in hearing about India. In phas e two, 
three to nine months sojourn, the Indian student. Coelho found, no 
longer desired the American friendliness. This phase was marked 
by strong criticism of the United States .  The third phase, 1 8-36 months 
sojourn. was the analysis period. The student r e - examined his feeling• 
found in pha.se 2. In the last pha se, 48 -84 months sojourn, Coelho 
found the students again stereotyping American s .  
The experiences o f  Scandinavian students i n  A1nerica were 
discussed in an important work by William H. Sewell and Oluf M. 
Davidsen. The objectives of Sewell 1 s  and Davidsen's work wer e :  
1 .  To obtain information about the academi� and social 
adjustment and success of the visitng students. 
2. .  To obtain information about the conflict and feeling 
tones of the visiting students' impression• of the United 
States a..s well as the chang e s  in these impre s s ions 
during the sojourn. 
l ibid. ' ,.. 63. 
2W illia1n H .  Sewel� and Oluf M. Davidsen, Scandinavian Students 
on American Campus ( Minneapo l i s :  University of Minne sota, 1961), pp. 4 -79. 
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3 .  To examine the relation between factors in the 
individuals' background, intellectual and socio­
political or i.entation, personality, and the sojourn 
situation which together or separately might have 
a bearing on the students ' academic and social adjust­
ment and success, satisfaction with the sojourn, and 
images and attitudes toward the United States. 
4. To discover possible promising leads and hypotheses  
for further study. 
5 .  On the basis of the findings, to make t�ntati ve 
suggestions for the guidance of student exchange. 1 
The data used in Sewell ' s  and Davidsen'• study waa collected 
from 40 Scandinavian students who were enrolled during 1952. - 1954 at 
the University of Wi.sconsiJl. Two-thirds of the students were from 
middle-class families and one-third from. influential families. Most 
of the students wer e also from large cities, and the writers used the 
following as background characteristics for the students: 
Nationality 
Age ( 1 8 -20 ;  23-28 ;  over 28) 
Sex 
Marital status 
Residential background 
Occupational 1>a.ckground (father 1 s)  
Academic success at home 
English language ability 
Academic status a.t enrollment 
Field of study 
Source of financial support 
lrinancial support during sojourn 
Previous contacts with United States 
Sojourn purpose2 
Sewell and Davidsen collected their data by meane of personal 
interview•, and they developed an interview guide for this purpoae. The 
l ibid. , PP• 6 - 7 .  
Ztbid. , p. 8 
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guide had four main section s :  "arrival experiences and impre s sions, 
background ir,for1nation, preconception s ,  and subs equent CX.fH:::riences 
and impre s s i ons. "l The writers interviewed each student twice with a 
nine months tilne span b etween each interview. 
To ol•tain further information on the students, Sewell a.nd 
Davidsen contacted the student s ' academic advisers and professors. 
Each profes sor was asked to give an evaluation of each student's 
acholasttc and academic adjustment, and each acade.mic adviser was 
asked to supply information on the type of advise the student sought. 
In addition, the writers were able to secure a copy of the 5tudent' s  
grade reports. 
The re9earche:re found that the attitudes of the Scandinavian 
students toward social relations in the United States followed a aet 
pattern : 
( 1 )  very favorable impressions of American friendliness 
and hospitality durini the first weeks of the sojourn 
when perhapa Americans were going out of their way to 
oe kind to the visitors ;  
(2 ) a r eaction of disappointment and temporary withdrawal 
after several weeks when the students discovered that 
American friendliness and hospitality had a so1newhat 
different meaning than •imilar b ehavior would have had 
at ho1n e ;  this disappointment r e s ulted in the feeling 
that American& were superficial in their social relation• 
and could carry on best in formally organized groups. 
(3) favorable evaluations of social r elation& after the •tudent• 
had been here for several months and had more experience 
1 loid. , pp. 9 - 1. .,. 
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with their American fellow student• a.nd other Americans. 1 
The authors analyz ed the students ' adjustment patterns a s follows : 
( 1 )  the visitor s ' social interaction was at first ch&racterized 
by m.an.y contacts with Ameioica.ns, followed by a period 
of les s frequent association, and finally by incrt'las ed 
interaction with selected American per sona and groups. 
This behavior pattern was usually accotnp�nied by 
initially favorable im·pres•ions of America.n iriendlinese 
and informality, which later turned to perce,t.itions of 
superficiality and lack of geuuineaa in social rela·tiona 
here, which in turn becan1c gen£rally favorable a.ctions 
toward Americaa social -relations norms; 
{2) The Scandinavian st�dents ' social adjustm.ent was 
observed to take, in most cases, on four distinct 
patterns, distinguishable in extent and natuz e of 
social activtty- -the ••enthu•l&atic participants' • • •  
the 'detached o·b se rvers • • • • the 'promoter s ' • • • 
the 'settlera;;J;· 
(3) despite their temporary tendency to withdraw from 
Arnerica..n social life, tha students did not seem to 
experience social adjustment difficulti·es • • •  2
In the interviewina relationships, th.e S�andinavian student• were 
asked their opinions and impresaiona of such thini• as Am.erica..a religion, 
Am�rican art, American family structure, American recr eational 
activities, American politics  and economics, and A:merica.n relation s 
between z�cc::. � .  The s tudents '  opi.n:.ons of J.xner·• can i .ft chc.:·.n�ed con -
siderac ... y dur .ng tht.r s ojourn in the Un ited States. V/hen they f,r st 
arr .ved, the students felt stronilY that / .. merican fa-::r.1.ily 1ife was niarked 
by dl.vorce and poor child raising habits. l...fter they had �een here for 
some ti�e, the students began to view tht! .l\merica11 farnily iife lesa 
l Ibid. • p. 35 . 
2Ibld. , p. 38. 
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critically; they •till felt that parent• were too permiasive, but they 
began to like the eaay rel&tionahipa between children and parents. The 
Scandinavian atudente had unfavorable imprea aiona of recreation in the 
United States. They considered Americana phyeically inactive and 
thought their 1ports were spectator rather than participator. Sewell 
and David•en diacovered that the student• were overwhelmed by the 
economic life and the prosperity of Americana. Religion in America, 
the students felt, waa more senaational and lea• strict in it• demand• 
than religion in their own countries. All of the Scandinavian etudent• 
had similar idea• concerning American politica .  American political 
life, they thought, wae characterized by: 
Superficial attention to iasues of public concern, exemplified 
by reading of headline• rather than aerioue atudy; lack of 
independent thought and action aa evidenced by the naive meane 
of pereuaeion uaed in political campaign• and by rapidly changing 
public opinion and sentiment, and unpremeditated generoaity in 
aicling others. followed by impatience if the aid ie thought to be 
ineffectively applied. l 
The writer• found tha.t the students were extremely critical of America' s  
racial difficultiea. The atudenta aho ha.d an unfavorable impresaion of 
ethnic relationahipe in America. 
The aubjecta found a number of characteriatica to be prevalent 
among Ainericana. Among theae characteriatica were the following: 
llbid. , pp. 47-48. 
Carefree 
active 
bappy,-10 -lucky 
kind 
fre•h 
flippant 
friendly . 
noisy 
exv.btrant 
immature 
aenerou• 
superficial 
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( informal 
optimistic 
enthuaiaatic 
ebullient 
agre•ah�e 
1 elf-confident 
hard-working 
sociable 
practical 
incon•iderate 
efficie.ntl 
The two characterietic• mentioned moat by the etudents were: "friendly 
informality"z and "conformity. u3 
State• wae eompilecl by B�yant M. W eclt• ancl pualiaaed •• a hook in 
1 9 65 . -'  Wedae and bi• a••octat•• uaec:l a• their aubject• 1 00 "escort-
interpretere't5 of the 11InterpreU.tioa Branch, Language Service• Division 
of the Department of State wbo aa•i•t in Foreign Leader Program•. 116 
Tbe•e aubject• were engaaed daily it\ communicating with foreign vi•itora 
and leader•. Some of the 1ubjecte were on the pe•m.anent etaff of the 
lnterpretati• Branch while other• wei-e put·time employ•••· The 
writer• alao 1poke with interp!'•tera m Wa•biAgton, Philadelphia, and 
New York City. J'or •uppleIO.atia1 the ioler'riewa with th••• people, W edge 
'l Ibid. , p. 50. 
2Ibid. 
3Ibid. 
•wedge, pp. 8 - 1 5 3. 
Stbid. , p. 143 
6tbid. 
talked with ''Official• in the Office of Cultural 1£¥chan1e. the State 
Department Reception Center ta New York City, the USIA, •• well 
a a  with programming officer • of the American Council of Education 
and the Government Affair •  In•Utute • • •  ,,l 
Ea.ch aubject wa• interviewed from one to four hou.r•, and 
W eda• uaed. an interview guide for thie purpoae. Tae guide covered 
such qu••"ona a • :  
the aeneral area o1 vi•itor miauncler •tanclin1 about the United 
Stat••• the aourco of auch D,li•underetandin&' eaperienc• in 
communication with vl•Uina leader•; cenflicte that the vleitor 
may feel hi.• country baa with the Unit.ct Stat••• specific fact• 
that the lntei-preter would like *o comm\lnicat• to peopl• Gf 
other countriea; ••commended technique• of communication; 
and an exploration into the vi•itor '• un�eretanding of specific 
concepts, aa r evealed through a etudy of semantics. Z 
In order to give apecific attention to view• of viai.tors from 
different countries or geographic areas, the writers subdivided their 
book into separate chapter a which concentrated on a specific geographic 
areasof Africa, Russia, Japan, and Latin America. In assessing 
African views the author• found that the African visitor• had strong 
conceptions of America as being a segregated nation. The Africans 
were astonished by the standard of living of the northern Negro. Wedge 
alao found that Af ricana were puzzled by the attitude• of the American 
' ·  
Negro. They felt that the Negro in America considered themaelves 
1 lbtd. 
IIbid. , pp. 1 5 1 - 152.  
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inferior to the white per•on. The vi•itor from Africa thouiht that the 
United State• government had not enforced ita etand on integration and 
that the President of the United Sta•ea had no desire to improve tho 
situation of the Negro. African• expreaaed the opinion that the American 
white peraon .atronaly di.�Uk•d the t4ea of African men associating with 
white women. Wed&e discovered that the African went home with the 
following opinions: 
-
. In 1•n•ral they ao home with a ditniniahed coucern over our 
aima in Africa and a realization that we a•nuinally support aelf­
determinati.oni with a conviction Uiat the Am�ric&a people are 
generally friendly and hard-working and not just spoiled, pleaaure ­
•eekin& ariatocrata i and with an awaren••• that Nearo-white 
relationahipa represent aocial problem• with which white a.a well 
aa Negro Americana are deeply concerned. l 
Wedae and his �••o.ciates found that the Russian viaitora were 
interpretina the United St&\tea and their experience• in the United States 
from a atronaly affected· Soviet point of view. This, Wedge, felt, biaaed 
tbelr P•l'coptiona of the United Sta.tee. 
Japaneae vi•itora wer e  surprised at the high moral& of American• 
and the o�der in American life. Wedie characterized the "Japanese 
under atanding Gi th• \JQi.ted .Sta.tel • • . • aa w..�ry and puz.zled, admiring 
the f.arful, even &a uobelieving. 112 Wedge expreeaed the feelibg that 
the Japane•� viei.w• were wi�om1ortable a�ut the in.formality in America. 
They were diatreaaed that there were no clear lines of claaa distinction. 
l tbid. , P• Z6. 
2tbi� • .• pp. 43-44. 
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The Japanese were critical of the United States student exchange and 
assi stance pro gram s .  They felt that these programs were "a new 
imperialism, an America.n thrust for economic and pd.itica.l domination 
of other countries . 1 11 
Certain preconceived images of the Latin American visitor 
toward the United States wertt cliacover ed by Wedge: 
the ima.ie of the good neighbor and the neo- colonial power, 
of the rich uncle and the capitaliat exploit�r, of the bastion of 
freedom and a threat to Latin American freedoms. Z 
The diatinct features of Latin American image• of the United States 
were characterized by "ambi valence, ambiguity, and sensitivity • • • 3 
The Latin Americans believed that the American people were immoral 
and that their social cu1tome invited misbehavior. Wedge also di s -
covered that the vi11itora from Latin America were distressed by the 
lack of recognition of aocial poeition in Amettica. They felt uncomfort-
able because their· soclal •tatua waa not recognized. 
With the exception of Ru1sia, the overall irnpre s s iona of the 
visitor a from other countries were that nthe United States and its 
leaders. and the United Nation& a• W'9ll, are uaually deacribed as positive 
forces, thereby implying that our cowitry • • •  is associated with their 
national a.1pirations. On the other hand, Karuahchev, Marxism, the 
llbid • •  pp. 49-50. 
21bid. ' p. 5 4  
sz 
Soviet Union, and Communist China. a1'e all negatively perceived • . . 
The visitors from abroad all had a misconception of the influence of 
capttaliem on United State• policie• abroad. The United States was 
deacribed as ''arrogant, froe- spendin11 domineei-ing, an4 profit-
dominated • • •  rich, spoiled, selfish, cold, and lacking feeling and 
compaaaions. uZ The United State• society waa interpr et•d as ''mechanized, 
collar - happy, reactionary, and materialiltic. 1 13  
Morrla' book was a monumental work which contained aource 
material on foreign student adju1tment and impreaaions of the United 
States. 4 Morrla intervi
.
ewed 3 1 8  foreign students at the University of 
California at Loa Angeles concerning their images of America. The 
writer aaked each atudent to •aree or diea.gree with twenty- aix statements . . 
about American li£e. He then compared the percentage of European• 
agreeing againat t}�e pe�centaa� of non-Europea.na agreeing. Hi• questions 
and the total perce�tagee of all atudenta agreeing with each statement 
were:: 
1 . Ibid. , p. 1 04. 
21bid. , p. l .;5. 
4Richar.d t. Morris, The Two . W ay Mirror: National Status 
in Foreign Student Adjustment (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota 
Presa, 1960), pp. li9-213. 
Item No. 
26 
2 1  
1 7  
1 8  
8 
27 
2 
7 
15 
5 
5 3  
TABLE 3 
AGREEMENT IN PERCEPTION 
OF AMEllICA• 
. 
Statement about American Llf e 
Ti.nan.cial •uece•• •• an objective in 
life i• 1oerally important. 
In ecanomic matter• people tend to 
be aml>itiou•. 
In brinaina up their children parent• 
ueually allow them much fl'eeciom. 
When meetilllJ •tranaera moat are 
frlacily. 
Bueineaaman and manufacturer are 
c .. ahlered more important than the 
artiet or philoaopher. 
In taeir everyday relation• people 
treat each other •• equla. 
In their outlook toward life people 
are ueually optimiatic. 
St\lclent -proieaaer relation• are 
generally informal. 
People'• relationahip• with e; . .  • 1.H.11c:r 
are uaually •hallow. 
Moet f�••-time activitie6 t. - place 
outahle the home and fa::�-, .� , • 
Oe.aerally, friendahi�.>s • . n vt;lop quickly 
and la at for a •ho rt r · . �· 
20 Economic allairs <. .. •.' t. largely free from 
16 
9 
l< .:  
aovernment cont..i:·u • 
Obliaation to o; �' s fan1il y ia uaually con· 
•idered less .i:JOrtant than one '• own 
wiahea. 
The unfortunate in aociety are well 
cared for. 
Freedom of apeech, thought, and 
a••ociation ia limited. 
rer Cent· 
Aareeina 
9 1  
89 
88 
84 
. ' O i  
79 
7 1  
7 1  
68 
08 
oS 
62 
S9 
Item No. 
23 
14 
5 4  
TABLE 3 
( c ontinued) 
Statement about American Life 
Foreign policy toward Russia tends 
to b e  agl'e111i.ve. 
Undemocratic practices s eldom 
occur. 
In sport• and recreation people 
u1ually actively partici:pate. 
Percent 
Agreeing 
54 
54 
52 
•Table 11 cited in Mcr'!:is' T he Two W a y  Mirror: 
National Statu1 in Foreign Student Adjuatment, p. lZO. 
Morrie' three main them�• were: "Americane are immature, 
American• are democratic, and Americana are materiali•tic. 11 l The 
six 1tatement1 which ali the students felt were moat important in the 
formation of their o_yinions of the United States were items 10, 6, 8, 1 1 ,  
9 ,  and 17. 
The moat recent atudy on foreign •tud.ent•' impression• of the 
United State• waa completed in the apring of 1965 by the United States 
Adviliory Commi1 ai.on, International Educational and Cultural Affair•. Z 
Thia report wa• baaed on peraonal interview• with a •ample of all 
foreign atudente in the United Statea. The Commie sion found the following 
reasone •tated by the aample for 'finding Americans prejudiced against 
l lbid. , P• 1 19 .  
?Advi sory Commis1ion on International Educational and 
Cultural Aff•ira, pp. ii-40. 
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foreign atudenta .  " 1 
American• act superior. 
Amer .cans are ignorant of other countr i.ee. 
Prejudiced against Africans and other blacks. 
Prejudiced against other races, not againet us. 
Prejudiced against anyone who speaks or dreeses differently. 
Americana have atereotypee of other countries. 
Won't try to understand us or our background. 
Think we are ignorant and have nothing in our country. 
Treat you aa an outsider. 
Cultural prejudice ev•1ywher e. 
Students reeent financial aid to foreigners.  
Hypocrites, only superficially friendly. 
Language differences make underetanding dHficult. 
Student• are unfriendly. 
People won't rent, charge too much to foreign students. 
Prejudiced against anyone born outaide this country. 
Prejudiced against other countriel! 
Show no common interests. 
American Negroee show more prejudice than whites. Z 
The studies, book, and reports hare described reflect a 
growing awareness of the need for re•earch on foreign students' .. opinions 
of America and the American people. Most of the studie• deacribed 
a particular group of forelgn students, and moat used interviews or 
queationnaires to arrive at generali%atidna and conclusions. 
llbid • •  p. 35 
'Ibid. 
CHAPTER Ill 
DESIGN OF :rHE STUDY 
Description' of Subjects 
The subjects in this study were the 633 foreign students who 
were in the United States on temporary vi.ea• and .who wer.e at the time 
of thi• study attending Wayne State University in Detroit, Michiian 
and l l O  American student leaders who at the time of this study were 
presidents of active recogni:r.ed student organi(;ations on Wayne State 
University's campus and who were attending Wayne State. Of the 633 
for eign student• who were contacted and aeked to participate in this study, 
387 or 6 1  per c ent responded. There were, therefor e, 246 students or 
39 per. cent who did not respond. Of the· 120 America.n student leader a 
who were contacted a.nd likewi•e asked to par ticipate in this study, 8 l 
or 6 7. 5 per ceat r.esponded. There were 39 or 3 3 .  5 per cent who did 
not reapoad. AU of the • tudents who reeponded to the request to a••i•t 
in thia. J'e•earcb toek tbe eurvey. 
The geographic area• from which the subject• came are •hown 
in Table 4. Students from the Far Ea•t (Pakistan Ea•tward) constituted 
the larg••t �uU\lral group. There were 1 5  l or 32.. 3 per cent of the total 
5 6  
5 7  
distribution from this area. The· student• from the United State•, or the 
control' group, "represented the ·•econd largest group. There were 8 1  
student• or 17. 3 per cent of the total di•tribution from the Unit�d State•. 
The third large1Jt cultural area represented i •  the Middle Eaat with 68 
•tudenta or 1 4 .  S per cent of the total di •tributien coming from this area. 
From Canada there were 66 student• di 14. l per eent of the total dl•tribu-
tion. Europe was :repre1ented by 5 4  etudent• or ll; 5 per cent of th• total 
di•tribution' Latin America. by 2J etudents or 4 .  9 per cent of the total 
distribution. ·5tudent8from Af:rica numbered Z3 or 4. 9 per cent cl the 
total dis:u·tuution, and student• f.rom Au•trali·a numbere• the smallest 
with l student• or • � per cent of the total distribution. .Lxclu&tng th• 
TAB LE. 4 
DISTRl�U TION 5Y GEOOllAPHIC AREA OF 463 l'OJlEIGN 
AND AMERICAN STUDENTS SURVEYED 
AT WAYNE '8TATE UNt\rERSITY 
O.Oara.phte Al'ea Number of Studenta 
Canada 
La�in America 
Europe 
United St�tee 
Middle East 
Far Ea.at ( Pakistan i:aatward) 
Africa 
A\letrt.lia 
Total 
66 
2.3 
54 
8 1  
68 
15 1 
2 3  
· z  
468 
Per Cent 
14. l 
•• 9 
1 1 . 5 
1 7 .  3 
1 4 . 5  
32. 3 
... 9 
• 5 
100. 0 
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United States ,  the number of foreign atuda\ta was 387 or 82. 7 per cent 
of the total distrib11t\on. Approximately one cmt of three subjects was 
from the Far Ea•t and one out of six was from the United Sta.tee. 
Table• 5 ,· 6, and 7 provide data reaarding the age of the subjects. 
Table 5 shows that 2 1 2  of the students or 4'5. 3 per cent of the total 
percentage were ln the aae range 21 year• through l! years ,  and 1 39 o·r 
29 .. 3 per eent of the total percentage were \n the. aee range Z.o yeara 
through 30 yea J's. '" \th.in the •• two age range•.  therefore, there were 
351 students or 7 5 .  i per cent of the tota.i v�rcentage r epr•eented. Taole 
6 gives the dl•trfoutlon by age i:ang e according to geographic area• 
repres ented by the student�. iNithin tae &i� range 17 years through Z . .1 yeara 
there were 8 students from Canada., S from Latin Americ:a., 6 from Europe, 
1 8  from.. th� United States. 2 irom ihe ·Middle Eaat, 3 from the Far Eaat, 
and no studente from Africa and Auatralia. The age range Z l years 
through ZS years was repr esented b.y 34 student• from Ca..n.ad.a, 9 student• 
from Latin America, 19 6tudents from Europe, 55 students from the 
Middle East, 49 students from the Far East, l l students from Africa, 
and :i students froro . .Australia. There were 1 3  students from Canada, 
6 students from Latin America, 1 6  student •  from Europe, 5 students 
from the United State6, Z 6  students from the Middle East, 67 student• 
from the Far 1!;0.st1 6 student• from Africa, and no &tudents from Australia 
in the age range 26 year s through 3 0  year s .  Within the age range 3 0  yea.re 
and above there were 11 student • from Canada. 3 students from Latln 
5 9  
America, 1 3  students from Europe, 3 student• from the Far East, 
6 student• from Africa, and Z atudent• from Au•tralia. Excluding 
the United State1, in age rana.e 1 1  yeare th .. ouah iO yeara there were 
24 foreign •tudent•; in age range 2 1  yeara through ZS yeare, 1 5 7  foreign 
etudent• a in :aae range 26  yearl through 30 yeua, J.34 foreip atucl•nt•; 
and in aa• ran1e )O year• and above, 7 2  foreign etudent• .  Table 7 •howa 
the percentage of atudent• with�n each ai• range acco�.ding to the geo­
graphic areas repreaented by the etudenta. Except fo� the Far Ea•t 
and Auetralia, the age ranae 2 1  year a through 25 year a conatituted the 
large1t percentage from eac-h geographic area. In thi• ag• ran1• there 
were 5 1. 5 per cent of the Canadian atudent• repreaented, 39. 1 percent 
of the Latin American •tudente repre•ented, 35 . Z. per cent of the European 
etudenta repreaentecl, 67. 9 pe.- cent pf the United State• etudenta represented, 
5 1 . 5 per cent of tll• Midcll• Ea1tern 1tude�t• repreaented, 32. 5 per cent 
of the Far Eaatern atudent• repreaented. and 00. 0 per cent of the 
Auatralian •tudeD.t• repreaented. 
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TABLE 5 
DISTRIBUTION BY AGE RANGE OF 468 F OREIGN 
AND AMEl\IOAM ITUDEHTI S'Ul\VEYED 
AT WAYNE STATE UN'IVERSITY 
Age Range Number of Student• 
1 7  y-••-20 year• 42 
2 1  year a � as Y.,ar• ZlZ 
Z6 y•ara-30 year• 139 
3 i '  year a -above 75 
Total 468 
TA1'LE 6 
DISTJ\IBUTION BY AGE RANGE 
ACCORDING TO Ci£0GllAPHlC·AllEAS 
Per Cent 
8. <) 
45 . 3  
29. 8 
16. 0 
100. 0 
OF 468 FOREIGN AND AMERICAN STUDENTS 
SUB.Y�YED AT WA..YNE $TAT£ UNlVERSlTY 
Geographic A&e Range Age Range Age Range Age Range 
Area 17-2.0 year• 2_ � .. z.� year• Z6-30 year• 30 yr•. above 
Canada a u 13 11 
Latin America 5 9 6 3 
Euwepe 6 ., 16  1 3  
United Stat•• 1 8  55 5 3 
Middle Ea at 2 3S 2.6 · I 
J'ar Ea•t 3 49 67 32 
Abica 0 l l  6 ' 
Au•tralia 0 0 0 2. 
Te� 42 2. 12 1 39 75 
Total 
66 
Z3  
54 
81  
68 
1 5 1  
1 3  
z 
468 
6 1  
TABLE 7 
PERCltNTAGE BY AGE RANGE 
ACCORDING TO GEOGRAPHIC AREAS 
OF 468 FOREIGN AND· AMERICAN STUDENTS 
SURVEYED AT WAYNE STATE UNIVERSITY 
ueograph1c Age Kanae Age Range Age .Kange ·Age Range "I otaI 
Area 17-ZO year• Z l -25 years Z6-30 year • 3iJ yra - above Per Cent 
Canad& 1 2 .  1 s 1 .  5 1 9 . 7 16. 7 l J O . O 
Latin America 2 1 . 7  39. 1 Z6. l 1 3. l 1 00 . 0 
Europe 1 1 .  l 35. 2 29. 6 24. l 1 00 . 0 
United State• 22 . 2  67. 9 6. 2 3 . 7 1 00 . 0 
Middle Eaat 2 . 9  5 1 . 5 3 8 . 2 7. 4 1 00 . 0  
Far Eaet 1 .  9 32 . 5  44. 4 2 1 .  2 1 00 . 0 
Africa oo. o 47. 8 2 6 .  1 26. l 1 00 . 0  
Auatralia uo. u 00. 0 oo. o 1 00 . 0 1 00 . 0 
Tabl•• 8 ancl 9 point out th• •l&tu• in th• univer•ity of the atuclent• 
under atudy. There were 1.29 •r •9. 0 per cent of the student• claaaified 
aa gra�uate atudenta., an� 2.39 or 5 1 .  0 per cent claaaified �· undergraduate 
student•. 
Table 9 provide• atatiatica on •�atua in the univer sity by diatribution 
and percentage according to the 'eographic areaa of the aubjecta. There 
were 2• ar-.duate etudenta from Can�da, 6 graduate etudent• from Latin 
' 
America, 22. araduate atudenta lrom Europe •. 1 5  aa-aduate atudenta from 
the United State a, 2. 7 graduate etudeata from the Middle J;aat, 1 2 1  graduate 
students from the Far Eaat, 12. graduate students from Africa, and 2. 
graduate student• from Auatra.lia. ln the undergraduate statu• represented 
6Z 
TABLE 8 
DlSTlUBUTION BY STATUS IN U�VERSITY OF 468 
FOREIGN AND AMERICAN STUDENTS SURVEYED 
AT WAYNE 6T�T� UNIVERSITY 
Sta.tua in Num'ber of 
Univ•r.•ity Student a Per Cent 
Graduate 229 49. 0 
Undergraduate 239 5 1 .  0 
Total f 68 100. 0 
TABLE 9 
DISTR18UT10N B Y  STATUS IN UNlVJ&;ilSlTY .ACCORPlNG TO GEOGRAPHIC 
AREAS OF 468 FOREIGN AND AMERICAN STUDENTS SURVEYED 
AT WAYNE ST A TE UNIVERSITY 
ueograpn1c lOta1 
Ar ea Graduate Undergraduate Distri'bution 
Canada 24 (36. •%) •1 (63. 6't) 66 
Latin America 6 (2.6. 1"9) 11 (73. 9�) Z3 
Europe zz (40. 7-re) l2 (59. 3%) 54 
United State• 15  ( 1 8 . 5'1o) 66 (:8 1 . 5% ) 8 1  
Middle Eaat Z7  (39. 14') 41 (60. �%) I >- 68 
Far Ea.et 12 1  {80. lft) so ( 19. 9'1.4) 15 l 
Africa lZ (5Z. !tTo) 1 1  (47. 8fe) Z3 
Au•tralia z(loo. 0%) 0 (00. 00/o) 2 
.. 
Total 229 239 468 
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were 4 2  students from Canada, 1 7  students from Latin America, 32 
students from Europe, 66 students from the United States, 4 1  students 
from the Middle East. 3 0  students from the Far East. a.nd no atudents 
from Australia. If the United State• students were excluded, there were 
2 1 4  graduate foreign students a.nd 1 7 3  undergraduate foreign students. 
With the exception of the Far East, Africa, and Australia, the largest 
percentage of student• was undergraduates.  Be geographic areas these 
percentaaea were: 6 3 .  6 per cent of Canadians were undergraduates, 7 3 .  9 
per cent of Latin Americana were undergraduates, 59.  3 per cent of 
Europ�ans were undergraduates, 8 1 .  5 per c ent of Americans were 
underiraduatea, 60. 3 per c;ent of Middle Eaeterner• were undergraduates, 
19. 9 per cent of Far Ea.aternera were undergraduates, •7. 8 per cent of 
Africans were undergraduates, and 0 0 .  0 per cent of Auatralians were 
undergraduates. 
TABLE 1 0  
DISTRIBUTION BY SEX OT 468 FOREIGN 
AND AMERICAN STUDENTS SURVEYED 
A T  WAYNE ST.ATE UNIVERSITY 
Sex Number of Studeat• Per Cent 
Male 343 73. 3 
F emale 125 Z6. 7 
Total •68 1 00. 6 
TABLE 1 1  
DISTRIBUTION BY SEX ACCORDING T O  GEOGRAPHIC AREAS 
OF 468 l'ORE19N AND AMERICAN STU:PENTS SUR VEY ED 
AT WAYNE ST A TE UNIVERSITY 
Geo1ra.phic Total. 
Area Male Female Distribution 
Canada 49 (74.2%) 1 7 (2.5. 8�) 66 
Latin America 17 (73. 9%) 6 (26. 1 % )  2 3  
Eur op. 3 1 (54. 7%) z 3  (42.. o") s• 
United State• 5 8  ( 7 1 .  6%) Z.3 (20. 4%) 8 1  
Midclle Eaat 5 7  (83. 8'9) 1 1  ( 1 6. Zo/t) 68 
Far Eaat 1 1 8  (78. 1%) 33 ( 2 1 .  9%) 1 5 1  
Africa 1 1  {47. 8'1) lZ (52 . 2o/o) 23 
Auatralia 2(100 .  0%) o (oo. O'o) 2 
Total 343 lZS 468 
The sex of the aubj�ct� a.re ahown in Table• 10 and 1 1 .  The 
male student• represented 7 3 .  3 per cent of the subject•, and the female 
atudents represented 26. 7 percent of the students. There were 343 total 
male student•, and 125 total female students.  Approximately 1 out of 
4 of the male students was from the Far East. There were 49 male 
atudenta and 1 7  female •tudents from Canada, 1 7  Jllale students and 6 
female students from Latin America., 3 1  male student• a.nd 2 3  female 
students from Europe, 5 8  male students and Z 3  female students from the 
United State•, 5 7 male students and 11 female studenta from the Middle 
Ea.at, 1 1 8  male students and 3 3  female etudenta from the Far East, 1 1  
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male 1tudent1 and 1 2.  female students from Africa, and Z ma1e students 
and I.I female students from Australia. With the exception of Africa, 
the largest percentage of •tudents from each geographic: area waf male; 
3 out of 4 of the Canadian students were male, and approximately 3 ou t 
of • of the Latin American atudenu wer• male. Approximately l out of 
Z of the European students, ! out of 4 of the United States 1tudente , 5 
out of 6 of the Middle :.!:astern students, 3 out of 4 of the Far Ea•tern 
etudents, and 1 out of Z of the African students were male. One hundred 
per cent of the Australian students weie m.ale. 
TABLE 1 2  
DISTRIBUTION BY MARITAL STATUS OF 468 
FOREIGN AND AMERICAN STUDENTS SURVEYED 
AT WAYNE STATE UNIVERSITY 
� 
Marital Number of 
Statu•· Stud en ti Per Cent 
Married 126 2.6. 9 
Single 342 7 3 .  l 
Total 468 1 00. 0 
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TABLE 1 3  
DISTRIBU TION B Y  lv1ARITAL STATUS A�CORDING TO GEOCl\APHIC 
AREAS OF 468 FOREIGN AND AMERICAN STUDENTS SURVEYED 
AT WAYNE STATE lJNIV:ERSITY 
Geographic 
Area 
Canada 
Latin Am•l'ica 
Europe 
United States 
Middle Ea•t 
Far East 
Africa 
AuatraHa 
Total 
Married 
ZS (37.  9%) 
5 ( 2 1 .  7%) 
1 5 (27. 8%) 
15 ( 1 8 .  So/o) 
16 (Zl. 5%) 
41 (Z7. 2.o/e) 
7 (30.  4%) 
Z( 1 vO. Oo/o) 
126 
Single Total 
Dietribution 
4 1  ( 6Z. l 'Vo) 66  
1 8  (78. 30/o) 23  
39  (72. Zo/t) 54 
66 ( 8 1 . 5"/o) 3 1  
52 (76.  5%) 68 
.l 10  (72.. 8%) 1 5 1  
1 6  (69. 60/�) 23 
0 (00. 0%) 2 
342 468 
The marital •tatus of the subjects can be seen in Table& 12 and 
1 3 .  Approximately 3 out of 4 or 7 3 .  l per cent of the studenta were 
1ingle, and l out of 4 or Zf>. 9 per cent was married. There were 126 
marriecl etudents and 342 single students .  Approximately 1 out of 3 of 
the •ingle student• waa from the Far East. There al'e ZS married and 4 1  
single students from Canada. 5 married and 1 8  single studente from Latin 
America, 15  married and 3• •in&le •tu4ent• from �\l.l"qpo, 15 :J;narried and 
66 single atudents from the United States. 1 6  married and 52 •ingle atudents 
from the Middle East. 4 1  married and 1 1 0  single students from the Far 
East, 7 married and 16 single students from .11...frica, a.nd 2 married and no 
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single students from Australia. Excluding the United Sta.tea subjects, 
there were 1 1 1  married and 176  single students who were from foreign 
countries.  With th e  exception of Australia, the largest percentage of 
atudente from each geographic area was 5ingle. From Canada 62. l per 
cent of the student• were eingle; from La.tin America, 78.  3 per centi 
from Europe, 7Z.. 2 per cent ; from the United State•,  8 1. 5 pt!1· cent; 
from the Middle Eaet, 72. 8 per cent; from Africa, 69. 6 per cent; and 
from Australia, 00 .  � per cent. 
TABLE 14 
DlSTRlBtJTION BY LENGTH OF TIME IN THE UNITED STATES 
OF •68 FOREION AND AMERlC.AN STUDE.'NTS SURVEYED 
AT WAYNE STATE UNIVERSITY 
Length of time in Number of Per Cent 
the United State• Stu den ta 
1 -30  days 4 • 9 
30 daya-6 month• 25 5 .  3 
6 months· 1 year 1 00 z 1 .  4 
l year-2 years 76  16 . 2 
2 years-above 147 3 1 .  4 
ComJnute daily 35 7. 7 
Life 8 1  17 . 7 
Total 468 l OJ. O 
TABLE 1 5  
DISTRIBUTION � y  LENGTH OF TIME IM THE UNITED STA TES ACCORDING 
TO GEOGRAPHIC AREAS 01' 468 FOREIGN AND AMERICAN STUDENTS 
SURVEYED A T  WAYNE STATE UNtVERSlTY 
Geographic 1-30 30 day•- b mos. - 1 - 2 Z years. Comm\lte Life 
Area days 6 mos. l yr. yrs. above 0-ily 
Canada 0 \) v 0 0 66 0 
Lattn America · o z 9 _4 8 0 0 
Europe v l 2. 1 9  1 3  1 9  0 0 
lJatted State• : o 0 0 0 0 0 8 1  
MilWle East 0 5 1 3  9 4 1  0 ' " 
Far East 0 14 4 1  3 6  5 9  l c 
Africa 0 l 8 5 9 0 0 
Auatralia 0 0 z 0 G 0 0 
Total 4 ZS 100 7 6  147 67 8 1  
Total 
66 
23 
54 
8 1  
68 
1 5 1  
2 3  
2 
468 
C' 
00 
TABLE 1 6 
PERCENTAGE BY LENGTH OF TIME IN THE UNITED STATES 
ACCORDING TO G:£0GRAPHIC .AREAS OF 468 FOREIGN AND AMERIC.A N 
STUDENTS SURVEYED AT WAYNE STATE UNIVERSITY 
Geographic 1 - 3 0  3 0  days- 6 mos. - l - 2 2 yrs. Commute Llfe 
Area days 6 mos. l year yrs. above Daily 
Canada 00. 0 oo. o 00. 0  oo. 0 oo. o  1 \10. 0 •}0. 0 
Latin America oo. o 8. 7 39. l 1 7. 4  34. 8 oo. o 00. 0 
E�ope l .  9 3 . 7 35 . z 24. l 3S . l oo. o oo. 0 
United States liO. O co. o ·JO . 0 oo. o JO . O  oo. o 100. 0 
Middle East oo. o 7 . 4  1 9 .  1 1 3. 2  6v. 3 JO. O 0 0 . 0 
Far East o o . o  9 . 3 2 7 . Z 23. 8 39. 1 o. 7 00.  0 
Africa oo. o  4. l 34. 7  2 1 .  7 3 � . 2  00. u oo. o 
Aastralia oo. o oo. o 1 00 . 0 JO. J oo. o  oo. o 00. 0 
Total 
1 0 :.J .  0 
100 . 0  
100. ) ·.· 
1 �: O .  ·O 
100. 0 
100. J 
1(:0. :,) 
100 . 0  
<::'­
"" 
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Table• 14, 1 5 ,  and 1 6  give the length of •tay of atudent• in the 
United States. Table 14 ahow• that le•• than l per cent have been in the 
United State• le•• than 30 day a, that 3 1 ,  4 per cent have be.,n in the 
United State• Z yeara and above, and tha.t 7, rper cent commute daily 
from Canad&. Table 15 abowe that with the exception of 1 atudent from 
the Fd.r East only Canadian atudent• commuted daily from Canada., and 
only American student• have been here for life. 
Conetruction and Description of the lnatrument 
The queationnaire technique waa conaid ered the moat practicable 
method for obtaining the data for thi• 1tudy. The data waa concerned 
with the opinion• of foreign atudente toward the United State• and the 
character of people in the United State• .  In thi• study certain 
principle• were followed to make the questionnaire as effective a.a 
posaible. The principle• followed by the writer were thoae suggested 
by Best as being eaa ential for the con1truction of a valid and reliable 
que a tionnair e: 
1 .  Define or qualify term• that could eaaily b e  misinter­
preted. 
z.  B e  careful of uaing deecri.ptive adjectives and adverbs. 
that have n.o agreed-upon meaning. 
3 .  Beware of double negatives. 
4. Be careful of inadequate alternative•. 
5 .  Avoid the double-barreled queation. 
6. Underline a word of you Wiah to indicate apecial 
emphaaia. 
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7. When asking for ratings or comparisons a point of 
reference is necessary. 
8. Avoid unwarranted aasumptiona. 
9 .  Phraae question• so that they are appropriate for 
•ll respondents •. 
l O .  Design queations that will give a complete response. 
1 1 .  Provide for the 4yatematic quantification of responses. 
12. Consider the possibility of classifying the reeponaes 
your•elf, rather than having the reapondent choose 
categories. 1 
After the deciaion by the writer to use the questionnaire as the 
instrument for data collection, the actual construction of the questionnaire 
took place during the months of November, December, January, and 
February, 1 966-67. All poasible r elated research was reviewed to gather 
information on similar etudies. Several revisions of the questionnaire 
were made so that changes, deletions, and additions which were suggested 
by colleagues, and foreign atudenta at Wayne State University could be 
included. 
During the firet week of February, l 967, a gr
'
oup of ten Wayne 
State University foreign student• who were holding temporary visas, 
who were from various geographic area.a in the world, and who had been 
in the United States varying length• of time were contacted by letter {See 
Appendix F) and aaked to complete the q:ueationnaire. Ea.ch student wae 
asked to make an appointment to ••• the writer in the Foreign Student 
Office at Wayne State University. When the student arrived at the Foreign 
Student Office and whe,n rapport wae established, he was escorted by the 
1 John W. Beat. , R�•·��ch in Equcation (Englewood Cliffs, New 
J ereey : Prentice Hall, Inc. , 1959), pp. 146-15 6. 
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writer to a private room, handed the que•tionnaire and writing utensils, 
and given in•tructi.on• for completin1 tae queationna.ire. The atud.ant 
wa• told to return to the wri$er' •  office when he had fini ehed. After he 
had completed the queationnaire, each etucient was per aonally interviewed 
by the writ•r and aake6l to indicat• the itoma which were vague, s emantically 
troubleaome, or which need changing. The atudent was also a.eked to 
recommend a.ciclition• to fl• que•tionnaire. 
The q oeationn.aire waa then rewr itton by the writer and again 
assembled. R•Qommendeci change• were included . The revised questionnaire 
was given to a •econcl arqup of foreign students who were identical to the 
fir st group. They aleo wer• &eked their opinions concerning the item• 
and were asked which items were ambiguous and needed changing. After 
the second group, of fOJ•ign student• bad completed the questionnaire and 
had given recomm•nd.atlon for improvement•, the queationnaire was onc e  
again rewritten. 'l'hia $im� 011ly minor changes were required. 
In order to estab l i sh validity. the third revision of the questionnaire 
was submitted to a paael of aperu. During the first week of March, 1967, 
four colleague• a' Wayne State w•r• contacted by l etter and asked to act 
aa a jury to aaseaa the validity of the queationnaire a. s  a device to test 
foreign student•' e>pia�• of Ule American �hua.cter (See Appendix F). 
They were requeate4 to apprai•• .-ch queation by circling S if they con­
sidered the queation to be excellent, 4 if good, 3 if average, 2. if below 
average, and 1 if unsatisfactory. The j'ury member• '  answer s were recorded 
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and the mean for each question waa then computed. Any queation which 
had a mean below a. 5 was either eliminated or ·Changed a .. augge•ted by the 
jury. The mean for each queatlon ia shown in Appendix G. The jury 
members were also asked to add further comments concerning the 
questionnaire. Only one. the Foreign Student Adviaer at Wayne State 
University, did ao. 
The criteria for selecting jury members were: 
1 .  Have travelled extenaively abroad. 
2. Have written prof•••ionally concerning aome aapect 
of foreign student adjuatment. 
l. Have a working relationabip with fo.reign 1bldenta and 
their difficulties. 
The following colleague• at Wayne State University consented to 
act as jury member s :  
1 .  Dr. Virgil R .  Lougheed 
Foreign Student Adviael' 
J'oreign Student Office 
4"8 Mackuale HaU 
Wayne State University 
Detroit, Michigan •sio l 
Z .  Dr • Marion Eclman 
Profeaaor of Education 
231 �clGCation BuUclia1 
Wayne State Univer•ity 
Detroit, Micbiaaa •120 l 
l. J)r . Edward c. Cieelak 
Director of Special Project•, Graduate Divi•ion 
1 196 Mackenzie Hall 
Wayne State t.JniYereity 
Detroit, Michigan 4820 l 
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4. Dr . Harlan L. Hagman 
Dean ef Aclminiatra.tion 
Offic• of Vice-President for Academic Aclminiatration 
1 186 M•ckenzie Hall 
Wayne State Univer aity 
Detroit, Michigan 48201  
No ·••l"iou• change• were euggeetM by the jury. Some queatl.ons 
required only •ub•tituting one word for another. Minor change• were 
alao made in th• direction• to the que•tionnaire. The measuring in•trument 
was then put in lira.al form. 
The final form of the que•tionnaire was given to a third pilot 
group of Wayne Stat• Univer•it-y .fo-r eign atu.dent• during the latter part 
of March, 1967. Th.e aame procedure &• before was iollowed: The 
studenU were contacted. asked to see the wr iter and given the questionnaire 
to complete. Thi• time, however, the group was not interviewed or 
asked for their auggeations. One week later thia group waa again asked 
to complete the queationna.ire, arul the reeulta ef the first queationnaire 
were correl&teci with the rcaulta Qf the aecoad. The correlation waa • 936. 
Thi• ••�bli•li•d toe reliability of the qlle•tionnaire. 
The queetionnaire waa conatructecl •• that etud.ait•' reaponaes 
could be rated on a Likert type scale f·rom agree to diaagree: 
'I'll• Likert m.ethocl • • •  A Likut type •cal• conai.ata of a 
aerie• of atatemente to which aubject• are aa.ked to react. 
ln•t•ad of •imply c:�ec:kia1 th• item• with which they agree; 
however, the eubjecta are aaked to r e apo.nd to ea.ch item in 
terms of several degrees of agreement or disag•.eem.ent; for 
example, ( 1 )  atroo.1ly approve. (2) app•eve, " (l) undecide4, 
('6) 4li•appl'oYe, (5) all'ongly disapprove • • •  Each individual'• 
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•core i• computed by summ�try ��· responses to au item.a. 
Before summatry; the responses to the various items muat 
be •cored in au.ch. a way tha.t a reaponee which is indicative 
of the moet favor ab: e attitude is given the highest score. 1 
So that the •tudent could easiiy mark hie agreement or disagreem ent 
with the statement, each statement wi.thin the queationnaire has printed 
bes ide it the numbers 5,  4, 3, 2, L The atudent waa instructed on the 
front page to mark 5 if he strongly a.greed with the atatement, 4 if he 
•·· 
agreed with the statement, 3 if he is  undecided about the statement, 2 
if he di.aagreed with tho statement, and 1 if he strongly disagreed with 
the statement. There wer_, aix pages in the questionnaire; one page 
' 
was for general directions, and five pa.gea were for queetione. (See 
Appendix B). 
Pr oc ed\ll' • • U • ed 
On April 6, 1967, letters were sent to 633 foreign atudents. 
The .1.etter explained the purpose of the study, provided inatruction for 
studente to follow, assured the student• of confidentialness of respondents, 
and urged the atudent to participate. A aeli-addrea&ed poet car'1,which 
had a schedule of houri printed on the rever•e side, was a1so encloaed 
(See Appendix H). The student was asked to check the hour most con-
venient for him to complete the questionnaire. li-.:ich atudent was instructed 
l Marie Jahoda, Morton De"t•ch, and Stuart Cook, aeaearch 
Method• - ln Social Relations: With Spec 1.al to Prejudice (New York: 
D�ycien Pr•••• 1953), pp. 423 
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to mail the poet card aa aoon as poaaible• they were alao invited to telephone 
the writer at the Foreign Student Offic e  if none of the tilri.ea were convenient. 
A follow-up letter wae eent on April 2 1 ,  1967 to the atudents who 
bad not responded. Poet ea�d• wel'e .ncloaed aa before. A third letter 
which confirm•d th• atudent• • appointmeat waa a ent on April 26, 1967. 
All student• who had lndicatecl they would participate were contacted by 
te.i.ephone the day before they were acaedulect to ta.k• th• •urvey. 
On May 12, 1997, a fourth letter ._,a• aent to thoae students who 
had not r eaponded to the other two. Again the students were urged to 
aaat.·t in the study. Thia time, however, the wr tter encl.o&ed a copy of 
the questionnaire and a aelf-addresaed 1ta1nped envelope for r etuX"ning 
it. 
The students were alao contacted through the Croaaroada, a 
monthly newsletter publiahed by the Foreign Student Office and sent to 
all non-citi��.ens attending \V ayne State University. 
The American •tudent leader a were contacted by '-etter on April 
17,  1967 and again on May 12 ,  l 967. The letter a contained questionnaire• 
and aelf-addreaaed envelopes, which the students were instructed to 
return to the F oreign Student Office or deposit in the campus mail. The 
letter• outlined the reason• for the atudy, provided general inatructiona, 
a.nd aaked for the etudeat•' support. 
For the atudenta who did not fill out the questionnaire by mail, 
the administering of the queetionnaire wae 11upervi aed t>y peraona other 
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than the writer or a staff member of the Foreign Student Office. The 
proctor wae provided inst.ructions for administering the questionnaire 
{See Appendix E). This person proved to be valuable a.& a reeource 
person for answering questiona. A large box was provided for the students 
to deposit their completed queetionnaire. 
The•e foregoing pro<:edurea were felt to be :responaib.e for the 
high percentage of foreign and American students completing the question-
naire• 
CHAPTER IV 
PRESENT A l'tON AND ANAL )!·515 OF DAT A 
The subj ects' responses to the special eleven questions at the 
botton1 of page six of the questionnaire are shown in Tables 2 �-! through 
3;_;. These special eleven questions werE: designed to obtain foreign 
student• '  opinions of the ways in which tht;ir concepts and attitudes of 
the United State• were formed. The subjects w e r e  instructed to circle 
the statements which they felt indicated the way in which their opinions 
were formed. 
Table 20 shows that 9 1  per cent of all foreign students felt 
that ' 'per sonal obs ervation" was not important i.n the formation of their 
opinion about the United States. This 9 1  per cent figure represented a 
total of 352 •tudents. There were 62 students from Canada who con-
curred; Z3 from Latin America; 45 from Europe; and 65 from the Middle 
. ' - -
East; 1 34 from the Far East; 21 from Africa; and 2 f�:om Australia. 
There were only 35 students who :reapond.ed to the atatement. 
Forty-two and two -tenths per cent of all the foreign subject• 
responded to statement two, ' reading booka, magazines, or newspapers 
printed in the United Statea. ' '  This is ahown in Table Z l .  There were 
78 
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5 5 .  8 per cent o f  the students who did not respond to the statement. These 
figure• repreeented 1 7 1  and 2 1 6  students r espectively. 
There were 47. 5 per cent of the total foreign 6ample or 1 84 
foreign atudents who responded and 5Z. 5 per cent of the total foreign 
1arnple or Z•., 3 students who did not r espond to stat�ment three, 1listening 
to television or radio progra:ms in the United States. · ·  This iai; ahown in 
Table ai. 
One hundred ·forty- aix foreign atudente responded afiirn1ativeJ.y 
to atatemtmt four, 1 1visiting American horn••· 1 1  l'here were alao Z4 l 
atudenta who did not reaponci. Thoae figures rop.-eeent a percentage of 
37. 7 and 6Z. 3 reapectively. Taole 2.3  point• out thes e figurea. 
Table 24 ahowa that a high percentage, 77. 8 per cent, of the 
foreign studenta did. not reapond to atatement five, " talking with American 
1tudent• and friend•. �· There were only ia.,: a P•• cent of tho 1tudent& who 
did respond. A high percentage of Canadian 1tu<leot• did not re•pond to 
thia queation. There were 5 9  Canadian student• whQ did not r�apo11d 
and only 7 whe did respond. Similarly only ! out of 2.3 Latin Americ an 
atudents reeponded affirmativ•J.y to thi• atatoment. 
Statement 1ix, 1 1r �.adin1 oi.fi,cia.1 'iovernment docum ents or papers 
from your own country, 1 1  wae reaJ>911ded to be • ve•y high percentage of 
the foreign etudont•. Three handreci aeventy or <, 5 .  o per cent of the 
•tudents c ircled thia statement aa ll>eina import.ant. There were only 1 7 
or 4 .  4 percent who did not. Each geographic area also showed a high 
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percentage of &tudents r esponding. There w�re only 3 student• from 
Canada, 2 atudents fron1 Latin America, 2 student• from Europe, 3 
atudent• from the Middle East, 6 atudenta from the Far Ea.at, and 1 
11tut'Unt from Africa. who dici not reeponcl. The•e fi2urea are .. hown in 
Table 2 5 .  
There were 86 per cent of the total foreign •tudent population 
or 333 atudenta who responded to statement seven, ''li stening to your 
friends or fellow 1tudent• in your own country. ,. Fifty -four atudents or 
14 per cent did not reapond to etate1'lent 1even. There waa an exceedingly 
high percentage of i'ali Ee.stern Student• who reaponded to thi• atatement. 
Only 15 out of 15 1 Tar Eaatern. student• failed to respond. Likewi se 
only 3 out of 5 1  European. atudenta did not reapond. 
Table 'l.7 ehow• that 91 per cent or 352 of the foreign atudents 
thought statement eight, "listening to mernbera of your own family apeak 
about the United Statea, " wae an important influence on their opinion• 
of the United Statea. Only 9 per ce11t or 35 atudent• did not l'eapond. 
Three hundred twenty ·aix or 8i. 2 P•I' e ent of all foreign students 
felt that atatement nine, 1readia1 boeke, magai:.in••• or newapaper• 
printcdt i.1\ your own <lOUntry, 11 wae •ignificant in the forming of their 
opinions. Si.xty·one or 1 5 .  8 per cont did not J'eapond. Table ZS •hows 
that only 1 9  out of lS l of the Far Eaetern· •tudent• and 3 out of 23 of the 
African atudent• failed to re•pon.d to thia •t&temen•. 
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Again in Table ZY there was a high percentage of stud�nt& 
responding. Three hundred forty-eight or :10 pe1· cent of the foreign 
•ubject• r e6ponded, and only 39 or l v  per cent did not. Thi s  tinle only 
7 out of 1 5 1  Far .Eastern atudent• failed to r espond. Statement ten, 
"1 istening to tel�vision or radio progran'l& in your own country,  . .  was 
perceived ae highly important by foreign students from each of the seven 
ge<:tgraphic area. 
There were 7l.. l per cent of 2 79 students who circled statement 
eleven, "personal experience• which may have prejudiced your objectivity 
in viewing the United States , 1 1 as important. Similarly there were l O B  
or Z7. 9 per cent of the atudente who did not respond. None of the 
Australian students responded to this question and only 15 out of 2 3  
African etudentl r eaponded. 
The student re•pon•es to the special eleven statements indicated 
that ttatement aix, "reading official government document& or papers 
from your own country, " waa perceived aa the moat important ..... way that 
their opinion• of the United State• were formed and that •tate1nent onti, 
:pereonal observation, ·1 waa perceived as the least important way that 
their opinions of the United State• were forn1.ed. 
The foreign students responded strongly to these stat�menu 
which dP.::noted that their opinions were formed t. ither in their OWn country 
or by their own media, but they responded weakly to thoae statements which 
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denoted that their opinions were formed either in the United States or 
by media in the United State1. Similarly visiting American homes had 
an affect on only a small percentage {37. 7);  whereas, listening to 
members of their own family discuss the United State� strongly affected 
their attitudes of the United State• (91  per cent). 
Per sonal obs ervation was also perceived by only a smaH percent­
age {9.  0) as being iinportant, but on the other hand, listening to friends 
was perceived by � l.arge percentage (86. 0 )  as being important. 
The participants from each of the geographic areas were con­
sistent with each other in their beliefs concerning how their opin1ons 
were formed. In only three caaea did any geographic area not agree with 
the entire sample. In responding to statement two, "reading books, 
magazine• • or new•papers printed in the United State s , " 74 Far Eaatern 
students did not respond and 77 did respond; whereas. in the entire 1ample 
Z 16 or 55. 8 per c ent did not respond and 17 i or 44. 2 per c ent did respond. 
Also in re•ponding to statement thr ee, "listening to television or radio 
programs in the United States , ., Z4 European students did not r espond 
and 30 did r e spond and 62 Far Eastern student• did not r e apond and 89 did 
r espond; whereas in the total population 2C3 or SZ. 5 per cent did not r e spond 
and 184 or 4 7. 5 did r espond. 
Reading books, magazines, or newapaper• printed in their .own 
country was considered more important by the foreign students in the 
formation of their opinion• concerning the United States than books. 
TABLE 1 7  
STUDENTS' RESPONSES TO S!-'ECIAL QUESTION 
l .  ''PERSONAL OBSERVATION'' 
Geographic Number of Number of Per Cent of 
.Area Students Students Total Sample 
Rea ponding 
: 
Not Respandini Respcmding 
Canada (66) 4 6l 1 .  0 
Latin America (23) 0 Z 3  () . \.
Europe (54) 9 45 2 . 3 
Middle East ( 68) 3 65 . •  8 
Far East ( 1 5 1 )  1 7  1 3 4  4 . 4  
, 
Africa ( 2 3 )  z 2 1  • 5 
Australia ( 2 )  0 2 o o .  ,, 
Total 35 352 9. 0 
Per Cent of 
Total Sample 
Not Responding 
16.  0 
6. 0 
1 1 .  6 
1 6. B 
34. 6 
5 . 4  
. • 6 
9 1. 0 
co 
VJ 
Geographic 
Area 
Can•da (66) 
Latin America (23) 
Europe (54) 
Middle East ( 68) 
Far East ( 1 5 1 )  
Africa (23) 
Australia (Z) 
Total 
TABLE 1 8  
STUDi.:NTS' RESPONSES TO SPECIAL QUESTION 
Z .  "READING BOOKS, MAGAZINES 
OR NEWSPAPERS PRIN'l'ED IN 
THE UNlTED STATES" 
Nwnber of Number of Per Cent of 
Students Student& Total Sample 
Responding Not Reapondiug Rea.pon<ling 
25 ' 4 1  6 . S  
6 1 7  l .  5 
22 34 5 . 7  
30 38 7 . S  
77 74 19. 9 
· 1 0  1 3  2. .  6 
1 l . 2  
1 7 1  2 1 6  44. 2 
Per Cent of . 
Total Sample 
Not Reaponding 
� 
1 0. 6 
4. 4 
8. 3 
9. 8 
1 9 .  l 
3 . 4  
. 2  
5 5 . 8 
Geographic 
Area 
Canada (66) 
Latin America (23) 
Europe (54) 
Middle East (68) 
Far East ( 1 5 1 )  
Africa (23)  
Australia (2) 
Total 
TABLE 1 9  
S T UDENTS' RESPONSES TO SPLCIAL QUESTIONS 
3 .  "LISTENING TO TELEVISION OR 
RADIO PROGRAMS IN THE 
UNITED STATES" 
Number of Number o1 Per Cent of 
Students Students Tota.I Sample 
Responding Not R esponding Responding 
20 46 5 .  l 
1 1  lZ 2 . 8  
30 2 4  7 . 8 
27 4 1  7 . 0 
8';) 62 23. 0 
6 1 7  1 .  6 
1 1 . 2  
1 84 2 3 4 7 . 5  
Per Cent of 
Total Sample 
Not Responding 
1 1 . 9 ' 
3. l 
6. 2 
1 0. 6 
16. 0 
4 . 4  
. 2  
52.  5 
'J.J 
1.11 
TABLE ZO 
STUDENTS' RE.S:PONSES TO SPECIAL QUESTION 
4.  "VISITING AMElUCAN HOMES" 
Geographic Number of Number of Per Cent of 
Area Students Students Total Sample 
Responding Not Responding Responding 
Canada (66) 3l 34 .8. l 
Latin America (23) 3 2 0  . 8  
Europe (54) 2 7  2 7  7 . 0 
Middle East ( 68) 22 46 5 . 7  
Far East { 1 5 1 )  5 6  95 14. 5 
Africa {23)  4 1 9  1 .  0 
Australi.a (2) 2 0 . 5  
Total 146 241 37. 7 
Per Cent of 
Total Sample 
Not Responding 
8 1 .  8 
5. 2 
7. 0 
1 1. 9 
24. 6 
5 . 0  
�·j�o. · .... 
62. 3 
00 
0-
C�oara.phic 
Area 
Canada. ( 66) 
Latin America {23)  
Europe (5•) 
Middle East (68) 
Far East ( 1 5 1 )  
Africa (23) 
Australia (2) 
Total 
TABLE 2 1  
STUDENTS' RESPONSES TO SPECIAL QUESTION 
5 .  1 1TALK.1NG WITH AMERICAN 
STUDENTS OR FRIENDS" 
Number ot Numbez of 
Students st.dent• 
R esponding Not Reaponding 
7 5 9  
1 22 
i 6  3 8  
i l 5 1  
46 L·5 
4 1 9  
1 1 
8 6  3•) l 
Per Cent of 
Total Sample 
Reapontiing 
1 .  8 
• 3 
4. l 
2 . 8 
1 1. 9 
l .  0 
• 3 
22 . 2  
Per Cent of 
Total Sample 
Not Responding 
1 5 . 2  
5 . 7 
" 
9. 8 
14. 7 
27.  1 
5. 0 
. 3  
77. 8 
co 
-J 
Geographic 
Area 
Canada (66) 
Latin America {23 )  
Europe {54) 
Middle East (68) 
Far East ( 1 5 1 )  
Africa (Z3) 
Auatralia (Z) 
Total 
TABLE 22 
STUDE.'NTS' RESPONSES TO SPECIAL QUESTION 
6. ' READING OFFICIAL GOVERNMENT 
DOCUMENTS OR PAPERS 
FROM YOUR OWN COUNTRY" 
Number of Number of Per Cent of 
Students Students Total Sample 
Ree ponding Not Responding Responding 
63 3 16. 2 
Z l  2 5 . 4  
52. 2 1 3 . 4 
65 3 16. 8 
145 6 37.4 
2.2. 1 5 . 9  
2. 0 . s  
370 1 7  95 . 6  
Per Cent of 
Total Sample 
Not Responding 
• 8 
. s  
. 5  
·. . 8  
1 .  6 
. z  
oo. o 
4. 4 
00 
00 
Geographic 
Area 
Canada (66) 
Latin America (23) 
Europe {54) 
Middle East { 68) 
Far East { 15  1 ) 
Africa (23) 
Australia (Z) 
Total 
TABLE 23 
STUDENTS' RESPONSES TO S�ECIAL QUESTION 
: 
7. "LISTENING TO YOU& FRIENDS 
OR FELLOW STUDENTS 
IN YOUR OWN COUNTRY" 
Number of Numl>el" of Per Cent of 
Students Stud.en ta Total Sainple 
Responding Not Responding Responding 
49 1 7  lZ . 7 
1 7  6 4 . 4  
5 1  :; 1 3 .  1 
60 8 1 5 . 5  
136  15  35.  l 
1 8  5 4. 7 
2 0 . 5  
333  54 86. 0 
Per Cent of 
Total Sample 
Not Responding 
4 . 4  
1 .  6 
. �  
2.  1 
3 . 9  
l .  2 
o o . o 
14. 0 
co 
'° 
Geographic 
Area 
Canada (66) 
Latin America (23) 
Europe (54) 
Middle East (68) 
Far East ( 1 5 1 )  
Airica (23) 
Australia 
Total 
TABLE 24 
STUDENTS' RESPONSES TO SPECIAL QUESTION 
8. "LISTENING TO MEMBERS OF YOUR 
OWN FAMILY SPEAK ABOUT THE 
UNITED STATES'' 
Numbar of Number of Per Cent of 
Students Students Total Semple 
Responding Not Responding Responding 
5 7  9 14. 7 
20 3 5 . Z  
4<; 5 1 2 . 7 
64 4 i o . s  
1 39 i a -- 36. 0 
2 1  2 5 . 4  
z 0 . 5  
352 35 'j 1. 0 
Per Gent of 
Total Sample 
Not Re5ponding 
2 . 3  
. 8  
1 .  3 
1 .  0 
3 .  l 
. 5  
;)0 .  0 
'1 .  0 
'° 
0 
Geographic 
Area 
Canada (66) 
Latin America (23) 
Europe (54) 
Middle East ( 68) 
Far East ( 1 5 1 )  
Africa (23) 
Australia (2) 
Total 
TABLE ZS 
STUDENTS' RESPONSES TO SPECIAL QUESTION 
9 .  ' 'READING BOOKS, MAGAZ INES OR 
NEWSPAPERS PRINTED IN 
YOUR OWN COUNTRY" 
Number of Number of Per Cent of 
Students Students Total Sample 
Responding Not Responding Responding 
5Z 14 13. 4 
1 6  7 4. l 
44 l ,, v 1 1. 4 
60 8 1 5 . 5  
1 32 19  34. l 
20 3 5 . 2  
2 :) . 5  
3Z6 6 1  84. Z 
Per Cent of 
Total Sample 
Not Responding 
� 
...... 
3. 6 
l . 8 
2 . 6 
2 . 0  
5 . 0  
• 8 
J O . O 
15.  8 
Geographic 
Area 
Canada (66) 
Latin America (23) 
Europe (5'4) 
Middle East (68) 
Far Eaat ( 1 5 1 )  
Africa (23) 
Australia (2) 
Total 
TABLE 26 
STUDENTS' RESPONS.E.S TO SPECIAL QUESTION 
10. "LISTENING TO TELEVISION OR 
RADIO PROGRAMS IN YOUR 
OWN COUNTRY" 
Number of Number of Per Cent of 
Students Students Total Sample 
Responding Not Responding Ree ponding 
5 0  16 13 . 0 
2 0  3 5. Z 
5 1  3 1 3 . 2  
6 1  7 15 .  B 
144 7 37. 2 
2 1  2 5 . 4  
1 1 . 2  
348 39 90. 0 
Per Cent of 
Total Sample 
Not Responding 
4. 1 
. 8  
• 8 
l .  0 
1 .  8 
l .  8 
. 2  
10.  0 
....n 
N 
Geographic 
Area 
Canada (66) 
Latin America (23) 
Europe (54) 
Middle East (68) 
Far East ( 15 1 )  
Africa (23) 
Australia (2) 
Total 
TABLE 2 7 
STUDENT'S RESPONSES TO SPECIAL QUESTION 
17.  'PERSONAL EXPERIENCES WHICH 
HA VE PREJUDICED YOUR 
OBJECTIVITY IN VIEWING THE 
UNITED ST.A T�S" 
Number of Nwnber of Per Cent of 
Students Students Total Sample 
Responding Not Responding Responding 
44 2 1 1 . 4 
1 6  7 4. 1 
44 1 0  1 1  .. 4 
•6 22 i 1 .  9 
1 14 37 Z 9 . 4  
1 5  a 3 .  '1 
0 2 o . o  
279 1 08 72. l 
Per Cent of 
Total Sampk 
Not Responding 
,,-
l...i 
5 . 7  
l .  8 
2. 0 
5 . 7 
'; . 6 
z • ., 
. s  
27. l 
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maga.dne•, or newspapers printed in the United Statee. There were 
3Z6 or 84. 2 per cent who marked the former compared with 2 1 6  or 
44. Z per cent who marked the latter .  
In comparison to Het-ening to their own friends, few foreign 
students were influenced by talking with American friends. There were 
86 per cent or 333 foreign students who thought that lietening to their 
own friends affected their concept• of the United States; whereae, 
only 86 or 22. 2 per cent of the foreign student• thought that listening 
to American friends affected their concept• of the United State e. 
In preaenting and analy!ling the aubjects' reaponeee to the 
eighty - eight statement•· �ontalned: within the ciue•tionnaire, means for 
each geographic area. and for length of time in the United States 
according to geographic area were obtained. For each question, there­
fore, there were twenty - seven means . For Canada there wa• only one 
mean 1ince all Canadian 1tudente were commuters. Similarly for the 
United States student• and Australian students there was only one mean 
s ince all Unit6d State• student• were lifetime realdente of the United 
States and all AuetTalian students had been in the United States from 
six months to one year. For Latin America there we.re four means; 
for Europe, five me&n•t for the Middle Eaet. five mean•; for the Far 
East, five meane;  and for Africa, five means. 
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For purposes of this questionnaire. the following interval 
scale was used: 
5. 00-4. SO .. strongly agree 
4. 49-3.  50 - agree 
3. 49-Z.  5 0  - undecided 
2.  49 - 1 . 50 - disagree 
l .  49 - 1 . 00 - •trongly diaa.gree 
A mean. therefore. falling between 5 .  00 and 4. 50 was regarded as 
'strongly agree. ''  Similarly a mean talling between 4.  49 and 3.  50 was 
regarded as "agree'';  a mean falling between 3. 49 and 2. 50,  as 
"undecided; ' a mean falling between 2. 49 and 1 .  s o. a• "disagree ; "  
and a mean falling between l .  49 and l .  00, a s  "strongly disagree. " 
In 11Cates1Hy l - Personal Characterlatics" the aubj ects 
tended to agree with SZ per cent or 13 of the ataternent•.-· They were 
generally undecided about Z6 per cent or 9 statements, and they were 
in disagreement with 8 per cent or 2 of the etatements .  The following 
statementa were generally agreed to: 
l .  
2 .  
s .  
6 .  
8.  
9 .  
1 1 .  
16. 
1 8 .  
1 9 .  
zo. 
2 1 .  
24. 
25.  
Have a aenae of humor. 
Are only •lijhUy inter�sted � foreig� countries. 
Conaider them•elvea superior� foretgnera in most 
reapect1. 
Believe in working hard. 
Place jreat value �ces a  in their work. 
Are frank and open in deahng with othera. 
Valuem&teriarthrni• too much. 
Are senaitive to criticisms of their own country. 
Are boaeiful ortheir achievement•. 
Are frlenal'.y toward others .  
Believe that nothing is beyond their power. 
Are optimistic ln their outlook To'Wird life. 
Believe in conforming to the beliela of the iroup to 
which they belong. 
Overem.pha•iz.e �· 
9 6  
Th• 9 atatemente which •h• aubjecta· t•nded to be undecided 
about were: 
l. 
7 .  
10.  
12.  
13.  
14.  
15.  
17. 
23. 
� ba•i� .. el is;ioua values .  
Are diacourteoua and thoughtless in their relations with 
other•·· . 
Are � prejudiced again•l fe-reigner a. 
Az e r eli�ou•. · , 
Take a ·� ona int• .. ••t ip foa'eip QOUntries. 
Are cold, dtatant, and reserved when meeting atrangers. 
Become ••ily exciteci when la.ce4 with OiUicult �oblema. 
In their daily relation•• treat everyone as equals. 
Have liW• concern� people as individuals. 
The •ubject• Wei'• aenerally in di 1agreeroent with the following 
2 statements: 
4'. Are immatuite an4 obildiab. 
22. Me unenergetic (lack of ener gy)� their �· 
There were little differences between the mean• of each 
geographic area and the means of "length of time in the United Statee ' 1  
according to geographic area• . Likewi••• ia only five c.••e• were there 
any differences betwe� the me�u' of the Unit•d State• student& and the 
means of the other geograplaic ar ... e. Th• Uuite4 8&atee •tudente were 
generally in agreement with the •tatement. Statoment •ix was aleo 
perceived by the United State• atudent• aa undecided and by the other 
student• as agree. For atatement nine, the United State• wa.s undecided, 
and the other geographic areae tended to be in agr eement. tn contrast 
to statement• two, aix, and nine in re•ponding to statement ten, the United 
States student• were in agreement. and the other students were undecided. 
And in responding to atatement twenty-five, the United States students 
'17 
were undecided, out the other students were generally i.n agreement. 
The_ entire sample waa strongeat in its agreement to the 
fol_low ing statement s :  
5 .  Consider th.e.mselvea aupe.rior � foreiper& • • •  
8 .  Place great value on success • • •  
1 1 .  Value 1�r i
.
al t��ei• . . .  
2 1 .  Are optimistic in their outlook • • •  
In disagreement, the entire aample responded atrongest to 
the following statement: 
22. Are unenergetic (lack of energy) .!E the.r work. 
More diflerence• between the geographic areas waa seen in 
'Category t1 - Foreign Affair a. " The students had varying opinions con-
cerning the following atatements ;  
26. 
2 7. 
28 .  
29. 
30. 
37. 
38. 
4 1 �  
45. 
To guarantee freedom in the developing countries of the 
world. 
To preaerve peace in the world. 
To &�in con.tr cal of. tho economy of the world. 
To improve the atandard of living throughout the world. 
To !!,!! •!3rp�u• . Americ�n gop�. . To help the poor and impoverished countries of the world. 
J;'P 'i_Ory�� the !!!,t Qf the world. 
To a••i•t other countries which are fighting for freedom 
only )f it ia ��he int,ereat of th• uei�ed i?�te.: 
To use other countries to further ita own meana. 
In reaction to statement twenty -aix, the atudenta from the 
United States agreed with statement; however, the students from Latin 
America, Europe, the Mid.le Ea at, the Far Er st, and ,,i\frica .v ere 
generally undecided. The Australian •tudent• atrongly agreed and the 
Canadian student• aareed. 
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The United State•, Auetralia, and Canada agreed to atatement 
twenty-aeven; whereaa, Latin America, Europe, the Middle Ea.et, the 
Far Eaat and. Africa were again generally undecided. 
The United State• dieagreec with etatement twenty-eight, but 
Latin Americana, Europeanf, Mid&le Ea.eterner•, Far Ea1ternera, and 
Africans wel'e all in general agreement. Canadians, on the other hand, 
were undecided and Auatraliana were in dlaagr•ement. 
The United 6tat••• Canada, Auatralia, and the Far Eaat responded 
agr eeingly to atatemeat twenty-nine, but Latin America, Europe, the 
Middle East, and Africa were undecided. 
In reeponae to etatement thirty. there waa a wide variance of 
opinion. The United· Statea, Canada. and Europe were undecided; 
whereas, Australia, Latin America, the Middle East, the Far East, 
and A1rica wer e in general agreement. 
Reacting generally agreeingly to atatement thirty-seven were: 
Canada, the United Stat-ea, the Far I;aet, and Au•tralia; and generally 
reacting undeci:dingly to etatement thirty-aeven were: Latin America, 
Europe, the Middle East. and Africa. 
Auetralia, Canada. and the United State• were in disagreement 
with etatement thirty-eight. On the other hand, however. Latin America, 
Europe, the Middle Eaat, the Far East, and Africa were on the whole 
undecided. 
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The United State• waa alone in it• reaction to at&tement forty-
one. The United State• reacted undecidedly; wherea•, the rest of the 
geographic areas were in agreement. 
In reactini to atatement forty-five, the United States and 
Australia disagreed, but the rest of the geographic areas were undecided. 
All •ubj•cte regardleas of geographic areas responded generally 
agreeingly to the following statement• in Category II: 
32. 
33. 
35. 
39. 
40. 
4Z. 
43. 
••• 
Te pl'omote international under standing. 
To keep !.!!!!' aa one of th• leading world powera. 
Te !,!!P communism � apreadinJ throughout the world. 
To maiatain the balance of pow•r in the world. 
To p�•vent other eountrie. lrom forcing their •ystems of 
1overamKt upon otb•ra. -
To 17•· tMhii'ic'il assistance to the other countries of the 
wo•l • 
To maintata its system of military bases around the world. 
T• •p•ea4 wba.t it believe• ·i• the t1A.rrlerican idea" over 
glGiie. 
The following atatemeDU were aenerally marked as undecided 
by all subjecu: 
3 1 .  To •upport and a•st•t colonial governments in all parts 
of the world. 
34. To fin4 l'narket• for American arme and weapon• .  
36. To 'iiilpo•e !!_! ay•tem of §Overnment upon others. 
Throughout thi• Cat�gory a• in the first Category, there was 
little difference within geographic areas according to length of time in 
the United State•. 
All •ubjects including the United States subject• were strongest 
in their agreement of the following •tatements:  
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3 3 .  T o  keep itseli a s  one of the leading world powe;rs. 
3 5 .  To stOP COiiUnUDism from spreading throughout the world. ---- - --- ----
The subjects re•ponaea to t1Category lll · � Religion" ehowed that 
all subjects were· generally uqdecided about the atatementa contained in it. 
The following sta.temente. were reacted to a• generally undecided: 
46. 
47. 
48. 
so .  
5 2 .  
5 3 .  
54. 
5 5 .  
5 6 .  
5 8 .  
60. 
Consider r�li1\on 4a being important in their individual 
lives . 
bo �t lik� active membership in an orsaniz�d reHgious 
body. 
Liv� by the principle• and tea.chings of their reliaioua 
belieTs. 
Mtt. tol�;i:•µt �nd under standing _!! !!! ral�siona. 
Regard r eligion as more olten a spiritual experience 
such a'5 �o�ahiP(.�ni:l>rayini• or laating. 
Are hYpocritica • 
Oeaire to have all people in all parts of the world become 
Chri �tian. 
_.. . 
Conaider i:,eli&ic;>n aa important in planning their daily 
activities. 
Ar.e ex�e��f y �i.gid in their religious beliefs. 
Regar<l religion as having very little meaning in their 
individual livee. 
-
Have � serious reli.i!ous views or beliefs. 
There w�re eleven statements or 69 per cent of all the statements within 
the ·category which were marked as undecided. 
Statement forty-nine, "have developed their religion to conform 
� their focie�y. ' '  was agreed to by all subject• including the United 
States . Similarly atatement fifty-one, "Try to force or impoae their . . -
religion on other•, " waa generally diaaareed to by all aubjeets. 
There were •ome difference• between the geographic areas 
concerning Ule following. atatementa : 
1 0 1  
5 7. Believe reliaion should exercise a strong influence 
upon the civi\ law•. 
5 9 .  LO"Ok a t  rerti!on aa more often a social activity euch as 
making el!oi-t1 for world peace, helping the �· giving 
food to the underpriviledged, presenting musical 
S"eiections, havina picnics and get-togethera, and 
improving working condition•. 
6 1 .  Attempt to hide their religious view•. -
In response to statement fifty-seven, Canada., Au•tralia, and Africa 
generally dilagreed with the etatement, but Latin America, Europe, the 
United States, the Middle East, and the F a.r Ea•t were generally undecided. 
The United States was undecided about statement fifty-nine; however, the 
rest of the geographic area.a agreed with the statement. And in reaction 
to statement sixty-one, Canada, Latin America, and the United States 
were undecided; whereas, the reet of the geographic area• were in 
general disagreement with the statement. 
Again aa in the other two Categoi'iti11 there were very few 
difference• within geographic areae according to length of time in the 
United State•. In tategory IV .. Time Con•ciou•nee•11 there were two 
statements which were generally agreed to by all geographic areas : 
6 8 .  Tend to regulate their live• by the clock. 
70. Seem to be in a hurry to get thing• �· 
Only one statement was marked by all geographic areas as 
genera.Uy undecided. This was statement sixty-six, "Have little respect 
for customs or traditions. = 1  
The rest of the statement. contained in Category IV elicited 
differences among the separate geographic areas. These atatements were: 
1 02 
62.. Tend to wa. • te time. 
63. Regard prompbie'88 highly. 
64. Have little intereat in paat events or happ.eninga. 
65. Are inte'risted only in pass :ng the time' and not in pi.anning 
the uee of it. -
- -
67.  Are extren\eiy optimistic about the future. 
69. Are often thinking of future event• {what will take place 
tomorrow or at some time yet to come). 
7 1 .  Tend to reaiet change. 
72. Often arrive� for appointments. 
In reacting to statement six�y-two, Canadian and United States 
subjects were undecided; however, Latin Americans, Europeans, Middle 
Easterners, Far Easterners, Africans, and Australians were generally 
in disagreement with the statement. 
Stat ement sixty-three was indicated as being undecided to 
Canad._, United States, Australia; whereas, Latin America, Europe, 
Middle .Ea.st, Far .East, and Africa generally agreed with the statement. 
The United States, Latin America, E.urope, the Middle East, 
the Far Eaat, and Africa all reeponded generally undecided to statement 
sixty-four; however, Canada and Au•tralia indicated a disagreement with 
the question. 
Auatralia, Canada, and the United States •ubj_ecta were undecided 
about statement •ixty-fiv•, but Latin America, Europe, the Middle Eaat, 
the Far Eaet, and Africa aenerally diaa.areed with the statement. 
The Middle Eaat, Auatralia, and the United States were all 
generally undecided concerning atatem•nt eixty -aeven; and Canada, Latin 
America, Europe, the Far East, and Africa were all generally in agreement 
1 0 3  
with statement sixty-seven. 
In reeponae to atatement aixty.;nine all c:ountri# except 
Australia who marked und�ded, were in general &g,eement about the 
atatement, and stmilarly in response to statemeAt s eventy-one all 
' 
countries except Auetralia, w�o marked disagree, were generally 
undecided about the etatement. 
Canada and the United States were the only geographic areas 
which were undecided concerning statement seventywtwo; the reat of the 
areas were generally in disagreement with the statement. 
Little differences were seen within Category IV between lengths 
of time in the United States according to geographic area. 
"Category V - Family Life" elicited a alight variance of opinion 
from the different geographic areas. The following statements, however, 
were reacted to as generally undecided by all geographic areas: 
7 7 .  Quickly accept a stranger into the farnily. 
79. Prefer the aon•,-to the daughter. 
80. Regard the Wife as dominating the family. 
8 1 .  Believe that moat aocial activitie• ahould take 
place outsid;oTihe family. 
85.  Plan the entire family around the :Children. 
-
In contTaet. th• fo.tlowing statements .,_.ere responded to 
differently by different geographic areas : 
7 3 .  Consider th• family &a important in their individual 
lives. 
74. WO"Uid feel a •trong obligation to help a mernber of 
their family even though it would require a personal 
sacrifice. 
75. 
76.  
78.  
82. 
83. 
84. 
86. 
u ... 0 ' .  
88. 
Believe tha t children should be obedient to their parent•. 
Consider the lather as the don;inant figure in the family. 
Believe in givin& children much freedom. 
Believe that the social posmoii' of the wife in the family 
should be equal �o that ol the huSbanc;l;--
'feach the � chi ld to become independent early. 
Spend a. large arncrunt Of� � their families. 
Have unaucces sfw marriage s  because too much 
�hasi• i• given eex. 
-
Have littlerespect fur oid or aged members of the fami.ly. 
Consid:eriheir indiVicfuar-happiiie.11 more important than 
the family happin e s s .  
-
R e sponding •agree" to statement seventy-three were the United 
States and Canada ; and responding generally · ·undecided'' to statement 
seventy-three were Latin America, Europe, the Middle East, the Far 
East, and Africa. 
The United States and Canada agreed with statement seventy-
four. Latin America, Europe, and Australia were generaHy undecided 
about the statement. The Middle Eaat, the Far East, and Africa 
generally disagreed with the statement. 
In response to statement seventy-ii ve, the United States and 
Australia agreed with the statement; whereas, Canada. Latin America. 
the Middle East, the Far East, and Africa were on the whole undecided. 
Statement seventy-six was reacted as "agree ' ' by the United 
States; Canada and Auetralia, however, were undec�ded about the state-
ment, and Latin America, Europe, the Middle East, the Far East, and 
Africa. ail generally responded "disagree. " 
l 1_,5 
Australia and the United States r.eacted undecidedly to statement 
s even,y-eight, but the reat of the geographic area•, Canada, Latin 
America, Europe, the Middle East; the Far East, and ./:·,frica, all 
agreed with the •tatement. 
Canada and Auatr&li& marked •t•tement eighty-two a• ,undecided; 
how•ver, Latin America, Europe, th• United State•, the Middle .East, 
the Far Eaet, and Africa all rNponded generally as agreeing. 
Statement eighty-three caused wide spread opinion. The United 
States and Canada were undecide4; Auetralia wae in disligreement; and 
Latin America, Europe, the Middle Ea.at, the Far East, and Africa were 
in general agreement with the atate-ment. 
In reacting to statement eighty-four, Australia alone disagreed 
with the statement; the reet of the geographic areae were undecided. 
The United States, Canada, the Middle Eaat, and Africa were 
generally undecided concerning statement eighty-eix. Australia was in 
disagreement, and Latin America and the Far East generally agreed with 
the atatement. 
The geographic area• were generally either undecided or in 
agreement. with statement eighty-eeven. Canada, the United States, 
Africa, and Australia were undecided; whereaa, Latin America, Europe, 
the Middle East, and the Far Eaat were in agreetnent. 
Again in responding to · etatement eighty-eight, the geographic 
areae were •ither in general agreement or undecided. Those generally 
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marking undecided were : Canada, Europe, the United States, and 
Australia ; those marking generally agr eement were: Latin .America, 
the Middle East, the Far East, and Africa. 
There waa more variance among geographic area according 
to length of time in the Unite4 8tatee in thi• Category; however, in 
general these difference• were alight a.nd could not be contributed to 
any general pattern of r e spon•ei! 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY. CONCLUSIONS, PROBLEMS F OR 
FURTHER STUDY, AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
Summary 
Th>:: purposes of the preceding atudy have been to discover the 
opinions of foreign and American etudente who were attending Wayne 
State University regarding characteriatica of the people and the society 
of the United States, to determine possibie reasons and explanations 
for the se opinions, to add to the body of knowledge concerning images of 
the United States, and to devi se a reeearch tool for studying opinions 
and attitudes and for counseling and advising foreign atudents. 
The opinion• of foreign atudents and American student• were 
revea .. ed through the use of a questionnaire (See Appendix B ). Reiiabi1ity 
was estath •shed through the uee of pilot groups, and validity was established 
through the uae of a jury. The queationnaire contained eighty- eight state-
menta divided into five cate&ories. Each statement was arranged for 
response on a Likert Scale from strongly agree to strongly disagree. 
The atudents reeponeee were computed for each question, and a group 
mean was eeta'bliabed according to geographic area. and .length of time in 
the· United State•. 
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Concluslc;>ne and Problems for Further Study 
This study has pointed out the importance of geographic area in 
determining students opinion• and reaction• to the United States and the 
American character .  The s ignificant diffel"ences betweeri response on 
question after question were a result of geographic area rather th.an length 
of time in the United States .  This 1urvey doe• not bear out the idea that 
to be exposed or to becorne better acquainted with a co1.1ntry alters one ' s  
opinion. There was no sojourn or development cycle which appeared in 
this study; the foreign students '  reactions, although sometimes different 
with differing lengths of time in the United State s ,  followed no set pattern 
or cycle as pointed out by sorne s tudies on foreign student s '  imag e s .  This 
study reveals that although foreign and American contacts increased while 
in the United States ,  the foreign etudent e '  opinions of the United States 
change rather little, ii a.t all; the ir impressions do not become more 
positive as a result of being in the United State s .  In fact the foreign 
students indicated that A r.nerkan life, reading American magazines and 
newapaper s ,  listening to Americans, or vis iting American hotne s really 
had little effect on their opinions and imp r e s s ions. 
Amer icans were revealed as pos s e s s ing a sense of humor, as 
belna only slightly interested in other countr ies ,  and as thinking themselves 
better tha.n people from other countries. They were thought to be hard 
workers placina a great amount of emphasis on auccees. People in the 
United States were found by subjects in the etudy to be boastful in their 
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peraona.1 achiev•menta. but at the same time friendly towa.rd other people. 
A mericana were opt'i.miatic, eensitive to criticiam which reflect on their 
owrt countl'y, and sure of their ability to accomplish anything for which 
they had the deaire. They aeemed to be conformi.·•ts and they tended to 
plac·e great empha.aia on sex. 
In foreign affairs the United Sta.,tes was ahown a-a desiring to 
stop the aprea.d of Communism but at the same time wanting to keep it• 
eta.tu• among the powe:ra of the worhl. The United State• wa.a aeen as 
having among it• goala in foreip relation• providing technical advice 
and a-aaiatance to all co\Dltriee and preventing other countries from forcing 
it• ideology on othera. They deeir.ed,. on the other hand. to maintain their 
mllitar-y t�oops arovnd the world· and to make the world aware of the 
American way. 
Religion in the United States waa vaguely perceived. There was 
general agreem•nt on only two concept•: relision in America conforms 
with American society, a,nd· American• do not attempt to impo•• their 
r eligt.on on other people. 
ln reaction to time orientation in the United State• ,  American• 
were ·-deacri.bed a• cleck watcher• who clo•ely plan their daily activitie• 
areun.4 the hour• of th• cla.y and whe are ch.aracterized by their hu.rried­
n••• in accompliahing �k•. 
Thi• •tudy pointed out that th• aubjecte were 1•ner.a.lly undecided 
abo\ilt American•' reli1ioua valuea, code of mannera, and prejudice againat 
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foreigners. They were aleo undecided concerning interest in the United 
States towaiod "other countries, concerning equality in the United States, 
and about ·concel'n in the United State• for people as individuals .  The 
subjects were neutral in their reaction to the United States colonial 
poHciee ancl to the United States arms aales. Similarly the survey 
r evealed that the majority o{ the subjects were undecided about the 
importance of · reHgion in America, about the member ship of religious 
bodiee in America, about the tolerance toward other religions in America, 
and about the rigidness of religion in America. The subjects were also 
undecided about •ome a•pecta of American family life such as the accept­
ance el a stranger ·tnto the home, the preference for one child, the 
dom'inance of th.e Wife in the family, and the role of children. 
There were some difference• benreen the way Americans view 
themselves and the way for eigners view America.n e .  The United States 
students in thta etudy, for example, were undecHled about America• s 
lack of intere�t in other countrie•·; wbereae, the foreign students felt 
strongly that American• on the whole diaplayed a lack of concern for 
foreign countri es. The United State• student• were aleo undecided about 
American•' working habit& and Americana '  frankne•• when dealing with 
people: loreign student a on the other hand, found American• to be bard 
workers a.net frank and open with othera. Amertcan• found themselves 
prejudiced towa-�d foreigner•, but foreigners were neutral concerning this 
point. Americaft• w�re cleecribed by Latin American s ,  Europeana, Mi.ddle 
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Easterner•, Far Ea.aterner-s, and Africans a s  wanting to gain control 
of the world economy, as wanting to help others only if they benefit, 
and as wanting . to fi.nd markets for surplus Ame rican goods. All countri e s  
looked at. religion in America a. s  a social activity; Americans.- on the 
ot.he:r hand, wer·e undecided about this aspe�t of American- life. 
A nother finding of this study wa& that Canadians and Australians 
were closer to the opinions of the American atudents than the other 
countries. The rest of the ¢ountries were· often 'grouped to gether in 
their oppoaing opinion• of Amel'lcan life. 
Thil atudy underaceres th• very great importance for further 
reaearch into n•tional images and impressions. At a minimum , the 
findings of this study suggest that further study of duration of residence 
and attitudes toward the United States i s  needed. Further research i.s 
also needed on the processes which cause attitudinal formation and change. 
Possibly studying foreign nationals' attitudes before they depart from their 
homelands as well a s  frequent lnterviewing during their sojourn in the 
United States might produce some insights into this problem. 
Some in-depth studies of smaller groups using such variables 
as r e sidential background, father ' s  and mother ' s  occupation background,. 
si,.-;e of the city or village of r e sidence in their own country, academic 
suc c e s s e s  and failur e s ,  language fluency ,  travel abroad, and personal 
adjustment might prove helpful in under standing foreign impressions. 
Another area for further study which was r evealed by this· survey 
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was that there may be underlying patterns of variables which would be 
of special •ignificance in understanding foreigners'  attitudes .  Theae 
may be preconceived attitudes which interpret experiences in the United 
State• from one point of reference. It will also be neces sary to determine 
whether or not a sojourn cycle exist• with other group• and if it i a  
deacriptive of the experience• of group• other than foreign students at 
Wayne State University. It is also poa•ible that many of the effects of 
study in the United States can only be determined after the atudent returns 
home. A follow-up •tudy on atudenta might prove to provide reactions 
that were not before apparent. Further •tudy alao i •  needed in under­
standing the dynamics of foreign-American student interaction. 
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APPENDIX A 
CODING SHEET 
FOR 
COMPUTING AND DAT A PROCESSING 
AND 
QEOOl\APHlC AREAS 
Firet Card 
Column 
- 1 -5 
6 
7 
8 
9 .  
1 1  
12.4 
Entry 
Individual identification number - This number ia assigned 
by the designer. Start with Number l in column 5 and run 
numbers through 9, then plac e l in column 4 and (I in 
column 5 for 1 0  and run through ·�9. The proceas is 
continued through num�er 99999. 
Ca.rd count per each individual card - Place a l in 
column 6 and on card l and a 2 in column o on card Z ,  etc. 
Age 
1 .  17-Zl· 
2 .  2 1 -25 
3. 2 6 - 3;; 
4 .  3 1 -above 
Geographic Area 
1 .  Ca� 
2. Latin America 
3 .  Europe 
4. United States 
s .  Middle East 
6. Far East 
7. Africa 
8. Au&tralia 
Status in University 
i:- Graduate 
2 .  Undergraduate 
Sex 
1 .  Male 
2 .  Female 
Marital Status 
1 .  Married 
2. Single 
Column 
lZ 
1 3 - 80 
lZS 
Enti·y 
Length of Time in United States 
1 :-1-=3J days 
2 .  3G-daya - 6 montha 
� _, .  6 months - l year 
4. l year - 2 years 
5 • 2 year• ·· above 
6. Commute dally 
7 .  Life 
On the first card question 1 goes into column 1 3 ,  etc. 
until question 68. 
Second Card 
Column 
1 -5 
6 
7 - 2 6  
2 7 - 37 
126 
Entry 
Individual identification number - same aa indicated on 
card l .  
Card count per each individuai card - a 2 in column 6 
indicates card nuuber l .  
Queation 6 9 - 88 goe• into column 7 - 26. 
Special 1 1  questions at the bottom on page 6 of opinion 
survey. 
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CODE TO GEOGRAPHIC AREAS 
AFRICA 
Angola 
Basutoland 
Bechuanaiand 
Burundi 
Cameroon 
Chad 
Congo (Bra;:zavllle) 
Congo (Leopoldville) 
Dahomey 
Ethiopia 
Gabon 
Gambia 
Chana 
Guinea 
Ivory Coaet 
Kenya 
Liberia 
Madagaecar 
Malawi 
Mali 
M&uritlua 
Mozambique 
Niger 
Nigeria 
Portugueae Guinea 
Rhodi•la 
Rwanda 
Seychelles 
Sierra Leone 
Somalia 
South Africa 
Southweet Africa 
Swaziland 
Tanzania 
Togo 
Uganda 
Upper Volta 
AUSTRALIA 
EUROPE 
Au•tria 
Belgium 
Bulgaria 
Czechoalovakia 
Denmark 
X.tonia 
Fialand 
France 
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Germany, Federal Republic of 
Greece 
HODgary 
Iceland 
Ireland 
Italy 
Latvia 
Lithuania 
Luxembourg 
Malta 
Monaco 
Netherlands 
Norway 
Poland 
Portugal 
Rumania 
San Marino 
Spain 
Sweden 
Switzerland 
United Kingdom 
Yugo a la via 
u . s. s. R. 
FAR EAST 
Bhutan 
Brunei 
Burma 
Cambodia 
Ceylon 
China, Republic of 
China, Unspecified 
Hong Kong 
India 
Indonesia 
Japan 
Korea 
Lao• 
Macao 
Malay•ia 
Nepal 
Pakistan 
Philippines 
Ryukyu lalands 
Sikkim 
Thailand 
Tibet 
Vietnam 
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Bahama Islands 
Barbados 
B ritish West Indies 
Cuba 
Dominican Republic 
Guadeloupe 
Haiti 
Jamaica 
Leeward lelands 
Martinique 
Netherlands Antilles 
Trinidad 
Windward Islands 
British Honduras 
Costa Rica 
El Salvador 
Guatemala 
Honduras 
Nicaragua 
Mexico 
Argentina 
Bolivia 
Brazil 
British Guiana 
Chile 
Colombia 
Ecuador 
Paraguay 
Peru 
Surinain 
Uruguay 
Venezuela 
1 3  (J 
MIDDLE EAST 
Aden 
Afghanistan 
Algeria 
Bahrain 
Cyprus 
Iran 
Iraq 
bra el 
Jordan 
Kuwait 
Lebanon 
Libya 
Morocco 
Qatar 
Saudi Arabia 
Sudan 
Syria 
Tunisia 
Turkey 
1 3 1 
United Arab Republic (Egypt) 
Yemen 
APPENDIX B 
THE 
QUESTIONNAIRE: 
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AMERICAN CHARACTER OPINION SURVEY 
Robert K. Luther 
READ DIRECTIONS CARBFULLY 
This is not a test. You are not being tested. There are 
no right or wrong answers . The only right answer is your 
opinion or feeling. This opinion survey contains a list 
of statements designed to obtain information concerning 'j your attitude of the American character. For foreif! 
students takinJ this survey, you may at times find it 
difficult to give an opinion ; however, do the best you 
can with the understanding that you will not be held 
accountable for judging or criticizing Americans . YOU 
WILL NOT BE IDENTIFIED IN ANY WAY. 
-
-
··
···
·
·
-
·
· 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-·
--------
------..-------
. PLEASE .READ AND FOLLOW nlESE STEPS 
Step One : Read each clarifying paragraph at the beginning 
Step Two: 
Step Three : 
Step Four: 
of each Category carefully and completely. 
Read each statement. 
Indicate your feelings or opinion by circling: 
S - If you strongly agree with the statement. 
4 - If you agree with the statement. 
3 - If you are tmdecided about the statement. 
2 - If you disagree with the statement. 
1 - If you strongly disagree with the statement. 
Foreign Students Only 
After completing Steps One, Two, and Three, read 
and answer the questions on the last page. These 
questions will require only that you circle the 
answer. 
CIRCLE mE APPROPRIATE ANSWER 
·
·
-
-
-
-
··
--------�·
----�--�----
- -- - --··-------- -
AGE: 17-20 21-25 26-30 31-above 
-- . ---- - � - - . - ., -- ---------------·- ··- ·--- -- --- ---
GEOGRAPHIC A.REA: Canada 
Latin America 
Europe 
Uni:ted States 
Middle East 
Far East (Pakistan-Iran 
Africa eastward) 
Otber ------
STA� IN UNIVERSITY: , Graduate Undergraduate 
�SEX:
-- �-- - ---- -- -��1---Ma
�
l
-
e
��---Pe
_
ma
_
l
_
e
�--��-��---; 
MARITAL STATUS : I Married Single 
LENG'Jli OP TIME IN UNITB.D .. STATES : · -r-�o���:�: �o:t�s �o::::-:��; 
6 months-1 year Life 
1 year-2 year 
------- ·--t - - --·  -- -·�·· - -. 
Printed by: 
Foreign Student Office 
Wayne State University 
Detroit. Michigan 
Circle : S - strongly agree 
4 - agree 
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3 - undecided 1 - strongly disagree 
2 - disagree 
Category ! - Personal Characteristics 
The following is a list of sentences that may be usecl in describing 
people in general. Indicate by circling the appropriate number your 
feelings or opinion of the majority of people living in the United 
States. 
In my own judgment , the majority of people in the United States: 
1.  Have a sense of humor. s 4 3 2 1 
2 .  Are only slight ly interested in foreign countries. 
3. Lack basic religious values. 
4. Are immature and childish. 
s 4 3 2 1 
s 4 3 2 1 
5 4 3 2 1 
S .  Consider themselves superior � foreigners in most respects. 5 4 3 2 1 
6. Believe in working hard. 
7. Are aiscourteous and thoughtless in their relations with 
others. 
8. Place great value on success in their work. 
9. A.re frank and open in dealing with others. 
10. Are often prejudiced against foreigners. 
1 1 .  Value material things too much . 
12.  Are religious. 
1 3 .  Take a strong interest in foreign countries. 
14. Are cold, distant , and reserved when meeting strangers. 
15. Become easi ly excited when faced with difficult prob lems. 
16. Are sensitive to criticisms of their own country. 
17. In their daily relations , treat everyone as equals. 
18. Are boastful of their achievements. 
19. Are friendly toward others . 
20. Believe that nothing is beyond their power. 
2 1  Are optimistic in their outlook toward life. 
-2-
s 4 3 2 1 
s 4 3 2 1 
5 4 3 2 1 
5 4 3 2 1 
s 4 3 2 1 
s 4 3 2 1 
5 4 3 2 1 
5 4 3 2 1 
5 4 3 2 1 
s 4 3 2 1 
s 4 3 2 l 
s 4 3 2 1 
s 4 3 2 1 
s 4 3 2 1 
5 4 3 2 1 
s 4 3 2 1 
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22. Are unenerget ic (lack of energy) in their work. 
23. Have little concern for people as individual s .  
24. Believe in conforming to the beliefs of the group to 
which they belong. 
-
25. Overemphasize �· 
Categoiz_ g - Foreign Affairs 
5 4 3 2 1 
5 4 3 2 1 
s 4 3 2 1 
s 4 3 2 1 
The following is a list of sentences that may be used in describing 
America' s goa!.s o:· airas in its relationships with other count�ies. 
Some of thes:� goals ma:;r not be expressed openly, but may be .!!:!!!. in � · 
form. Indicate by circling th� r.ppropriate number your feelings or 
opinion of the Uni tel States' foreign policy goals .  
In my own j udgement , a��ng the real goals and aims of the .United States ' 
foreign policy at the present time are : 
26. To guarantee fre2dorn in the developing countries of the 
world. 
2 7 .  To preserve peace in the world. 
28. To gain control of the economy of the world. 
29. To improve the star,0.ard of living throughout the world . . 
30. To sell surplus American goods . 
31 . To support and assist colonial governments in all parts 
of the world. 
32. To promote international understanding. 
33. To keep itself as one of the leading world powers. 
34. To find markets for American � and weapons .  
35. To stop com.�unism from spreading throughout the world. 
36. To impo'3e its JYS!� of _government upon the rest of the 
world. 
37. To help the poor and _!mpoverished countries of the world. 
38. To govern the res..!_ of the world. 
39. To maintain the balance of power in the world. 
40. To prevent other countries from forcing their system of 
government upon others . 
4 1 .  To assist other countries which are fighting for freedom 
only if it is in the interest of the United States. 
42. To give technical assistance to the other countries of 
the world 
S 4 3 2 I 
s 4 3 2 1 
s 4 3 2 1 
s . 4 3 2 I 
s 4 3 2 l 
5 4 3 2 I 
s 4 3 2 1 
5 4 3 2 1 
s 4 3 2 1 
s 4 3 2 1 
s 4 3 2 1 
s 4 3 2 1 
s 4 3 2 1 
s 4 3 2 l 
s 4 3 2 l 
s 4 3 2 1 
s 4 3 2 1 
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43. To maintain its system of military bases around the 
world. 
44. To spread what it believes is the "American idea" over 
the globe. 
5 4 3 2 1 
s 4 3 2 1 
45. To use other countries to further its own means . s 4 3 2 1 
Category I I I  - Religion 
The following is a list of sentences that may be used in describing 
how people in general look at religion. Indicate by circling the 
appropriate number your feelings or opinion of how the maj ority of 
people living in the United States regard religion. 
In my own judgment, the majority of people in the United States : 
46. Consider religion as being important in their individual 
lives. S 4 3 2 1 
47. Do not like active membership in an organized religious 
body. -- S 4 3 2 1 
48. Live � the principles and teachings of their religious 
beliefs . S 4 3 2 1 
49. Have developed their religion to conform with their society. S 4 3 2 1 
SO. Are tolerant and understanding of all religions. S 4 3 2 1 
5 1 .  Try to force o� impose their religion on others . S 4 3 2 1 
52. Regard religion as � often a spiritual experience such S 4 3 2 1 
as worshipping, praying, or fasting. 
53. Are hypocritical. S 4 3 2 1 
54. Desire to have all people in all parts of the world 
become Christian. 5 4 3 2 l 
SS. Consider religion as important in planning their daily 
activities. S 4 3 2 1 
56. Are extremely rigid in their religious beliefs. 5 4 3 2 1 
57.  Believe religion should exercise a strong influence 
� the civil laws. S 4 3 2 1 
58. Regard religion as having very little meaning in their 
individual lives. S 4 3 2 1 
59. Look at religion as � often a social activity such as 
making efforts for world peace, helping the poor, giving 
food to the underpriviledged , presenting musical selections , 
having picnics and get- togethers , and improving working 
conditions . S 4 3 2 1 
-4-
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60. Have no serious religious views or beliefs. s 4 3 2 1 
6 1 .  Attempt to hide their religious views . s 4 3 2 1 
Category IV - Time Consciousness 
(How one looks at or regards time) 
The fol lowing is a list of sentences that may be used in describing 
how people in general look at time. Indicate by circling the 
appropriate number how you feel the majority of people in the 
United States regard time. 
In my own judgment , the majority of people in the United States: 
62 . Tend to waste time. 
63. Regard promptness highly. 
64. Have little interest in past events or happenings . 
65. A.re interested only in passing the time and not in 
planning the use of it. 
66. Have little respect for customs or traditions . 
67. Are extreme ly optimistic about the future. 
68. Tend to regulate their lives by the clock. 
69. Are often thinking of future events (what wil l  take place 
tomorrow or at some time yet to come) . 
70. Seem to be in a hurry to � things done. 
7 1 .  Tend to resist change. 
72 . Often arrive late for appointment s .  
Category V - Family Life 
(The family refers to the immediate fami ly consisting 
of: mother, father, brothers , and sisters) 
11le fol lowing is a list of sentences that may be used in 
describing how people in general regard fami ly life. Indicate 
by circling the appropriate number your feelings or opinion of 
how the majority of people living in the United States 
interre late with their fami lies . 
In i;ny own judgment, the majority of people in the United States : 
73. Consider the family as impor tant in their individual lives 
74. Would feel a strong obl igation !£. help a member of their 
family even though it would require a personal sacrifice. 
-5-
5 4 3 2 1 
s 4 3 2 1 
s 4 3 2 1 
s 4 3 2 1 
s 4 3 2 1 
5 4 3 2 1 
s 4 3 2 1 
5 4 3 2 1 
s 4 3 2 1 
s 4 3 2 1 
5 4 3 2 l 
s 4 3 2 1 
s 4 3 2 1 
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75. Believe that children should be obedient to their 
parents. 
76. Consider the father as the dominant figure in the family. 
77. Quickly accept _.!, stranger into the fami ly. 
78. Believe in giving children much freedom. 
79. Prefer the � to the daughter. 
80 .  Regard the � as dominating the family. 
81. Believe that most social activities should take place 
outside of th�amily. 
82. Believe that the social position of the wife in the 
family should be !<\Ual to that of the husband. 
83. Teach the male child to become independent early. 
84. Spend a large amount of time 'with their families. 
85. !!.!!!, the entire family around the children. 
86. Have unsuccessful marriages because too much emphasis is 
given to �· 
87. Have little respect for � or aged members of the family. 
88. Consider their individual happiness � important than 
the family happiness. 
FOREIGN STUDENTS ONLY 
5 4 3 2 1 
s 4 3 2 1 
s 4 3 2 1 
5 4 3 2 1 
5 4 3 2 1 
s 4 3 2 1 
s 4 3 2 1 
s 4 3 2 l 
5 4 3 2 1 
5 4 3 2 l 
s 4 3 2 1 
s 4 3 2 l 
s 4 3 2 1 
s 4 3 2 1 
The following is a list of ways people form opinions. Please circle the 
one(s) which you feel were most important in the formation of your 
opinion or feeling about the United States. 
1 .  Personal observation. 
2. Reading books . magazines. or newspapers printed in the United States. 
3. Listening to television or radio programs in the United States. 
4. Visiting American homes. 
S. Talking with American students or friends . 
6. Reading official government documents or papers from your own country. 
7. Listening to your friends or fellow students in your own country. 
8. Listening to members of your own fami ly speak about the United States. 
9. Reading books , magazines or newspapers printed in your own country. 
10. Listening to television or radio programs in your own country. 
11.  Personal experiences which may have prejudiced your obj ectivity in 
viewing the United_States. 
APPENDIX C 
LIST 
OF 
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS 
App re• t i'.ce G roup 
Dance Workshop 
Orama ic and S eech 
W . S . U .  Student Rad i o  ' 
Foren i o :  
De a�e I 
Ex enworaneous Speak i ng 
Or tqry 
I nter retat i ve �ead i ng 
Rad i o  and T e l e v i s ion 
S t ude t 1 neaders 1 Bureau 
s iity Theatre 
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WAYNE STATE U N I VERS ITY 
STUDENT ORGAN I ZATI ONS 
W I NTER QUARTER , l 9E 7  
C ha r l es Schaeffer 
Frate n i� t i es - Profes s i on a l -S oc i a l  
A l pha Ciji S i gma Na t .  Chem. Dean Kenea l y  
Kenneth Banks 
S t a n l ey Remer 
Ron a l d  P i ot rowsk i  
Arnold R i c h  
P h i l l i p C o l d  
A l pha K�ppa Ps i (Na t .  Bus . Ad . )  
A l pha Zeta Omega (Na t .  Pharm. ) 
De l ta S i: gma P i  (Na t .  Bus. t\d . )  
De l ta Theta Phi  (Na t .  Law) 
Kappa P� i (Na t .  Pharm. ) 
P h i  A l pha Del ta (Na t .  Law) 
P h i  0 l �a C h i  (Nat . Pharm. ) 
P h i  M � l pha (Na t .  Mus i c )  
Rho P i  P, h i  (Nc:i t .  Phar·m . )  
S l �ma De l ta C h i  (Na t .  Jour n . ) 
S i gma Phi  Lambda 
Tau E s i, l on Rho (Nat. Law) 
Theta Tau (Na t .  Eng • g . )  
Frate n � t i es - Soc i a l  
A l pha Eps i lon Pi  (Na t . )  
A l pha P� i A l pha (Nat . )  
A l pha S il 9ma Ph i (Nat . )  
De l t a  C t) i  (Nn t . )  
Kappa A 1 pha Ps I {Na t . )  
Omega P� i Phi (Na t . )  
Phi  G t� S i gma (Na t . )  
Phi  G rrrna C h i  
P h i  S i g� De l ta (Na t . )  
P i  Ka p� A l pha ( Na t . )  
td pha Mu (i"Ja t . )  
s i Ion P h i  (Na t . )  
ppa Eps i l on ( Na t . )  
X � {Nat . )  
I I 
J .  Russe l l  Hughes 
Denn i s  Kenea l y  
Dona l d  Ozoba 
J .  Ya I e Hechtman 
Sen Hade 
Lawrence Dam i an i 
A l l e n  Goldf i ne 
Dona l d  lii s n i ewski 
Mar v i n  Horowi t z  
Aud l ey Smi t h ,  J r .  
Denn i s  Tay l or 
Thomas Mu1 laney 
Oona Id Lester 
Harry C l a r k  
Joseph Jackson 
C u r t i s  Hudson J r .  
James L.  Dor i n  
Pat M. Donof r i o  
E 1 1  i ott SClmson 
Howard Schwa rtz 
Raymond Oudus 
Harol d  Eaton 
M r s .  A. Z i r u l fl i k  
Hrs. A.  Z i ru l h i k  
Mr . M .  Breen 
D r .  
D r .  
O r .  
Mr.  
Or.  
Mr.  
O r .  
D r .  
D r .  
O r .  
Mr.  
D r .  
O r .  
D r .  
O r .  
O r .  
Mr. 
D r .  
O r .  
D r .  
O r .  
D r .  
Hr . 
Mr. 
O r .  
M r .  
O r .  
O r .  
M r .  
D r .  
M r .  
O r .  
l E .  Bahn !' 
J T .  . t nterp 
E .  Bahn ! 1
L .  Leone 
I I I 
G .  R i c h  I !'{ ,  Naylor G .  Fenn I 
0. Grosse�s 
R. C h i lds� 
R. Oauphi a i s  
K .  Ca 1 lah n 
R .  Mul vey! 
R .  Lawson! 
H .  Uormser 
ti. }Jh i  t e  I 
U. Chav i n  f Shuman I 
H. Donne 1 .1 y 
F .  Fatemi ! 
G .  Yest I V. Wa 1 1  j 
H .  th:trb i srn J r .  
0. Mor r i s  
F .  Jordan�J r .  
K.  G regor 
P. Andrew 
Fa l k  I J .  McHi c k1i ng 
C .  Sherman 
\-J. Cop I I nt 
R .  Jones • 
w. Knapp j 
Honorary and Recogn i t i on 
A l pha Eps i l on Rho ( Na t .  Radi o-T . V . )  
A l pha Kappa De l ta 
A l pha Omega A l pha { Na t .  Hed . )  
A l pha S i gma Mu ( Na t . Meta . Eng ' g . )  
Beta Gamma ( Na t . Bus . Ad . )  
C h i  Eps i l on ( C i v i l E ng ' g . )  
De l ta S i gma Rho (Nat . Foren s i c s )  
Eps i l on P i  Tau (Nat . I nd .  Educ . )  
Eta Kappa Nu { Na t .  E l ec . Eng . )  
Karya t i des (Sen i or Women) 
Mackenz i e  Honor Soc i ety 
Motar Board ( Na t .  Women) 
Omi cron De l ta Kappa ( Na t .  Men) 
P h i  Beta Kappa ( Na t .  Scho l a s t i c )  
P h i  De l ta Kappa ( Nat . Educ . )  
P h i  Lambda Ups i  I on (Nat . Chem . )  
P h i  Ups i l on Omi c ron (Nat . Home Econ . )  
P i  Lambda Theta (Nat . Educ . )  
P i  S i gma A 1 pha ( Na t .  Po 1 • Sc i • ) 
P i  Tau S i gma (Nat . Mec h .  Eng ' g . )  
P i  Theta Eps i l on 
P s i  C h i  ( Na t .  Psych . )  
Rho C h i  (Nat . Pharm . )  
S i gma I ota Eps i l on (Nat . Mgmt . )  
S i gma Theta Tau ( Na t .  Nur s i ng) 
S i gma X i  ( Na t .  Sc i .  Research) 
Speech & Hea r i ng Honorary 
Tau Beta P l  ( Na t .  E ng ' g . )  
I nterest Groups 
A r t i s t s ' Soc i ety 
Fo l k  Mus i c  Ass ' n .  
Fore i g n  Affa i rs C l ub 
Forens i c  Un i on 
Goodwi 1 1  Promoters (Gabe P l ayers) 
I nterna t i onal Student S oc i ety 
Jeffr i es Student & S taff Ass ' n .  
Judo C l ub 
Rad i o  C l ub 
Sa i 1 i ng C 1 ub 
Ski C l ub 
Tang Soo Do C l ub (Korean Karate) 
U n i vers i ty Dames 
Youth Hoste l e r s  
Veterans ' Organ i za t i ons 
Mus i c a l  
Apol l o  C l ub 
Concert Band 
Men ' s  G l ee C l ub , Vars i ty 
Opera Workshop 
Vars i ty sa nds 
Women ' s  G l ee C l ub 
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Bernard Murphy 
Ne l son Gantz 
Bogdan Li sows ky 
Robert Skrentner 
Dona l d  R i tzenhe i n  
John C h r  i sner 
Char J ene Keeb l e r  
Thomas G .  C a ta l l o 
Arno l d  G l ov i nsky 
Thomas Hurford 
Nancy Nersess i a n  
Anne Z i mme r  
Peter Rock 
Kathy Ma l one 
Benson Rosen 
James O l eszkows ki 
Marc Chasson 
Barbara Schade 
Me l bu r n  Stewa r t  
G l o r i a  Burns 
John C h r i sner 
A r l ene Rosenfe l d  
Mark Cousens 
R i chard S t rachan 
V i v i an I .  D i cks 
Howard Gabe 
Nata l i e  Staszkow 
Rona l d  P o l s k i  
Robert Sauser 
C ha r l e s  Jones 
Ge ra l d  Wa l ston 
Nancy L .  Ooo I ey 
Norman Chambers 
Robert P .  Bohman 
W i  1 1  i am Watt 
Stanford We i nberg 
Monte Jahnke 
G u i do Fuc i na r i  
Donna Raut i o  
H r .  F .  Wu rtsmi th 
M r .  N .  Go l dner 
D r .  J .  Chason 
D r .  C .  Nag l e r  
M r  . J .  Wa 1 l i s 
D r .  J .  Lamb , Jr . 
Dr . G . Z i ege l mue l l e r  
D r .  G .  Baysi nger 
Mr . Szymanski 
Mrs . V . Sc he 1 1  
M r .  T .  Stone 
D r .  M .  Sterne 
D r .  R .  Mul vey 
Mrs . N .  Tutag 
Dr . W .  R e i tz 
D r .  R .  Hahn 
H i s s V .  Oemerj i a n  
Mi ss K .  Macks 
O r . C .  Shu 1 I 
Mr . G . Howe 1 I 
M r .  S .  Loibana 
O r . G .  Fenn 
D r .  E .  Raney 
M i s s C .  P i cke r i ng 
Hr . M .  Fa 1 k 
O r . H .  Hess 
Mr . R .  Wr i ght 
H i ss E .  Stekert 
D r .  D .  Herreshoff 
O r .  G .  Z i egelmue l l e r  
M r . J .  Sch i 1 l e r  
M r .  R .  Luther 
· Mr . o .  Mato 
M r .  R .  H u r l ey 
D r . W .  Arno l d  
Mr . J .  Bai 1 ey 
Mr . D .  Mato 
M r . R .  S t o l l 
Mrs . K .  Burks 
D r .  D .  Her reshoff 
Mr . R .  P r i ce 
O r .  H .  Langsford 
D r .  H .  Beg i a n  
D r .  H .  Langsford 
H1•s C . C o l e  
O r . H .  Beg i an 
Hr . R . Ha r r i  s 
Pol i t i c a l  and Soc i a l  Act i on 
Ame r i cans for Democ r a t i c  Ac t i on 
1Comm i ttee to E n d  Har i n  V i  et Nam 
1DuBoi s C l ub 
F r i ends of S . N . C . C .  
Repub l i ca n  C l ub 
Students for a Democ ra t i c  Soc i ety 
Young Democrats 
Young Soc i a l i s t  A l l i ance 
P r ofes s i on a l  and Depa r tmenta l 
Ame r i ca n  Chem i c a l  Soc i ety 
Ame r i ca n  I ns t .  of Chem. E ng ' g . 
Ame r i can I ns t .  of I nd .  Eng ' g .  
Ame r i can Pha rmaceu t i ca l  Ass ' n .  
Ame r i can Soc . of C i  v i  1 E ng ' g .  
Amer i can Soc. of Mecha n i ca l Eng ' g .  
Ame r i can Soc. of Too l & Hanf . Eng ' g .  
Anthropology C l ub 
C l as s i c a l  Soc i ety 
Counci 1 for Excep t i ona l C h i l dren 
Deutscher Vere i n  (German C l ub) 
Doctora l C l ub 
Econom i c s  Soc i ety 
E l ementary Educat i on ( H omeroom) 
Ethe l P e r r i n  C l ub (Phys . t:: d .  \·/omen) 
Fam i l y  L j fe Educat i on C l ub 
Geography C l ub 
Geology C l ub 
Hi story C l ub 
Home Econom i cs C l ub (Nat . )  
I ndustr i a l  Educa t i on Gui l d  
I nst . of E l ec t r i c a l  & E l ec . E n g .  
I n terna t i ona l R e l a t i ons C l ub 
Language Educa t i on C l ub 
Law School Moot Court Board 
Law S t u d .  C i v i l R t s . Research Counc i 1 
Marke t i ng C l ub 
Meta l l u r g i c a l  Soc i ety ( A .  I . M . E  . )  
Mus i c  Educ . Nat ' 1 .  Con f .  (Chap . 1 06) 
Nat i ona l Art Educ . Ass ' n .  
Newberry C l ub ( L i brary Sci ence) 
Occupa t i ona l Therapy C l ub 
Phi l osophy C l ub 
Psychology C l ub 
Rho Nu C l ub (Nu r s i ng) 
Saa r i nen Soc . for H i st . of Art 
Soc i ety of Auto E ng ' g .  
Spa n i sh C l ub 
Student Ame r i can Med i ca l  Ass ' n .  
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Joseph Sanders 
Marc Nowakowski 
Harr i et I vory 
Thaddeus C i ehorski 
Barbara B u r r i s  
Dav i d  We i ne r  
Eve l yn K i rsch 
Gary O l son 
Denn i s  H i  lemski 
Denn i s  R i ngwe l s k i  
Jack D .  C ronk 
Ge ra l d  J .  Bensky 
Robert Baroni 
Scott R .  Saxon 
Brenda Shaw 
Wes l ey R .  Hi t l s trom 
James E .  Thomas 
Rosemary Scarce 1 1 i  
R i chard Guyot 
C ha r l es M i l l e r  
Larry Ku 1 i sek 
C a t h i e  Li ndsey 
James Mondro 
Peter G r i as 
D i ane N .  C a r ro l l 
Kenneth Smythe 
Arney Mustonen 
Janet Abdoo 
James Schroeder 
Patr i ck Foye 
Margaret B .  Smi th 
Susan N i m l i n  
Thomas C roke 
S a l l y  Cop l ey 
Dar l ene Beyer 
E .  J .  Vaughn 
Varren J .  Anderson 
O r .  H.  Se i d l e r  
D r .  o .  Herreshof f 
D r .  D .  Herreshof f 
D r .  o .  Herreshoff 
O r .  c .  Browne 
O r .  A .  F i e l d  
H r .  J .  Lama 
O r .  o .  Herreshoff 
D r .  S .  K i rschner 
D r .  R .  M i cke l son 
Mr . H .  Ludwi g 
M r .  D .  Konner 
D r .  H. O i ra s i an 
M r .  G .  Howe l  I 
M r .  K .  Anderson 
D r .  A. P i t t i n g  
H r .  R .  M i nadeo 
M i ss B .  G i guere 
Mrs . H. Haag 
D r .  W .  R e i tz 
H r .  H .  Gray 
Hr . P .  /1 1 1en 
k i ss R .  Murray 
M i ss e .  Lachape l le 
b r . R .  Goodman 
b r . E .  D r i sco l l 
D r .  E .  Lu r i e  
H i ss H .  Voi s i ne 
D • . H .  S i l v i us 
D r .  H .  Hsu 
D r .  F .  Fa teml 
H r .  J .  Boyer 
Hr . A .  Vernava 
Hr . E .  W i s� 
O r .  L .  K l e i n 
H r .  N .  Lazar 
O r .  A .  Cucc i 
Hr . J . V i c  tor I a 
M i ss D .  Taylor 
M i ss 8. Jewett 
D r .  G .  Nakha n i an 
D r .  L .  Anderson 
M i ss D. S l ater 
D r . B .  G o l dman 
H r .  M .  Koen i g  
Pub l i ca t i ons 
Ad .. Service 
Da i l y Col l eg i an 
\.!ayne . Advocate 
Wayne.. Engi neer 
Wayne Law Review 
Wayne. Pharm i c  
R,.· ..:reat i on 
I nterco l l eg i ate Athlet i c s :  
Baseba 1 1  
Basketba I l 
Crew 
C ross Country 
Fenc i ng 
Footba 1 1  
Gol f 
Sw i mm i ng 
Tenn i s  
T rac k  
Wres.t 1 i ng 
Men ' s  I nt ramural Ath l e t i c s  
\.!or.ien ' s Rec reat i on Assoc i a t ion 
Rel igious and Ethnic 
· African Student Assoc i a t i on' 
Arab Student Asst"C i a t l on 
Baha ' i  C l ub 
B ' na i  B ' r i th H i l l e l  Foundat i on 
Canterbury C l ub (Nat. Epi scopa l i a n )  
Chr i s t i an Sc i ence O rgan i za t i on (Nat . }  
re�eret C l ub ( Latter Day S a i n t s )  
Eastern OrtKodox Fe l l owsh i p  
G�mma De l ta (Mi ssouri Synod) 
I nd i a  Student Assoc i a t i on 
I s rae l i  S t udent Assoc i a t i on 
Lat i n  Amer ican C l ub 
Lu :. �eran Student Assn. ( Na t .  luth.Coun.) 
Newman C l ub (Nat. Catho l i c )  
Organ. of Greek St.udents (De l ph i )  
S l a v i c  C l ub 
Soc i ety of Armen i a n  Students 
Student Re l i g i ous L i bera l s  {Channi ng) 
Ukra i n i an C l ub 
Uni ted· Campus C h r i s t ian Fel l ows h i p  
Wayne Chr i s t i an Fel l ows h i p  
Wes J e'/. . .  F ounda t i  on 
Vartan Kupe I i a n  
C l i fford We i sberg 
John M. Po l kowski 
M i c hael Terry 
Sandra Sharrard 
Sharon Petro 
loui s  Yerodla• l d r l ssa 
Hab i b  Fakhou r i  
E l i zabeth Randa l l  
Mar i l yn L.  S i t ron 
Robert Kennedy 
George Moffett 
Jack St 1 1 lwe 1 1  
Car I os Perry · 
Joe 1 ·S lesak 
Br i j  B. Garg 
U r i  K.retchner 
Joyce HcCotter 
Robert H .  Brender 
George Avgeropou los 
N i cholas Smeed 
Jaros 1av Kos h i v  
Thomas Ste i sma 
W i l l i am W r i g h t  
Ear J Goad 
Mr, F.  G i 1 1  
Hr, F,  G i 1 1  
Hrs. J .  P 1 i ha 1 
Hr, E. Szyman s k i  
D r .  A .  Neef 
Dr. H. Dunker 
Dr. L. Lande 
Mr. J .  Mason 
Hr. J .  Ross 
Mr. F .  Mc Br f de ' 
Hr, t .  Danos i 
Hr", \J, Ga 1 e 
Mr a L. Russe 1 1  
M r ,  J .  Hussey 
Mr. F. Hul hauser 
Hr. F .  McBr ide 
Mr. R.  Hurley 
Hr. N. Ertel I 
M i  SS c .  Mar�u.":lrd 
Dr. F.  Fatemi . 
D r .  F .  Fatemi 
Hr. H.  Herr i ngton 
Rabbi Kapust i n  
· Rev. Masson 
Mr. B. Wolfe 
Mr . J. Hess 
Hr. V. Ange 1�.scu 
Dr. R. Hahn 
Dr. R. Goodman 
Rabb l Kapus t i  n 
Mr. R. Stol l · 
Rev. Ki rkeby ., 
Hr. J.  Su l l i van 
Br. A. Theohl>f" r i s  
Mr. F .  Cor l i s s ,  Jr. 
Rev. Rubyan 
M r .  R. W r i ght 
Or. S .  Hamc:hur 
Rev. Hasson 
O r .  J .  Nyenhu i s  
Rev. D . K i  dd . 
' -.:-or i t.i es - P r:ofes s. i or\a 1 -. Soc i a l  
/ . : ;.�'.le De l ta Theta (Nat . Med . Tech .) 
De J � a  Omic ron ( Na t .  Mus i c )  
Lambda-Kappa S i gma (Nat . P ha rm L ). 
Mu P h i  Eps i l on (Nat . Mus i c )  
P h i  Gamma Nu (Nat . Bus . Ad . )  
S i gma A l pha I ota (Na t .  Mus i c ) 
Theta S i gma P h i  (Na t . Jou r n . )  
Soror i t i es - Soc i a l  
A l pha De l ta P i  (Nat . )  
A l pha Garr.ma De l ta (�t . )  
A l pha Kappa A l pha (Nat . )  
De l ta P h i  Eps i l on (Nat . )  
De l ta S i gma Theta (Nat . )  
De l ta Zeta ( Na t . )  
I ota A l pha P i  ( Na t . )  
Kappa De l ta (Nat . )  
P h i  S i gma S i gma (Nat . )  
S i gma Gamma Rllo - { Na t . )  
S i gma Kappa (Nat . )  
Student Part i c ipat i on i n  Un i ve r s i ty 
Assn . of Women Students 
C l ass of '67 - Sen i or Board 
C l ass ··of 1 68 - Jun1or Board 
C l ass of ' 69 - Soph Boa rd 
C l ass of ' 70- - F rosh Board 
Counci I of Rel i g i ous Organ i zat i ons 
E ng i neer i ng .Student Facu l t y  8o;l rd 
Exec . Counci 1 for H . N .  Joy Res . 
l nt.erfra te r n i ty Counci 1 
Law School Board of Governors 
L i b .  A r t s  Student Fac u l ty Soard 
Mackenz i e  U n i  on 
Mont e i th S tudent Boacd 
Panhe l l e n i c  Counc i l 
Pha rmacy Student Adv i sory Board 
Soc i a l  \�ork Student Organ i za t i on 
Student Counc i l ,  School of Sus.Ad. 
Student - Co.unc i 1 .Schoo·l of Med . 
S t udent Educa t i on Counc i 1 
Stu.dent-Fac u l ty Counc i  I 
-W-ayne Ass n .  of Nurs-i ng S·tudents 
Ju 1 i anne Szkody 
Margaret S tava 
Ka th l een P r i ce 
P hy 1 1 1  s F l emi ng 
L i nda Ames 
Chr i s t i ne F l ones 
A r l ene Chzreska 
Mar i e  Be l l  
Patr i c i a  Deeny 
D i  a nne L i  t t 1 e 
Beve r l y  Mutch n i c k  
Ju l i e Carson 
A i l een C r on i n  
Joyce Nad l e r  
Gay G i ra 
P a t r i c i a  Sokoloff 
JoAnn Taylor 
D i anne Oreven i ca 
Government 
Mary F .- Murray 
Dwight R i nke 
Hope CF-awford 
Lamont R i ch i e 
M i chae l Peacock 
Robert Sma l e  
Robert S krentner 
Martha Sandry 
Sanford Feuer 
George Edwards ·· 
James Krumm 
Leona r d  K latt 
D e l ores B a r gowski 
Ma r i l yn Pugh 
Rona l d  Ponichter 
Larry L i pp i t t 
S tephen S m i t h  
Dan i e l  Bernste i n  
James ·wadsworth 
C ha r l e s  Larson 
S haron Fande I 
Mrs . L. G ronkows ki 
D r .  M .  OeLeona rd 
Mrs . C .  Turczynski  
Mr . R .  Harr i s  
Mi ss A .  Wo l fram 
Mrs . M. li nco l n  
M i ss L .  Keane 
Mrs . D .  La i ng 
Mrs . M .  Bost i ck 
Or . J .  Col l i e r  
H i ss E .  Kamme l 
Mrs . M 1  Wash i ngton 
Mi ss G .  S p i t l er 
Mrs . F. Ha r r i ngton 
M i ss W. R i ach 
Mrs . c .  Parker 
D r .  A .  K i rkland 
Mrs . A. Schnoor 
Hrs . M·. ·wade . .  ·- . 
Mr . J .  Day 
D r  . \�. Cop 1 i n 
Hr . J .  Wh i dden 
Mrs . M. Wade 
M r . J .  Lyons 
Mr . C .  Lew i t t  
Hr:s . G .  Copp i n  
Mr . J .  Bates 
O r .  A .... . Neef 
Mr . F. Majeske · · 
Mr . .J . Ba·tes 
M i  SS p .  Verdet­
Mrs .  V .  Sc he 1 1  
· D r .  M . .  Dunker 
D r .  A .  Krasner 
Mr . J. Roberts 
D r .  B .  Rubens te i n 
O r . G .  M i l l e r  
M r  . . O .  S e  1 1 s 
Hrs . R .  Morrissey 
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BREAKDOWN BY COUNTRY 
FALL QUARTER, 1 9 6 6  
Country Temporary Pt:rmanent 
' Afghanistan 2 l, J. .  
2 .  Algeria .I. ) 
3. Argentina 3 1 0  
4. Australia 2. 5 
5 .  Austria 3 5 
6. Belgium v 8 
7. B ermuda 0 l 
8. Bolivia 0 4 
9 .  Brazil l 6 1 -no visa 
indicated 
1 . Britain 4 1 9  
1 1 . Britibh Guiana u 2 
12..  British Honduras 1 \.. 
1 3. British West Indies 2 
i•. Bulgaria 0 1 
15. Canada 198 1 74 
1 6 .  Ceylon D 1 
17 .  Chile 2 2 
1 8 .  China 56  26  
19.  Colombia 7 5 1-N. V. I. 
2.0. Congo l �· 
Total 
z 
l 
1 3  
7 
8 
8 
1 
4 
7 
23 
2 
l 
2 
l 
373 
l 
.. 
82 
13  
l 
Country Temporary 
2 1 .  Co•ta Rica 0 
22. Cuba 1 
23. Cyprus 3 
24. Czechoslovakia 2 
Z S .  Denmark 
26. Dominican Republic l 
27. Egypt 
28. England 
29. Ecuador 
30. Ethiopia 
3 1 .  Finland 
32. Formoea 
33.  France 
34. Germany 
35. Goyana 
36. Greece 
3 7. Guatemala 
38. Guinea 
39. Haiti 
40. Hong Kong 
• 
2 
1 
3 
3 
l 
4 
lJ 
1 
34 
l 
2 
0 
7 
144 
Permanent 
1 
2 1  
2 
l 
1 
z 
2 
2 1  
4 
0 
l 
._, 
8 
68 
0 
17 
(j 
l 
2 
2 
Total 
l 
22 
s 
3 
1 
3 
6 
23  
5 
3 
4 
l 
12 
78 
1 
5 1  
l 
3 
Country 
4 1 .  Hungary 
42. Iceland 
43. India 
44. Indonesia 
45. Iran 
4o. Iraq 
47. Ireland 
48. Iara el 
4 1. Italy 
50 .  Jamaica 
5 1 . Japan 
52. Jordan 
5 3. Kenya 
54. !<or ea 
5 5 .  Latvia 
56 .  Leo anon 
57. Liberia 
s a .  Lithuania 
59.  Malawi 
b .... · • Malaysia 
Temporary 
0 
0 
1Z3 
3 
34 
6 
(: 
25 
l 
6 
23 
l '..: 
2 
24 
17 
l 
0 
l 
l. 
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Permanent 
6 
l 
38 
l 
1 0  
1 2  
6 
1 7  
27 
8 
7 
7 
i 
l l 
7 
! 2  
8 
0 
l 
3-N.  V. I. 
Total 
6 
4 
l 6 i  
4 
44 
1 8  
6 
42 
28 
14  
3v 
lt 
3 
35 
7 
Zfj 
1 
8 
1 
z 
Country 
6 1 .  Malta. 
6Z. Mexico 
63. Morocco 
64. Netherlands 
65 . Nigeria 
66. Norway 
67. Pakistan 
68. Palestine 
69.  Panama 
70. Persia 
7 1 .  Peru 
72. Philippine• 
73.  Poland 
74. Rhodeai& 
75.  Romania 
76. San Marino 
77. Saudi Arabia 
78. Scotland 
7 9 .  Serre Leone 
ts::. South Africa 
Temporary 
0 
1 
1 
2 
8 
.... 
\.. 
8 
2 
1 
l 
2 
31  
l 
� 
l 
u 
l 
2 
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Permanent 
1 
6 
1 
l 
3 
2 
1 
2 
i) 
3 
4 
42 
l 
5 
l 
u 
7 
3 
Total --
1 
7 
z 
4 
1) 
/ 
3 
1 0  
3 
3 
1 
5 
35 
43 
l 
6 
l 
l 
7 
2 
5 
Country T emporary 
8 1 .  Spain 3 
82. Sudan 2 
v .J. SwE:.den l 
84. Swit -; er �and 2 
d5. Syria 12 
0 <.>. Ta·.wan 2. 
87. Thailand lZ 
88. Trinidad z 
89. Tunisia v 
9 0 .  Turkey 9 
9 1 . u�(raine J 
9Z. United Arab RepubJ.ic Z 
93.  United Kingdom 0 
94. Uruguay 
95. Venesuela 3 
-J 6 .  Viet Nam 2 
97. Yugo•lavia 6 
98. Z ambia 0 
1 4 7  
Permanent 
3 
2. 
2 
1 
j 
\ - N. V. I. - ... 
l 
' ·  
1 
4 l - N. V. I. 
4 l - N .  V. I. 
3 
l ;)  
l 
4 
0 
12  
l 
Total 
6 
4 
I ..J 
; .J 
15 
1 3  
2 
i 
14 
5 
5 
l J  
.l. 
1 
18 
1 
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NON CITIZENS AT WAYNE STATE UNIVERSITY 
VISA BREAKDOWN 
FALL QUARTERS, 1 966 
Temporary Viaa Student• Other than Canadian 
Student ''F " 
Exchange Viaitor 
P-I-1 002 6• 
Other Program• 66 
Viaitor 
Diplomatic 
H-2 
H-3  
No Visa Indicated 
TemP'orary Viaa Students Canadian 
Student "F" 
Exchange Visitor 
Vi.8itor 
H- 1 
Permanent Reaidente Studying 
Canadian 
Other than Canadian 
Faculty and Sta!f 
Temporary 
Canadian 
Other than Canadian 
Permanent Reaidents 
Canadian 
Other than Canadian 
Practical Trainees 
TOTAL 
1 1 •  
1 0 1 *  
26 
1 35 
355 
72 
8 
3 
l 
z 
5 
174 
z 
1 0  
1 
149 
464 
1 12 
1 6 1  
446 
. 187  
6 1 3  
273 
Z4 
1543 
*Exchange Visitor• on the Wayne State Univeraity Program as follows : 
P-1- l COZ 
Canadian 
Other than Canadian 
3 
52 -
55 
P-11-3506 
Canadian 5 
Other than Canadian 28 
33 
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NON CITIZENS AT WAYNE STATE UNIVERSITY 
ENROLLMENT BREAKDOWN BY COLLEGE 
FA LL QUARTER, 1 966 
Temporary Vi.aa Students Undergraduate Graduate 
Liberal Arts 150 178 
Education zo ZS 
Engineering 94 47 
Pharmacy 6 9 
Monteith z 
Nursing 1 7  8 
Buainess  Administration 37 15  
Social Work 7 
Medicine 5 1 3  
Total 3 3 1  302 633 
Permanent Reaident Visa Student• 
Liberal Arts 342 32 
Education 35 1 
Engineering 1 04 15 
Law z 
Pharmacy 6 1 
Monteith 1 1  
Nursing 10  
Business Administration 33 7 
Social Work 5 
Medicine 6 5 
College Unknown 1 2 
Total 548 e»s 6 1 3  
Practical Trainees Z4 
Faculty and Staff Temporary Permanent 
Adult Education 4 
Affiliated Hospitals 
Child Research Center s 
Children• Hospital 5 1 
Detroit General Hospital z 
Detroit Instit. of Child Rea. 1 
Harper Hospital z 
Hutzel Hospital z l 
Veterans Hospital, Dearborn 1 6  
Wayne County General Hospital 1 
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ENROLLMENT BREAKDO •' N B Y  COLLEGE (Continued) 
FALL QUARTER, 1966 
Temporary Graduate 
Bueineas Administration 
Applied Management and 
Technology Center z 
Institute of Labor and 
Industrial Relation• 1 z 
Management 1 
Materials Management Center 1 
Education 
Industrial Education l 
Physical Education 1 
Engineering 2 8 
Liberal Arts 
Art l 
Biology l z 
Chemistry 8 2 
Economics l z 
English l 
Geology 1 l 
Junior Year in Munich 1 
Mathematic• 2 1 5  
Music 1 
Physics 5 
Political Science 2 
Psychology l 
Romance &: Germanic Language• 2 1 6  
Sociology and Anthropology 4 
Speech 2 
Slavic Languages 1 1 
Medical School 
Anatomy 5 6 
Anesthesiology 1 3 
Biochemistry 3 
Dermatology • 5 
Gynecology 1 
Medicine 1 1  1 0  
Microbiology 2 
Neurology 1 6  3 
Obstetrics l 1 
Occupational - Environmental 
Health l "' 
Ophthalmology 4 
15 l 
ENROLLMENT BREAKDOWN B Y  COLLEGE (Continued) 
FALL QUARTER, 1966 
Orthopedics 
Orthopedic Surgery 
Otolaryngology 
Pathology 
Pediatrics 
Pharmaceutic:• 
Physical Medicine & Rehab. 
Physiological Chemistry 
Temporary 
z 
l 
l 
z 
l 
Physiology and Pharmacology 5 
Radiology 
Rheumatology 1 
Surgery 1 
Montieth 
Nursing l 
Social Work 
Other J?epartmenta 
Accounting 
Budget Office 
Bu1lding Service• 
Computing Center 
Electronics Technician 
Health Service 
In ln•t. for Applied Chemistry 
and Phy•ica 
Liberal Arta Advi•ing 
Liberal Art• - Dean's Offic e  
Placement Office 
Printing Department 
Science Storeroom 
Univereity Libraries 
Univeralty Relation• 
Total 1 1 2  
Permanent 
l 
3 
4 
l 
l 
l 
l 
3 
l 
4 
4 
z 
1 
l 
4 
z 
l 
l 
l 
l 
1 
' .. 
l 
1 
z 
1 
1 6 1  
Total 
273 
1543 
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR ADMINISTERING 
THE AMERICAN CHARACTER 
OPINION SURVEY 
Good morning (afternoon). My name i s  �������������-
Please do not start until 1 give the eigna1 to oegin. 
Thank you for taKing the time to come here today in order to help us 
with this opinion survey. All foreign students attending Wayne State 
University and a se1ected group of American student leaders at Wayne 
will be taking this survey. 
Thia should take only 15 to 20 minutes of your time; however, please 
do not hurry since lt is important that you read each question carefully 
and completely. 
I will now read the direction• on page one of the survey. Please read 
them to yourselves as I read them aloud. 
(READ ENTIRE PAGE ALOUD) 
After you have completed c ircling the answer• at the aide of the 
categories marked AGE. GEOGRAPHIC AREA, STATUS IN UNIVERSITY,  
SEX. MARITAL STATUS, AND LENGTH OF TIME lN UNITED STATES, 
please recheck to make sure you have circJed an answer for each. If 
an answer is not circled for each category, the entire questionnaire will 
be void. 
U you are not sure of the GEOGRAPHIC AREA, please write the nam.e 
of your country in the space beside the word Other.  
I will be  happy to try to answer any questione that you might have. 
Please raise your hand anytime that you need help. 
When you have completed the entire questionnaire,  please show me the 
fir at page, then fold the survey and deposit it in the 1arge box vrovided. 
DO NOT SIGN YOUR NAME. WE WANT YOU TO AVOID ID�TIFICATlON. 
Are there any questions ? 
(PAUSE FOR OUESTIONS) 
You may now begin. 
APPENDIX F 
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W A Y N E  S T A T E  U N I V E R S I T Y  
DIVISION OF STUDENT PERSONNEL DETROIT. MICHIGAN 48202 
F"OREIGN STUDENTS' OF"F"ICE 
Dear Student : 
I am in the process of composing a questionnaire for use by the 
Foreign Student Office and myself in obtaining necessary information 
from foreign students concerning their opinions and attitudes of 
the American character. Before I give this questionnaire, however, 
I need to be certain that it is reliable and that the questions 
contained in it are clear and tmderstandable. Would you please 
consent , therefore , to help us in this endeavor by completing 
the questionnaire and then adding your conunents and recom endations? 
Please make an appointment to see me at your earliest opportunity. 
You can do this by coming to the Foreign Student Office, Room 448 
Mackenzie Hal l ,  or by te lephoning 833-1400, extension 7170, 7171 , 
or 7172 . We will take only thirty minutes of your time, and I am 
sure that the time you spend will be enjoyable and rewarding. 
1bank you, , for your cooperation. -------
Yours very truly, 
Robert K. Luther 
Assistant Foreign Student Adviser 
RKL : j k l  
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W AY N E  S T A T E  U N I V E R S I T Y  
DIVISION OF STUDENT PERSONNEL DETROIT. MICHIGAN 48202 
FOREIGN STUOENTS0 OFFICE 
Dear Colleague : 
For quite sometime I have been interested in foreign students '  reactions 
to the American character. I am sure that my concern is not uniquely 
my own nor one which has not had a considerable amount written about it. 
My interest has been due primarily to my intense involvement with foreign 
students while serving as Assistant Foreign Student Adviser here at Wayne. 
I have , consequent ly, composed a questionnaire which I believe will serve 
as an instrument to measure how certain foreign students feel about what 
they consider to be certain traits of the American character. 11iis in­
strument i f  valid would act as useful tool in increasing our understanding 
of foreign students and their reactions toward us. It would also prove 
quite helpful to us in the Foreign Student Office, and, of course, assist 
me in the writing of my graduate thesis. 
Would you please consent , therefore, to act as a j uiy meni>er in assessing 
the validity of this questionnaire as a device to test foreign students '  
opinions o f  the American character? I have enclosed an exact copy of the 
questionnaire which I have coq>osed. Please disregard the directions 
at the beginning of page one as they are only for the use of the foreign 
students being tested. Beside each statement you will find the numbers 
S ,  4 ,  3 ,  2 ,  1 .  In appraising the statement, will you please circle S if 
you consider the question to be excellent, 4 if good ,  � if average , 1 if 
below average , and ! if unsatisfactory. 
Also enclosed is a self-addressed envelope. After you have co�leted the 
questionnaire, please place your name at the top of page one and return it 
as soon as possible. In addition, if you have further comments to add 
concerning the questionnaire , I sincerely hope you will do so. 
Thank you for your cooperation. 
Yours very truly, 
Robert K. Luther 
Assistant Foreign Student Adviser 
RKL:jkl 
Enclosures I I  
APPENDIX G 
JURY MEMBl:.:RS MEAN SCORES 
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Jury l�eans 
1 .  5 , 4, 5  : 4. 7 23. •• 
2 .  4, 4, 5  = 4. 3 24. ** 
3 .  4, 4, 5  :: 4. 3 25 .  •• 
4. l ,  3, l c 1 .  7 26. 4, 5, 5 : 4. 7 
s .  1 ,  4 ,  5 = 3. 3 27.  4, 5 , 5  • 4. 7 
6. 5 , 4, 5 • 4.  7 28. 4, 5 , 5  • 4. 7 
7 .  3, 4, 5  = 4 29.  4, 5 , 5  • 4. 7 
8. 5. 3, 5 - 4. 3 30. 4 , 5 , 5  • 4. 7 
9 .  5 ,  4 ,  4 & 4.  3 3 1 .  5 ,  1,  4 .. 3. 3 
1 0 .  5 , 4 , 5  • 4. 7 32. 4, 5 , 5 :a 4. 7 
1 1 .  5 ,  3,  5 • 4. 3 33. 5 , 5 , 4  • 4. 7 
1 2 .  5 , 4 , 5  • 4. 7 34. 4, 5 , 5  • 4. 7 
1 3 .  4, 5, 3 a 4  35. 5 ;, • 4 - 4. 7 
14.  4, 4, 4  = 4 36. 4, 5 , 5  = 4. 7 
1 5  .. 5 '  4, 4 :: 4. 3 37. 5 , 5 , 4  = 4. 7 
1 6 .  ** 38.  5'  5 '  4 - 4. 7 
1 7 .  1 ,  4, 5 a 3. 3 39.  5 .  5'  4 = 4. 7 
1 8 .  3, 4, 1 • 2. 7 40. 5' 5.  l • 3. 7 
19 .  4,  5 ,  3 = 4 4 l .  ** 
zo.  4, 4, 5  = 4. 3 42. •* 
Z l .  5 , 4, 5  : 4. 7 43. •• 
22. 5 , 4, 5  • 4. 7 44. 4 , 5 , S : 4. 7 
1 5 6  
45 . •• 67. 5 , 4 , 5  = 4. 7 
46. 5 , 4, 5 • 4. 7 68. 1 ,  5. l * 2.  3 * 
47. •• 6'1. 5 , 4 , 5  = 4. 7 
48. 5 , 4 , 5  • 4. 7 70.  5 • 3,  5 = 4.  3 
50.  5 , 4, 5  • 4. 7 7 1 . 5 , 4 , 5  .. .. 7 
5 1 .  5 , 5 , 4  ; 4.  7 72. ** 
52.  5 , 5 , 4 . 4. 7 73. 5 , 4 , 5  = 4. 7 
5 3. 5 , 5 , 4 • 4. 7  74. 5 , 4, 5  • 4. 7 
54. 5 , 5 , 4 = 4. 7  75.  5 , 4 , 5  : 4. 7 
5 5 .  5 , 5 , 4 • 4. 7  76. 5 , 4, 5  = 4. 7 
5 6 .  5 , 4, 3 : 4 77.  ** 
57.  • •  78.  5 , 4, 5  ., 4 .  7 
5 8 .  5 , 5 , 4  : 4.  7 1·1. 5 , 4 , 5  • .f.. 7 
59 .  5 , 5 , 4  • 4. 7 8 " v .  5 , 4 , 5  : 4. 7 
6\., ... . z .  l ,  1 • 1 .  3 • 8 1 .  5 , 4, 5 • 4.  7 
6 1 .  2 ,  l ,  2 : 1 .  7 • 82. 5 , 4 , 5  • 4. 7 
62. 5 , 4 , 5  • 4 .  7 83. 5 , 4 , 5  • 4. 7 
63.  5 , 4 , 5  • 4 .  7 84. 5 , 4, 5  2 4. 7 
64. 5 , 4 , 5  = 4. 7 85 . 5 , 4, 5  - 4.  1 
65. 5 , 3 , 5  • 4. 3 e6.  *** 
66. 5 , 4, 5  :t 4. 7 87. ** 
88.  •• 
*Changed to meet jury's approval 
••Added upon jury's suggestion 
